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Abstract
In this work we develop a new class of high order accurate Arbitrary-
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) one-step finite volume schemes for the solution
of nonlinear systems of conservative and non-conservative hyperbolic partial
differential equations. The numerical algorithm is designed for two and three
space dimensions, considering moving unstructured triangular and tetrahedral
meshes, respectively.
As usual for finite volume schemes, data are represented within each control
volume by piecewise constant values that evolve in time, hence implying the
use of some strategies to improve the order of accuracy of the algorithm. In our
approach high order of accuracy in space is obtained by adopting a WENO re-
construction technique, which produces piecewise polynomials of higher degree
starting from the known cell averages. Such spatial high order accurate recon-
struction is then employed to achieve high order of accuracy also in time using
an element-local space-time finite element predictor, which performs a one-
step time discretization. Specifically, we adopt either the continuous Galerkin
(CG) predictor, which does not allow discontinuities in time and is suitable for
smooth time evolutions, or the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) predictor which
can handle stiff source terms that might produce jumps in the local space-time
solution. Since we are dealing with moving meshes the elements deform while
the solution is evolving in time, hence making the use of a reference system very
convenient. Therefore, within the space-time predictor, the physical element is
mapped onto a reference element using a high order isoparametric approach,
where the space-time basis and test functions are given by the Lagrange inter-
polation polynomials passing through a predefined set of space-time nodes.
The computational mesh continuously changes its configuration in time, follow-
ing as closely as possible the flow motion. The entire mesh motion procedure
is composed by three main steps, namely the Lagrangian step, the rezoning
step and the relaxation step. In order to obtain a continuous mesh configura-
tion at any time level, the mesh motion is evaluated by assigning each node of
the computational mesh with a unique velocity vector at each timestep. The
node solver algorithm preforms the Lagrangian stage, while we rely on a re-
zoning algorithm to improve the mesh quality when the flow motion becomes
very complex, hence producing highly deformed computational elements. A
so-called relaxation algorithm is finally employed to partially recover the opti-
mal Lagrangian accuracy where the computational elements are not distorted
too much. We underline that our scheme is supposed to be an ALE algorithm,
where the local mesh velocity can be chosen independently from the local fluid
xiv
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velocity. Once the vertex velocity and thus the new node location has been
determined, the old element configuration at time tn is connected with the new
one at time tn+1 with straight edges to represent the local mesh motion, in
order to maintain algorithmic simplicity.
The final ALE finite volume scheme is based directly on a space-time con-
servation formulation of the governing system of hyperbolic balance laws. The
nonlinear system is reformulated more compactly using a space-time divergence
operator and is then integrated on a moving space-time control volume. We
adopt a linear parametrization of the space-time element boundaries and Gaus-
sian quadrature rules of suitable order of accuracy to compute the integrals.
In our algorithm either a simple and robust Rusanov-type numerical flux or a
more sophisticated and less dissipative Osher-type numerical flux is employed.
We apply the new high order direct ALE finite volume schemes to several hyper-
bolic systems, namely the multidimensional Euler equations of compressible gas
dynamics, the ideal classical and relativistic magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD)
equations and the non-conservative seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model of
compressible multi-phase flows with stiff relaxation source terms. Numerical
convergence studies as well as several classical test problems will be shown to
assess the accuracy and the robustness of our schemes.
Furthermore we focus on the following issues to improve the algorithm ef-
ficiency: the time evolution, the numerical flux computation across element
boundaries and the high order WENO reconstruction procedure. First, a
time-accurate local time stepping (LTS) algorithm for unstructured triangu-
lar meshes is derived and presented, where each element can run at its own
optimal time step, given by a local CFL stability condition. Then, we propose
a new and efficient quadrature-free formulation for the flux computation, in
which the space-time boundaries of each element are split into simplex sub-
elements. This leads to space-time normal vectors as well as Jacobian matrices
that are constant within each sub-element, hence allowing the flux integrals
to be evaluated on the space-time reference control volume once and for all
analytically during a preprocessing step. Finally, we consider the very new
a posteriori MOOD paradigm, recently proposed for the Eulerian framework,
to overcome the expensive WENO approach on moving meshes. The MOOD
technique requires the use of only one central reconstruction stencil because
the limiting procedure is carried out a posteriori instead of a priori, as done in
the WENO formulation.
xv

1 Introduction
Many real world processes are modeled using time-dependent partial differen-
tial equations (PDE), which are based on the conservation of some physical
quantities. Therefore these mathematical and physical models are typically
addressed as conservation laws and they cover a wide range of phenomena,
such as environmental and meteorological flows, hydrodynamic and thermody-
namic problems, plasma flows as well as the dynamics of many industrial and
mechanical processes. In any case the governing equations can generally be
solved using either an Eulerian or a Lagrangian approach. In the first case the
fluid flow is observed and computed in a fixed reference system, while in the
latter case the reference system is moving together with the local fluid velocity.
In general any conservation law assumes that the modeled medium is a contin-
uum and describes the evolution of the conserved quantity u(x, t) in the control
volume ω, which can be chosen arbitrarily. The conserved quantity depends
both on space (x) and time (t) and any change of u, i.e. the time evolution
of u, is assumed to be due to some fluxes F (u) across the boundary ∂ω of the
control volume and, in some cases, also to a so-called source term S(u) that
may affect the evolution of u by either increasing or decreasing the conserved
quantity. A very general formulation for a conservation law reads
∂
∂t
∫
ω
u dV +
∫
∂ω
F (u)ndS =
∫
ω
S(u), (1.1)
where n represents the outward pointing unit normal vector on the boundary
∂ω. The above expression must be valid for any control volume, hence leading
to the following partial differential equation:
∂u
∂t
+∇ · F (u) = S(u), (1.2)
where Gauss’ theorem has been used to rewrite the boundary integral as the
volume integral of the divergence of the fluxes ∇ · F (u).
The quantity u might also be a vector, hence involving more conserved quan-
tities. For instance, fluid dynamics is governed by conservation laws which
describe the evolution of three conserved quantities, namely mass, momentum
1
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and total energy. As a consequence we obtain a system of conservation laws,
whenever the quantity u is given by a vector. In this case a system matrix A
can be defined as
A =
∂F
∂u
n (1.3)
and the system is considered hyperbolic if for all n all eigenvalues of matrix A
are real and if a complete set of eigenvectors exists.
This work focuses on the solution of hyperbolic systems of conservation laws of
the form (1.2), considering a Lagrangian-like approach, where the control vol-
ume ω(t) is moving and therefore is time-dependent. Specifically, our task is
to design high order accurate finite volume schemes for the solution of hyper-
bolic systems adopting an Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. Section
1.1 provides a general overview of high order numerical methods for the solu-
tion of hyperbolic PDEs in the Eulerian framework, while Section 1.2 presents
a literature review of the state-of-the-art in the field of Lagrangian numerical
schemes. Finally, Section 1.3 provides the introduction to this work.
1.1 High order finite volume methods on fixed grids
The Eulerian approach implies the introduction of nonlinear convective terms
in the governing equations because the flow is observed in a fixed reference
system, which does not neither change nor move in time. These terms are
considered within the flux term F (u) of the conservation law (1.2). A lot of
research has been carried out in the past decades in order to solve conservation
laws of the form (1.2) numerically, starting from the one-dimensional case. A
very famous and widespread approach is given by Godunov -type finite volume
methods [133,240], where the discrete solution is stored as constant data within
each control volume of the computational mesh and is evolved in time by using
the integral form of the conservation law (1.1). Since the discrete solution in
general exhibits jumps at the element interfaces, the introduction of numerical
fluxes across the discontinuities of each cell is necessary. Godunov suggested to
obtain these numerical fluxes by solving Riemann problems at each interface.
Early work regarded the exact solution of the Riemann problem [73,133], that
was followed by the development of approximate Riemann solvers, such as the
linearized Riemann solver of Roe [200], the HLL and HLLE Riemann solvers
[112,139] and the local Lax-Friedrichs (LLF) solver proposed by Rusanov [201],
which can be reinterpreted as an HLL-type flux with a particular choice of the
signal speeds. While the above-mentioned HLL schemes are very robust, they
smear out contact discontinuities. An improvement was made by Einfeldt and
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Munz in [113] with the introduction of the HLLEM Riemann solver, where the
intermediate state was assumed piecewise linear instead of piecewise constant.
Another well-known improvement of the original HLL scheme is due to Toro et
al. in [231] with the design of the HLLC Riemann solvers that use an enhanced
wave model that is able to capture also the intermediate contact wave. In [190]
Osher et al. introduced a class of approximate Riemann solvers based on path
integrals, where the paths were obtained by an approximation of the solution
of the Riemann problem by rarefaction fans. A simpler and more general
version of the Osher flux has recently been forwarded by Dumbser and Toro
in [106, 107]. All those one-dimensional Riemann solvers can be used even in
two- and three-dimensional problems, where the discontinuities are resolved at
each boundary of the control volume along the normal direction.
In order to design high order accurate finite volume numerical schemes, a high
order reconstruction operator in space is needed as well as a time evolution
of the conserved quantities that allows the method to achieve high order of
accuracy even in time. Since linear monotone schemes are at most of order
one, as stated by the Godunov theorem [134], a first contribution for the im-
provement of the order of accuracy has been provided by the class of second
order accurate TVD schemes, which adopts a linear reconstruction in space and
time, like the MUSCL scheme of van Leer [241] and the second order method
of Barth and Jespersen on unstructured meshes [30]. Later on nonlinear ENO
reconstructions on unstructured grids have been introduced [4, 217] as well as
WENO reconstructions [126,144,215]. Once the high order spatial reconstruc-
tion is available, a suitable time stepping technique has to be used to guarantee
the final order of accuracy. Runge-Kutta (RK) methods perform a multi-stage
time-integration to evolve the numerical solution from the current time level
tn to the next time level tn+1. The higher is the order of accuracy, the higher
is the number of substages which are needed. Furthermore, the reconstruction
operator must be recomputed at each substage, hence drastically decreasing the
efficiency of the algorithm. For this reason RK methods are at most of order
four, because of the so-called Butcher barriers [50], which cause the number of
intermediate RK substages to become larger than the formal order of accuracy.
In recent years a valid alternative was proposed by Toro et al., who developed
the ADER approach [28, 54, 94, 98, 178, 222, 223]. ADER is the abbreviation
for “Arbitrary high order schemes using DERivatives” and the basic idea is
to use the high order reconstructed states, which are available from the re-
construction operator, to evaluate the numerical fluxes at element interfaces.
In this way the initial data for the local Riemann problems occurring at el-
ement boundaries are given by high order piecewise polynomials, instead of
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piecewise constants as in the original formulation of Godunov [134]. The first
ADER algorithms [151, 178, 210, 211, 222, 223, 233, 234] follow the concept of
Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz [31] based on the solution of the generalized Riemann
problem (GRP) at zone boundaries. The time evolution is carried out by using
repeatedly the governing conservation law in differential form to replace time
derivatives by space derivatives, which is the so-called Cauchy-Kovalewski or
Lax-Wendroff procedure. The idea behind the GRP approach is a tempo-
ral Taylor series expansion of the state at the interface. However, problems
arise when the solution is discontinuous. Since in general jumps are admitted
at element boundaries, conventional homogeneous Riemann problems for the
state and all space derivatives have first to be solved at the interface, then the
obtained results are plugged into the Cauchy-Kovalewski procedure to obtain
high order accurate time derivatives. The resulting ADER schemes are one-
step fully discrete and of arbitrary order of accuracy in space and time, and
have been successfully used in the framework of both finite volume (FV) and
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, see [102,103,105,210,211]. An efficient
quadrature-free approach for the numerical flux integration has been proposed
in [103].
The most recent ADER methods [27, 28, 94, 98] evolve the spatially high or-
der accurate reconstruction polynomial locally in time using a weak integral
formulation of the conservation law in space-time, hence obtaining space-time
accurate representation of the solution within a cell. This most recent version
of the ADER schemes is more similar to the original ENO scheme proposed by
Harten et al. [138], since it first evolves the data in each element by solving a lo-
cal Cauchy problem in the small, i.e. without accounting for the neighbor cells,
and then solves the interactions at the zone boundaries. The main advantages
of this time evolution are: (i) the cumbersome Cauchy-Kovalewski procedure
is no more needed, and (ii) the resulting technique can handle very general and
different hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. Furthermore stiff sources are
also treated properly, as highlighted in [99,141].
1.2 Lagrangian methods on moving meshes
Any Lagrangian method aims at following the fluid motion as closely as possi-
ble, with a computational mesh that is moving with the local fluid velocity. In
the Lagrangian description of the fluid the nonlinear convective terms disappear
and Lagrangian schemes exhibit virtually no numerical dissipation at contact
waves and material interfaces. Therefore the Lagrangian approach allows such
4
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discontinuities to be precisely located and tracked during the computation,
achieving a much more accurate resolution of these waves compared to classi-
cal Eulerian methods on fixed grids. For this reason a lot of efforts has been
made in the last decades in order to develop Lagrangian methods. Already
John von Neumann and Richtmyer were working on Lagrangian schemes in
the 1950ies [242], using a formulation of the governing equations in primitive
variables, which was also used later in [32, 51]. However, most of the modern
Lagrangian finite volume schemes use the conservation form of the equations
based on the physically conserved quantities like mass, momentum and total
energy in order to compute shock waves properly, see e.g. [53,172,182,216]. La-
grangian schemes can be also classified according to the location of the physical
variables on the mesh: when all variables are defined on a collocated grid the
so-called cell-centered approach is adopted [71,171–173,202], while in the stag-
gered mesh approach [167,168] the velocity is defined at the cell interfaces and
the other variables at the cell center.
Cell-centered Lagrangian Godunov-type schemes of the Roe-type and of the
HLL-type for the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics have first been
considered by Munz in [182]. A cell-centered Godunov-type scheme has also
been introduced by Carre´ et al. in [53], who developed a Lagrangian finite
volume algorithm on general multidimensional unstructured meshes. The re-
sulting finite volume scheme is node based and compatible with the mesh dis-
placement. In the work of Despre´s et al. [77,78] the physical part of the system
of equations is coupled and evolved together with the geometrical part, hence
obtaining a weakly hyperbolic system of conservation laws that is solved using a
node-based finite volume scheme. Furthermore they presented a cell-centered
Lagrangian method [71] that is translation invariant and suitable for curved
meshes. In [169–171] Maire proposed first and second order accurate cell-
centered Lagrangian schemes in two- and three- space dimensions on general
polygonal grids, where the time derivatives of the fluxes are obtained using a
node-centered solver that may be considered as a multidimensional extension
of the Generalized Riemann problem methodology introduced by Ben-Artzi
and Falcovitz [31], Le Floch et al. [46,124] and Titarev and Toro [222,224,227].
Cell-centered discontinuous Galerkin methods for solving the Lagrangian equa-
tions of gas dynamics have been considered in [127–129,161]. Since Lagrangian
schemes may lead to severe mesh deformation after a finite time, it is neces-
sary to remesh (or at least to rezone) the computational grid from time to
time. A very popular approach consists therefore in Lagrangian remesh and
remap schemes, such as the family of cell-centered ALE remap algorithms in-
troduced by Shashkov et al. and Maire et al. in [35, 37, 156, 157, 162, 202]. In
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[48,125,203,244] purely Lagrangian and Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
numerical schemes with remapping for multi-phase and multi-material flows are
discussed. All the Lagrangian schemes listed so far are at most second order
accurate in space and time.
Higher order of accuracy in space was first achieved in [65–67,163] by Cheng and
Shu, who introduced a third order accurate essentially non-oscillatory (ENO)
reconstruction operator into Godunov-type Lagrangian finite volume schemes.
High order of accuracy in time was guaranteed either by the use of a Runge-
Kutta or by a Lax-Wendroff-type time stepping. The mesh velocity is simply
computed as the arithmetic average of the corner-extrapolated values in the
cells adjacent to a mesh vertex. Such a node solver algorithm is very simple and
general and can be easily applied to different complicated nonlinear systems
of hyperbolic PDE in multiple space dimensions. Cheng and Toro [68] also
investigated Lagrangian ADER-WENO schemes in one space dimension. In the
finite element framework high order Lagrangian schemes have been developed
for example by Scovazzi et al. [187,213] and also by Dobrev et al. [82–84], who
solved the equations for Lagrangian hydrodynamics using high order curvilinear
finite element methods.
In the literature there are also other methods using a Lagrangian approach and
these schemes are at least briefly mentioned in the following. For example, also
meshless particle schemes, such as the smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
method, belong to the category of fully Lagrangian schemes, see e.g. [118–121,
179]. SPH is generally used to follow the fluid motion in very complex deforming
domains. Since it is a particle method, no rezoning or remeshing has to be
applied. Furthermore, also semi-Lagrangian methods should be mentioned.
They are typically adopted to solve transport equations [140, 199]. Although
these schemes use a fixed mesh, as in the classical Eulerian approach, the
Lagrangian trajectories of the fluid are followed backward in time in order to
compute the numerical solution at the the new time level, see for example [42,
59, 62, 145, 160, 196]. There is also the class of Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) methods [64, 89, 116, 117, 142, 194, 216], where the mesh moves with a
velocity that does not necessarily have to coincide with the local fluid velocity.
This method is often used for fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems, but
it is also used together with Lagrangian remap schemes.
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1.3 Towards high order ALE ADER-WENO schemes
The aim of this work is to design a new family of high order accurate Arbitrary-
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) one-step ADER-WENO finite volume schemes for
the solution of nonlinear systems of conservative and non-conservative hyper-
bolic partial differential equations.
The work is based on the already existing high order ADER finite volume
solver [94,98] mentioned in Section 1.1, which is used here as a starting point for
the development of the new Lagrangian algorithms. From Section 1.2 we know
that no better than third order accurate non-oscillatory Lagrangian schemes
have ever been proposed on unstructured meshes in two and three space dimen-
sions, hence leading to a challenging task that matches the research frontier of
numerical methods on moving mesh. Furthermore, the new algorithm emerging
from this work will be so general that it will be applicable to a wide range of
scientific fields, since it is based on a very general formulation of the governing
PDE, which many hyperbolic systems can be cast into.
The first contribution to this new class of numerical methods, which will be ad-
dressed as direct ALE ADER-WENO schemes, has been presented by Dumbser
et al. in [108], where the authors proposed the first one-dimensional high order
ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes for hyperbolic balance laws with
stiff source terms. In this case high order of accuracy in time was achieved by
using the local space-time Galerkin predictor method introduced in [98, 141]
for the Eulerian case, whereas a high order WENO reconstruction algorithm
was used to obtain high order of accuracy in space.
Then, this work contains all the contributions for ALE ADER-WENO methods
that have been done in the last three years of research. In [39, 96] Boscheri
and Dumbser extended the one-dimensional algorithm [108] to unstructured
triangular meshes for conservative and non-conservative hyperbolic systems
with stiff source terms. In [41] three different node solver techniques have been
applied to the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics as well as to the
equations for magnetohydrodynamics and have been compared with each other.
The multidimensional HLL Riemann solver presented in [88] for the Eulerian
framework on fixed grids has been used as a node solver for the computation of
the mesh velocity in [41] and for the computation of the space-time fluxes of a
high order Lagrangian-like finite volume scheme in [38]. In the latter reference
it has been shown that the use of a multidimensional Riemann solver allows the
use of larger time steps in multiple space dimensions and therefore leads to a
computationally more efficient scheme compared to a method based on classical
one-dimensional Riemann solvers. In [40] the ALE ADER-WENO finite volume
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schemes have been applied to conservative and non-conservative hyperbolic
systems on unstructured tetrahedral moving meshes, while in [44] Boscheri
and Dumbser introduce a quadrature-free formulation for the numerical flux
computation in the ALE context. In order to reduce the computational efforts,
which is typically higher for Lagrangian schemes than for Eulerian methods,
in [43, 93] the first high order time-accurate local time stepping ALE ADER-
WENO schemes have been presented in one and two space dimensions, while
in [45] the expensive WENO reconstruction procedure has been replaced with
the very recently developed MOOD paradigm [69,79,81,165], which requires the
use of only one central reconstruction stencil because the limiting procedure is
carried out a posteriori instead of a priori, as done in the WENO formulation.
The rest of the work is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we describe in
detail the new high order ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes, consid-
ering what has been done in [39, 40, 96]. The algorithm will be presented in a
very general way, treating both conservative and non-conservative hyperbolic
systems as well as the presence of algebraic source terms which are allowed
to be stiff. Next, Chapter 3 focuses on the techniques used to carry out the
mesh motion, i.e. the numerical strategies adopted to evaluate the mesh veloc-
ity and consequently to compute the new node location. Three different node
solvers will be considered, according to [41], and a rezoning technique with a
relaxation algorithm will also be detailed. Chapter 4 aims at introducing some
modifications of the direct ALE WENO algorithm, presented in Chapter 2,
in order to improve the overall algorithm efficiency. Specifically, we present
(i) a local time stepping (LTS) algorithm for moving unstructured triangular
meshes [43], (ii) the genuinely multidimensional HLL Riemann solvers for the
flux computation in the ALE ADER-WENO framework according to [38], (iii)
an efficient quadrature-free approach for the numerical flux integration [44] and
finally (iv) the MOOD version [45] of our original ALE ADER scheme, which
adopts an efficient a posteriori limiting technique. In Chapter 5 several hyper-
bolic systems of conservation laws will be described as well as the associated
test cases used to validate our new finite volume schemes. The corresponding
numerical results are given in Chapter 6, where we present some of the numer-
ical simulations that have been run during the last three years of our research
activity.
For a more detailed discussion about any of the topics illustrated and described
within this work, we refer the reader to the above mentioned references. For the
sake of generality, the new family of high order direct ALE ADER finite volume
schemes presented in this thesis uses an ALE approach, so that the local mesh
velocity can in principle be chosen independently from the local fluid velocity.
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As a consequence the method in general allows a mass flux and even when the
mesh velocity is set to be equal to the fluid velocity the proposed scheme is
not meant to be a pure Lagrangian method in sensu stricto. In this sense, our
scheme falls into the category of direct ALE methods.
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2 High Order ALE One-Step ADER-WENO
Finite Volume Schemes
In this chapter we provide a detailed description of our numerical method,
presenting and analyzing each part of the algorithm.
In Section 2.1 we propose an introduction to the finite volume framework,
showing how such approach applies to moving unstructured meshes. Sections
2.2 and 2.3 are devoted to explain how the algorithm can achieve high order
of accuracy both in space and time, respectively. Therefore a WENO recon-
struction procedure as well as a one-step element-local space-time predictor are
fully detailed. For the one-step space-time predictor we take into account not
only the case of smooth solutions in Section 2.3.1, but in Section 2.3.2 we also
give a description of a local space-time discontinuous Galerkin predictor which
is suitable in case of stiff sources and discontinuous time evolutions.
Since we are dealing with moving meshes, the mesh velocity plays an important
role and should be evaluated very accurately. For this reason in Section 2.4 we
limit us to provide a very simple solution for the computation of the velocity
vector for each node of the computational mesh. Instead, we refer the reader
to Chapter 3, where we present in detail all the steps which are needed to move
the mesh to the next time level.
This allows us to proceed with the description of the high order finite volume
schemes in Section 2.5, considering both conservative and non-conservative
systems of balance laws.
2.1 Finite volume framework on moving unstructured meshes
In this work we consider nonlinear systems of hyperbolic balance laws which
may also contain non-conservative products and stiff source terms. In our
approach we rely on a very general formulation of the governing equations
which can apply to several hyperbolic systems. This gives our algorithm the
possibility to cover a wide range of physical phenomena, namely all the ones
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that are governed by equations which can be cast into the following form:
∂Q
∂t
+∇ · F(Q) + B(Q) · ∇Q = S(Q), x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rd, t ∈ R+0 , (2.1)
where Q = (q1, q2, ..., qν) denotes the vector of conserved variables, F =
(f ,g ,h) is the conservative nonlinear flux tensor, B = (B1,B2,B3) contains
the purely non-conservative part of the system written in block-matrix notation
and S(Q) represents a nonlinear algebraic source term that is allowed to be
stiff. We furthermore introduce the abbreviation P = P(Q,∇Q) = B(Q) ·∇Q
to make notation easier. The balance law (2.1) is defined in the multidimen-
sional physical computational domain Ω, where d ∈ [2, 3] denotes the number
of space dimension and x = (x, y, z) is the position vector. In the following we
present the algorithm for d = 3, since for the two-dimensional case the method
can be easily derived setting to zero the third spatial coordinate, i.e. z = 0, as
well as all its related quantities.
The finite volume approach is based on the integral formulation of the conser-
vation law (2.1), hence providing discrete evolution equations for integral cell
averages. As a consequence, data are represented and stored as cell averages
which are evolved in time. The main advantage of working within the finite
volume framework is that the integral formulation of the governing equations
must hold for arbitrary control volumes, hence yielding almost no restrictions in
the discretization of the computational domain Ω. In a Lagrangian framework
the computational domain Ω(t) ⊂ Rd is time-dependent and is discretized at
the current time tn by a set of non-overlapping control volumes Tni that can
be either triangles (d = 2) or tetrahedra (d = 3). NE denotes the total number
of elements contained in the domain and the union of all elements is called the
current mesh configuration T nΩ of the domain
T nΩ =
NE⋃
i=1
Tni . (2.2)
Since we are dealing with a moving computational domain where the mesh
configuration continuously changes in time, it is more convenient to map the
physical element Tni to a reference element TE via a local reference coordinate
system ξ − η − ζ. The spatial reference element TE is the unit tetrahedron
(or the unit triangle in 2D) shown in Figure 2.1 and is defined by the nodes
ξe,1 = (ξe,1, ηe,1, ζe,1) = (0, 0, 0), ξe,2 = (ξe,2, ηe,2, ζe,2) = (1, 0, 0), ξe,3 =
(ξe,3, ηe,3, ζe,3) = (0, 1, 0) and ξe,4 = (ξe,4, ηe,4, ζe,4) = (0, 0, 1), where ξ =
(ξ, η, ζ) is the vector of the spatial coordinates in the reference system, while the
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position vector x = (x, y, z) is defined in the physical system. Let furthermore
Xnk,i = (X
n
k,i, Y
n
k,i, Z
n
k,i) be the vector of physical spatial coordinates of the k-th
vertex of element Tni . Then the linear mapping from T
n
i to Te is given by
x = Xn1,i +
(
Xn2,i −Xn1,i
)
ξ +
(
Xn3,i −Xn1,i
)
η +
(
Xn4,i −Xn1,i
)
ζ. (2.3)
When d = 2 the same transformation applies for the coordinates x and y,
setting ζ = 0. The vertices of Tni are given a connectivity C with a counter-
clockwise convention, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, hence
C =
{
(1, 2, 3), if d = 2,
(1, 2, 3, 4), if d = 3.
(2.4)
The piecewise constant cell averages, which represent the data that are stored
and evolved in time within a finite volume scheme, are defined at each time
level tn within the control volume Tni as
Qni =
1
|Tni |
∫
Tni
Q(x, tn)dx, (2.5)
with |Tni | denoting the volume of element Tni . The key point of any finite
volume schemes is the so-called numerical flux function, which computes the
fluxes across the boundaries of the control volume Tni . According to Godunov’s
idea [134], the numerical flux function can be defined by solving local Riemann
problems at the interfaces of the control volumes. If we limit us to use only the
values given by (2.5) to evaluate the numerical fluxes, we obtain a first order
accurate numerical scheme. In order to construct higher order finite volume
schemes we need to improve the order of accuracy of the solution employed
for the computation of the numerical flux function. In the next Section 2.2
a WENO reconstruction technique is described and used to obtain piecewise
higher order polynomials wh(x, t
n) from the known cell averages Qni . High
order of accuracy in time is achieved later in Section 2.3 by applying a lo-
cal space-time Galerkin predictor method to the reconstruction polynomials
wh(x, t
n).
2.2 Polynomial WENO reconstruction
The WENO reconstruction operator produces piecewise polynomials wh(x, t
n)
of degree M . The wh(x, t
n) are computed for each control volume Tni from the
13
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Figure 2.1: Spatial mapping from the physical element T
n
i
defined with x to
the unit reference element T
E
in ξ for triangles (top) and tetra-
hedra (bottom). Vertices are numbered according to the local
connectivity C given by (2.4).
known cell averages within a so-called reconstruction stencil S
s
i
, which is com-
posed of an appropriate neighborhood of element T
n
i
and contains a prescribed
total number n
e
of elements which depends on the order M of the polyno-
mial. We do not use the original pointwise WENO method first introduced by
Shu et al. [144, 146, 249], but we adopt the polynomial formulation proposed
in [101, 102, 126, 151] and also used in [225, 236], which is relatively simple to
code and which allows the scheme to reach very high order of accuracy even
on unstructured tetrahedral meshes in three space dimensions.
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In [29, 151, 186] it has been shown that the total number of elements ne must
be greater than the smallest number M needed to reach the formal order of
accuracy M + 1. As suggested in [101,102] we normally take ne = d ·M, with
M =
d∏
k=1
(M + k)
d!
. (2.6)
According to [102] we always use seven (1 ≤ s ≤ 7) and nine (1 ≤ s ≤ 9)
reconstruction stencils in two and three space dimensions, respectively. Specif-
ically, s = 1 denotes the central stencil, while one half of the remaining stencils
are the so-called forward stencils and the others are the backward reconstruc-
tion stencils, as depicted in Figures 2.2-2.3. For reconstruction, each element
Tni and its surrounding elements are first mapped to the reference coordinate
system ξ − η − ζ using the mapping (2.3) in order to avoid ill-conditioned re-
construction matrices, see [4]. The three types of stencils (central, forward and
backward) are then obtained by a recursive algorithm which adds recursively
neighbor elements to the stencil until the prescribed number ne is reached.
Therefore:
• for the central stencil (s = 1), we first add the Neumann neighbors of
Tni (i.e. the direct side neighbors surrounding element T
n
i ) to the stencil,
and then recursively continue adding the neighbors of these neighbors,
until the desired total number of elements in the stencil ne is reached;
• each of the three forward stencils (2 ≤ s ≤ 4 in 2D and 2 ≤ s ≤ 5 in 3D)
is filled with elements using the same recursive algorithm, but adding
only those elements whose barycenters are located in the corresponding
forward sector. On triangular meshes (d = 2) the three forward sectors
are spanned by a vertex of the triangle and the pair of vectors connecting
this vertex with the two vertices of the opposite edge, while for tetrahedra
(d = 3) the four forward stencils are defined by a vertex k of the tetra-
hedron Tni and the triplet of vectors connecting k to the three vertices of
the opposite face;
• the three backward stencils (5 ≤ s ≤ 7 in 2D and 6 ≤ s ≤ 9 in 3D)
are constructed in the same way as the forward stencils. The associated
backward sectors cover the remaining part of Rd that has not been cov-
ered by the forward stencils and are spanned by the negative vectors of
the forward stencils and the opposite edge or face barycenter in two and
three space dimensions, respectively.
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For the central stencil we use a simple Neumann-type neighbor search algorithm
that recursively adds direct face neighbors to the stencil, until the desired num-
ber ne is reached. For the remaining one-sided stencils we use a Voronoi-type
search algorithm, which fills the stencil starting from the vertex neighborhood
of the control volume and then using recursively vertex neighbors of stencil
elements. Figures 2.2-2.3 show the stencils used for the WENO reconstruction
technique on triangular and tetrahedral meshes, respectively.
Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional WENO reconstruction stencils in the physical
(top row) and in the reference (bottom row) coordinate system
for M = 2, hence ne = 12: one central stencil (left), three forward
stencils (center) and three backward stencils (right).
Once the stencil search procedure has been carried out, each stencil contains
a total number of elements ne that depends on the reconstruction degree M
given by (2.6), hence
Ssi =
ne⋃
j=1
Tnm(j), (2.7)
where 1 ≤ j ≤ ne is a local index which progressively counts the elements in
the stencil number s and m(j) represents a mapping from the local index j to
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Figure 2.3: Three-dimensional WENO reconstruction stencils in the physical
(top row) and in the reference (bottom row) coordinate system
for M = 2, hence ne = 30: one central stencil (left), four forward
stencils (center) and four backward stencils (right).
the global index of the element in T nΩ .
The high order reconstruction polynomial for each candidate stencil Ssi for
element Tni is written in terms of the orthogonal Dubiner-type basis functions
ψl(ξ, η, ζ) [72, 90,149] on the reference element Te, i.e.
wsh(x, t
n) =
M∑
l=1
ψl(ξ)wˆ
n,s
l,i := ψl(ξ)wˆ
n,s
l,i , (2.8)
where the mapping to the reference coordinate system is given by (2.3) and
wˆn,sl,i denote the unknown degrees of freedom (expansion coefficients) of the
reconstruction polynomial on stencil Ssi for element Tni at time tn. In the
rest of this manuscript we will use classical tensor index notation based on
the Einstein summation convention, which implies summation over two equal
indices. For a more details on the space basis functions ψl(ξ) we refer to Section
A.1 of Appendix A.
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Integral conservation is required for the reconstruction on each element Tnj of
the stencil Ssi , yielding
1
|Tnj |
∫
Tnj
ψl(ξ)wˆ
n,s
l,i dx = Q
n
j , ∀Tnj ∈ Ssi . (2.9)
Inserting the transformation (2.3) into the above expression (2.9), an ana-
lytical integration formula can be obtained that is a function of the physical
vertex coordinates Xnk,j of the element. The resulting algebraic expressions
of the integrals appearing in (2.9) can be obtained for example at the aid of
a symbolic computer algebra system like MAPLE. Up to M = 3 we use the
aforementioned analytical integration, while for higher reconstruction degrees
the integrals in (2.9) are simply evaluated using Gaussian quadrature formulae
of suitable order, see [218] for details, since the analytical expressions become
too cumbersome. The reconstruction matrix, which is given by the integrals
of the linear system (2.9), depends on the geometry of the control volumes in
stencil Ssi . Therefore, since in the Lagrangian framework the mesh is moving
in time, the reconstruction matrix can not be inverted and stored once and for
all during a pre-processing stage, like in the Eulerian case. As a consequence,
we assemble and solve the small reconstruction system (2.9) for each element
Tni directly at the beginning of each time step t
n using optimized LAPACK
subroutines. This makes the ALE WENO reconstruction computationally more
expensive but at the same time also much less memory consuming compared
to the original Eulerian WENO algorithm presented in [101, 102], since no re-
construction matrices are stored.
While the mesh is moving in time, we always assume that the connectivity of
the mesh and therefore also the topology of each reconstruction stencil remains
constant in time. Therefore, the definition of the stencils Ssi does not need to
be updated during the simulation. This is a very important simplification, since
the stencil search may be quite time consuming in multiple space dimensions
on unstructured meshes.
Since each stencil Ssi is filled with a total number of ne = d · M elements,
system (2.9) results in an overdetermined linear system that has to be solved
properly by either using a constrained least-squares technique (LSQ), see [102],
or a more sophisticated singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm. The
use of the reference coordinate system ensures the matrix of the linear system
(2.9) to be reasonably well conditioned.
As stated by the Godunov theorem [134], linear monotone schemes are at most
of order one and if the scheme is required to be higher order accurate and
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non-oscillatory, it must be nonlinear. Therefore a nonlinear formulation has
to be used for the final WENO reconstruction polynomial. We first measure
the smoothness of each reconstruction polynomial obtained on stencil Ssi by a
so-called oscillation indicator σs [146],
σs = Σlmwˆ
n,s
l,i wˆ
n,s
m,i, (2.10)
which is computed on the reference element using the (universal) oscillation
indicator matrix Σlm, which, according to [102], is given by
Σlm =
∑
1≤α+β+γ≤M
∫
Te
∂α+β+γψl(ξ, η, ζ)
∂ξα∂ηβ∂ζγ
· ∂
α+β+γψm(ξ, η, ζ)
∂ξα∂ηβ∂ζγ
dξdηdζ. (2.11)
In two space dimensions the above expression holds with ζ = 0 and γ = 0.
The nonlinearity is then introduced into the scheme by the WENO weights ωs,
which read
ω˜s =
λs
(σs + )
r , ωs =
ω˜s∑
k ω˜k
, (2.12)
with the parameters r = 8 and  = 10−14. According to [102] the linear
weights are chosen as λ1 = 10
5 for the central stencil and λs = 1 for the
remaining one-sided stencils. Formula (2.12) is intended to be read componen-
twise. For a WENO reconstruction based on characteristic variables see [101].
A weighted nonlinear combination of the reconstruction polynomials obtained
on each candidate stencil Ssi yields the final WENO reconstruction polynomial
and its coefficients:
wh(x, t
n) =
M∑
l=1
ψl(ξ)wˆ
n
l,i, with wˆ
n
l,i =
∑
s
ωswˆ
n,s
l,i . (2.13)
Within this work we may also refer to an M-th order accurate reconstruction
polynomial with the notation PM , meaning that the reconstruction procedure
has been carried out using polynomial of degree M .
2.3 Local space-time Galerkin predictor on moving curved
meshes
The reconstructed polynomials wh(x, t
n) computed at the current time tn are
then evolved during one time step, i.e. up to time tn+1, locally within each
element Ti(t) without requiring any neighbor information. As a result, one
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obtains piecewise space-time polynomials of degree M , denoted by qh(x, t).
This allows the scheme to achieve also high order of accuracy in time. Such an
element-local time-evolution procedure has also been used within the MUSCL
scheme of van Leer [241] and the original ENO scheme of Harten et al. [138],
who called this element-local predictor with initial data wh(x, t
n) the solution
of a Cauchy problem in the small, since no information from neighbor elements
is used. The coupling with the neighbor elements occurs only later in the fi-
nal one-step finite volume scheme (see Section 2.5). While the original ENO
scheme of Harten et al. uses a higher order Taylor series in time together with
the strong differential form of the PDE to substitute time–derivatives with
space derivatives (the so–called Cauchy–Kovalewski or Lax–Wendroff proce-
dure [159]), here a weak formulation of the governing PDE (2.1) in space-time
is derived (see Eqn. 2.28 below). The resulting method does not require the
computation of higher order derivatives, but just pointwise evaluations of the
fluxes, source terms and non-conservative products appearing in the PDE. This
approach has first been developed for the Eulerian framework on fixed grids
in [95, 98, 99, 141] and here we extend it to moving unstructured meshes in
multiple space dimensions.
Let x = (x, y, z) and ξ = (ξ, η, ζ) be the spatial coordinate vectors defined in
the physical and in the reference system, respectively, and let x˜ = (x, y, z, t)
and ξ˜ = (ξ, η, ζ, τ) be the corresponding space-time coordinate vectors. Let
furthermore θl = θl(ξ˜) = θl(ξ, η, ζ, τ) be a space-time basis function defined
by the Lagrange interpolation polynomials passing through a set of space-time
nodes ξ˜m = (ξm, ηm, ζm, τm). For the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) predic-
tor, illustrated in Section 2.3.2, the space-time nodes are defined by the tensor
product of the spatial nodes of classical conforming high order finite elements
and the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points in time, while in the Continuous
Galerkin (CG) approach the coordinates of the space-time points are chosen
according to [94]. The two-dimensional reference and physical space-time el-
ement configuration as well as the associated space-time nodes for the case
M = 2 are depicted in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 for the CG and the DG predictor
algorithm, respectively. More details are also given in Section A.2 of Appendix
A.
Since the Lagrange interpolation polynomials define a nodal basis, the functions
θl satisfy the following interpolation property:
θl(ξ˜m) = δlm, (2.14)
where δlm denotes the usual Kronecker symbol. Following [95] the local solution
qh, the fluxes Fh = (fh,gh,hh), the source term Sh and the non-conservative
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product Ph = B(qh) · ∇qh are approximated within the space-time element
Ti(t)× [tn; tn+1] with
qh = qh(ξ˜) = θl(ξ˜) q̂l,i, Fh = Fh(ξ˜) = θl(ξ˜) F̂l,i,
Sh = Sh(ξ˜) = θl(ξ˜) Ŝl,i, Ph = Ph(ξ˜) = θl(ξ˜) P̂l,i. (2.15)
Because of the interpolation property (2.14) we evaluate the degrees of freedom
for Fh, Sh and Ph in a pointwise manner from qh as
F̂l,i = F(q̂l,i), Ŝl,i = S(q̂l,i), P̂l,i = P(q̂l,i,∇q̂l,i), ∇q̂l,i = ∇θm(ξ˜l)q̂m,i.
(2.16)
The degrees of freedom ∇q̂l,i represent the gradient of qh in node ξ˜l.
An isoparametric approach is used, where the mapping between the physical
space-time coordinate vector x˜ and the reference space-time coordinate vector
ξ˜ is represented by the same basis functions θl used for the discrete solution
qh itself. Therefore
x(ξ˜) = θl(ξ˜) x̂l,i, t(ξ˜) = θl(ξ˜) t̂l, (2.17)
where x̂l,i = (x̂l,i, ŷl,i, ẑl,i) are the degrees of freedom of the spatial physical
coordinates of the moving space-time control volume, which are unknown, while
t̂l denote the known degrees of freedom of the physical time at each space-time
node x˜l,i = (x̂l,i, ŷl,i, ẑl,i, t̂l). The mapping in time is linear and simply reads
t = tn + τ ∆t, τ =
t− tn
∆t
, ⇒ t̂l = tn + τl ∆t, (2.18)
where tn represents the current time and ∆t is the current time step, which
is computed under a classical Courant-Friedrichs-Levy number (CFL) stability
condition, i.e.
∆t = CFL min
Tni
di
|λmax,i| , ∀T
n
i ∈ Ωn, (2.19)
with di denoting the insphere or incircle diameter of element T
n
i and |λmax,i|
corresponding to the maximum absolute value of the eigenvalues computed
from the solution Qni in T
n
i . In multiple space dimensions, the CFL condition
must satisfy the inequality CFL ≤ 1
d
if one-dimensional Riemann solvers are
used, see [229].
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The Jacobian of the transformation from the physical space-time element to
the reference space-time element reads
Jst =
∂x˜
∂ξ˜
=

xξ xη xζ xτ
yξ yη yζ yτ
zξ zη zζ zτ
0 0 0 ∆t
 (2.20)
and its inverse is given by
J−1st =
∂ξ˜
∂x˜
=

ξx ξy ξz ξt
ηx ηy ηz ηt
ζx ζy ζz ζt
0 0 0 1
∆t
 . (2.21)
We point out that in the Jacobian matrix tξ = tη = tζ = 0 and tτ = ∆t, as can
be easily derived from the time mapping (2.18).
In the following we introduce the notation adopted for the nabla operator ∇
in the reference space ξ = (ξ, η, ζ) and in the physical space x = (x, y, z):
∇ξ =

∂
∂ξ
∂
∂η
∂
∂ζ
 , ∇ =
 ∂∂x∂∂y
∂
∂z
 =
 ξx ηx ζxξy ηy ζy
ξz ηz ζz


∂
∂ξ
∂
∂η
∂
∂ζ
 = ( ∂ξ
∂x
)T
∇ξ.
(2.22)
Furthermore let us introduce the two integral operators
[f, g]τ =
∫
Te
f(ξ, η, ζ, τ)g(ξ, η, ζ, τ)dξdηdζ,
〈f, g〉 =
1∫
0
∫
Te
f(ξ, η, ζ, τ)g(ξ, η, ζ, τ)dξdηdζdτ, (2.23)
that denote the scalar products of two functions f and g over the spatial refer-
ence element TE at time τ and over the space-time reference element TE×[0, 1],
respectively.
The governing PDE (2.1) is then reformulated in the reference coordinate sys-
tem (ξ, η, ζ) using the inverse of the associated Jacobian matrix (2.21) with
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τx = τy = 0 and τt =
1
∆t
according to (2.18) and adopting the gradient nota-
tion illustrated in (2.22) above:
∂Q
∂τ
+ ∆t
[
∂Q
∂ξ
· ∂ξ
∂t
+
(
∂ξ
∂x
)T
∇ξ · F + B(Q) ·
(
∂ξ
∂x
)T
∇ξQ
]
= ∆tS(Q).
(2.24)
Note that the Lagrangian nature of the scheme, i.e. the moving space–time
control volume, leads to the term ∂Q
∂ξ
· ∂ξ
∂t
, which is not present in the Eulerian
case introduced in [95]. By introducing the following abbreviation
H =
∂Q
∂ξ
· ∂ξ
∂t
+
(
∂ξ
∂x
)T
∇ξ · F + B(Q) ·
(
∂ξ
∂x
)T
∇ξQ, (2.25)
Eqn. (2.24) simplifies to
∂Q
∂τ
+ ∆tH = ∆tS(Q). (2.26)
The numerical approximation of H is computed by the same isoparametric
approach used in (2.15) for the solution and the flux representation, i.e.
Hh = θl(ξ˜) Ĥl,i. (2.27)
Inserting (2.15) and (2.27) into (2.24), then multiplying Eqn. (2.24) with the
space-time test functions θk(ξ) and integrating the resulting equation over the
space-time reference element TE × [0, 1], one obtains a weak formulation of the
governing PDE (2.1):〈
θk,
∂θl
∂τ
〉
q̂l,i = 〈θk, θl〉∆t
(
Ŝl,i − Ĥl,i
)
. (2.28)
Since the mesh is moving, we also have to evolve in time the geometry of the
space-time control volume, i.e. the vertex coordinates of element Tni , together
with the predictor solution qh(x, t). The mesh motion is simply described by
the ODE system
dx
dt
= V (Q,x, t), (2.29)
with V = V (Q,x, t) denoting the local mesh velocity. In this work we are
developing an Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method, which allows the
mesh velocity to be chosen independently from the local fluid velocity, so that
the scheme may reduce either to a pure Eulerian approach in the case where
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V = 0 or to a more Lagrangian-type algorithm if V coincides with the local
fluid velocity v . Any other choice for the mesh velocity is possible. The velocity
inside element Ti(t) is also expressed in terms of the space-time basis functions
θl as
Vh = θl(ξ, τ)V̂l,i, (2.30)
with V̂l,i = V (qˆl,i, xˆl,i, tˆl).
The weak formulation (2.28), which gives the local evolution of the solution,
and the ODE system (2.29), which governs the element motion, constitute a
coupled set of equations that has to be solved simultaneously with an iterative
procedure, until the residuals of the predicted solution qˆl,i and the new vertex
position xˆl,i at iteration r are less than a prescribed tolerance, typically set
to 10−12. All the details regarding the iterative algorithm will be given later
in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Therefore the element-local predictor strategy on
moving meshes can be summarized by the following steps:
• first we compute the local mesh velocity with (2.30), usually by choosing
the local fluid velocity, hence obtaining V̂l,i = V (qˆl,i, xˆl,i, tˆl);
• knowing the mesh velocity, the geometry is updated locally within the
predictor stage, i.e. obtaining the element-local space-time coordinates
xˆl,i;
• the Jacobian matrix and its inverse are then evaluated by using (2.20)-
(2.21);
• finally we compute the term H according to (2.24) and the new solution
is evolved according to (2.28).
Once we have carried out the above procedure for all the elements of the com-
putational domain, we end up with an element-local predictor for the numerical
solution qh, for the fluxes Fh = (fh,gh,hh), for the source term Sh and also
for the mesh velocity Vh.
2.3.1 Local Continuous Galerkin (CG) predictor
The local CG predictor does not allow the numerical solution to be discontin-
uous in time within the local time evolution, therefore the weak formulation
of the governing PDE can be taken in its current form given by (2.28) and
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solved. To ease the notation, expression (2.28) is shortened by adopting a
more compact matrix notation as
Kτ q̂l,i = ∆tM
(
Ŝl,i − Ĥl,i
)
, (2.31)
where the following definitions hold:
Kτ =
〈
θk,
∂θl
∂τ
〉
and M = 〈θk, θl〉 . (2.32)
The unknown degrees of freedom for τ > 0 of the numerical solution q̂l,i are
addressed with q̂1l,i, while q̂
0
l,i denote the degrees of freedom which are known
from the initial condition wh. Therefore they are moved onto the right hand
side of (2.31) by setting the corresponding degrees of freedom of wh to the
known values, like a standard Dirichlet boundary condition in the continuous
finite element framework. The resulting nonlinear algebraic equation system
(2.31) is solved by an iterative procedure, according to [95], which reads
Kτ q̂
r+1
l,i = ∆tM
(
Ŝl,i − Ĥl,i
)r
, (2.33)
where the superscript r denotes the iteration number. For an efficient initial
guess (r = 0) based on a second order MUSCL-type scheme we refer the reader
to [141], otherwise one can also simply use the reconstruction polynomial wh
at the initial time level tn.
The local space-time Galerkin method is used again to solve the system (2.29),
hence 〈
θk,
∂θl
∂τ
〉
x̂l,i = ∆t 〈θk, θl〉 V̂l,i, (2.34)
which leads to the following iteration scheme for the unknown coordinate vector
x̂l = (xl, yl, zl):
Kτ x̂
r+1
l,i = ∆tMV̂
r
l,i. (2.35)
The initial condition of the ODE system is given by the nodal degrees of freedom
x̂l at relative time τ = 0, which are known from the geometry of element T
n
i
at time tn. The iterative procedure described above stops when the residuals
of (2.33) and (2.35) are less than a prescribed tolerance.
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Figure 2.4: Iso-parametric mapping of the space-time reference element (left)
to the physical space-time element (right) used within the local
space-time Continuous Galerkin (CG) predictor for a triangular
control volume.
2.3.2 Local Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) predictor
The local DG predictor has been designed for the treatment of stiff source
terms [98, 109, 141] in the governing equations (2.1), which might lead to a
local time discontinuity of the solution. Therefore the term on the left hand
side of the weak formulation (2.28) is integrated by parts in time, which also
allows to introduce the initial condition of the local Cauchy problem in a weak
form as follows:
[θk(ξ, 1), θl(ξ, 1)]
1 q̂l,i −
〈
∂θk
∂τ
, θl
〉
q̂l,i =
[θk(ξ, 0), ψl(ξ)]
0 wˆnl,i + 〈θk, θl〉∆t
(
Ŝl,i − Ĥl,i
)
. (2.36)
Adopting the following matrix-vector notation
K1 = [θk(ξ, 1), θl(ξ, 1)]
1−
〈
∂θk
∂τ
, θl
〉
, F0 = [θk(ξ, 0), ψl(ξ)] , M = 〈θk, θl〉 ,
(2.37)
the system (2.36) is reformulated as
K1q̂l,i = F0wˆ
n
l,i + ∆tM
(
Ŝl,i − Ĥl,i
)
. (2.38)
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Eqn. (2.38) constitutes an element-local nonlinear algebraic equation system
for the unknown space-time expansion coefficients q̂l,i which can be solved
using an iterative scheme as
q̂r+1l,i −∆tK−11 M Ŝr+1l,i = K−11
(
F0wˆ
n
l,i −∆tMĤrl,i
)
, (2.39)
where r denotes the iteration number. In case of stiff algebraic source terms,
the discretization of S must be implicit, see [98, 108, 109, 141]. For an efficient
initial guess of this iterative procedure we refer the reader to [141].
The system (2.29), which governs the local mesh motion, can be conveniently
solved for the unknown coordinate vector x̂l = (xl, yl, zl) using the same ap-
proach, hence
K1x̂l,i = [θk(ξ, 0),x(ξ, t
n)]0 + ∆tM V̂l,i, (2.40)
where x(ξ, tn) is given by the mapping (2.3) based on the known vertex coor-
dinates of element Tni at time t
n. Even in this case we monitor the residuals
of (2.39) and (2.40), so that the iterative procedure stops when the prescribed
tolerance has been reached.
Figure 2.5: Iso-parametric mapping of the space-time reference element (left)
to the physical space-time element (right) used within the local
space-time Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) predictor for a triangu-
lar control volume.
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2.4 Mesh motion
Lagrangian schemes have been designed and developed in order to compute
the flow variables by moving together with the fluid. As a consequence, the
computational mesh continuously changes its configuration in time, following
as closely as possible the flow motion.
Once the local predictor procedure has been carried out, at each vertex k
different velocity vectors Vnk,j are defined, depending on the number of elements
Tnj that belong to the Voronoi neighborhood Vk of node k, as depicted in Figure
2.6. In order to obtain a continuous mesh configuration at the new time level
tn+1, one has to fix a unique time-averaged node velocity Vnk using a node solver
algorithm. Moreover, the flow motion may become very complex, hence highly
deforming the computational elements, that are compressed, twisted or even
tangled. Therefore a suitable rezoning algorithm is typically used to improve
the mesh quality together with a so-called relaxation algorithm to partially
recover the optimal Lagrangian accuracy where the computational elements
are not distorted too much.
The entire mesh motion is then composed by three main steps, namely the
Lagrangian step, the rezoning step and the relaxation step. Since an exhaustive
description of such stages would become to cumbersome to be carried out at
this point of the overall algorithm description, we refer the reader to Chapter 3
for a detailed presentation of the mesh motion procedure adopted in our ALE
numerical method.
Here we only provide the most simple and straightforward solution to determine
a unique mesh velocity for each node k of the mesh, that has been proposed
by Cheng and Shu in [65]. In such a very general approach the node velocity
is chosen to be the arithmetic average velocity among all the contributions
coming from the neighbor elements, hence yielding an arithmetic node solver.
The local velocity contribution Vnk,j of element T
n
j that belongs to the Voronoi
neighborhood Vk is evaluated as the time integral of the high order vertex-
extrapolated velocity at node k, i.e.
Vnk,j =
 1∫
0
θl(ξ
e
m(k), η
e
m(k), ζ
e
m(k), τ)dτ
 V̂l,j , (2.41)
where m(k) denotes a mapping from the global node number k defined in the
mesh configuration T nΩ to the local vertex number in element Tnj , according
to the local connectivity C (2.4). If d = 2 we simply set ζem(k) = 0 and the
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Figure 2.6: Geometrical notation for the arithmetic node solver: k is the local
node, T
n
j
denotes one element of the neighborhood V
k
and V
n
k,j
is the local velocity contribution of element T
n
j
given by (2.41).
space-time basis functions θ
l
are defined on the reference triangle T
E
with the
mappings (2.3)-(2.18). The final node velocity V
n
k
is then given by
V
n
k
=
1
N
j(k)
∑
T
n
j
∈V
k
V
n
k,j
, (2.42)
with N
j(k)
representing the number of Voronoi neighbors T
j
of node k.
As a result of the node solver, we obtain a unique high order accurate time-
averaged vertex velocity V
n
k
for each vertex k, that is used to evaluate the new
node position X
n+1
k
of node k at time t
n+1
as
X
n+1
k
= X
n
k
+ ∆tV
n
k
, (2.43)
where X
n
k
denotes the coordinates of node k at the current time level t
n
. With
the new vertex positions we are able to update all the other geometric quantities
needed for the computation, e.g. normal vectors, volumes, side lengths, etc.
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2.5 High order ALE finite volume schemes
Since finite volume schemes are based on the integral formulation of the conser-
vation law, we first have to clearly define the control volumes where integration
will be carried out. For each element Ti the new vertex coordinates X
n+1
k are
connected to the old coordinates Xnk with straight line segments, yielding a
multidimensional space-time control volume Cni = Ti(t) ×
[
tn; tn+1
]
, that in-
volves overall five space-time sub-surfaces in 2D or six sub-volumes in 3D, as
depicted in Figure 2.7. Specifically, the space-time volume Cni is bounded on
the bottom and on the top by the element configuration at the current time
level Tni and at the new time level T
n+1
i , respectively, while it is closed with
a total number of Ni = (d+ 1) lateral sub-volumes ∂Cnij = ∂Tij(t)× [tn; tn+1]
that are given by the evolution of each face ∂Tij(t) of element Ti within the
timestep ∆t = (tn+1− tn). Therefore the space-time volume Cni is bounded by
its surface ∂Cni which is given by
∂Cni =
 ⋃
Tj(t)∈Ni
∂Cnij
 ∪ Tni ∪ Tn+1i . (2.44)
For the sake of clarity from now on we will present the finite volume scheme
for the three-dimensional case, hence addressing the sub-volumes with ∂Cnij
and the faces with ∂Tij(t). If d = 2 then volumes reduce to surfaces, while
surfaces reduce to segments and the algorithm formulation can be easily derived
by setting the z−aligned coordinate to zero as well as all its related physical
quantities.
In order to develop a Lagrangian-type finite volume schemes on moving un-
structured meshes, we rely on a space-time divergence operator ∇˜ that allows
the governing PDE (2.1) to be reformulated more compactly as
∇˜ · F˜ + B˜(Q) · ∇˜Q = S(Q), ∇˜ =
(
∂
∂x
,
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂z
,
∂
∂t
)T
, (2.45)
where the space-time flux tensor F˜ and the system matrix B˜ explicitly read
F˜ = (f , g , h, Q) , B˜ = (B1,B2,B3, 0). (2.46)
For the computation of the state vector at the new time level Qn+1, the balance
law (2.45) is integrated over a four-dimensional space-time control volume
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Figure 2.7: Space-time evolution of element T
i
within one timestep ∆t in two
(a) and three (b) space dimensions. The dashed red lines denote
the evolution in time of the faces ∂C
n
ij
of the control volume T
i
,
whose configuration at the current time level t
n
and at the new
time level t
n+1
is depicted in black and blue, respectively.
C
n
i
= T
i
(t)×
[
t
n
; t
n+1
]
, i.e.
∫
C
n
i
˜
∇ ·
˜
F dxdt+
∫
C
n
i
˜
B(Q) ·
˜
∇Q dxdt =
∫
C
n
i
S(Q) dxdt. (2.47)
Application of the theorem of Gauss yields
∫
∂C
n
i
˜
F · ˜n dS +
∫
C
n
i
˜
B(Q) ·
˜
∇Q dxdt =
∫
C
n
i
S(Q) dxdt, (2.48)
where the space-time volume integral on the left of (2.47) has been rewritten as
the sum of the fluxes computed over the three-dimensional space-time volume
∂C
n
i
, given by the evolution of each face of element T
i
(t) within the timestep ∆t,
as depicted in Figure 2.7. The symbol ˜n = (˜n
x
, ˜n
y
, ˜n
z
, ˜n
t
) denotes the outward
pointing space-time unit normal vector on the space-time surface ∂C
n
i
.
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In order to simplify the integral computation, each of the space-time sub-
volumes is mapped to a reference element. For the configurations at the
current and at the new time level, Tni and T
n+1
i , we use the mapping (2.3)
with (ξ, η, ζ) ∈ [0; 1]. The space-time unit normal vectors simply read n˜ =
(0, 0, 0,−1) for Tni and n˜ = (0, 0, 0, 1) for Tn+1i , since these volumes are or-
thogonal to the time coordinate. For the lateral sub-volumes ∂Cnij we adopt
a linear parametrization to map the physical volume to a three-dimensional
space-time reference prism, as shown in Figure 2.8. Starting from the old ver-
tex coordinates Xnik and the new ones X
n+1
ik , that are known from the mesh
motion algorithm (briefly described in Section 2.4 and detailed in next Chapter
3), the lateral sub-volumes are parametrized using a set of linear basis functions
βk(χ1, χ2, τ) that are defined on a local reference system (χ1, χ2, τ) which is
oriented orthogonally w.r.t. the face ∂Tij(t) of element T
n
i , e.g. the reference
time coordinate τ is orthogonal to the reference space coordinates (χ1, χ2) that
lie on ∂Tij(t). The temporal mapping is simply given by t = t
n + τ ∆t, hence
tχ1 = tχ2 = 0 and tτ = ∆t. The lateral space-time sub-volume ∂C
n
ij is defined
by a total number Nk of vertices of physical coordinates X˜
n
ij,k, namely Nk = 4
or Nk = 6 in two or three space dimensions, respectively. The first three vectors
(Xnij,1,X
n
ij,2,X
n
ij,3) are the nodes defining the common face ∂Tij(t
n) at time tn,
while the same procedure applies at the new time level tn+1. Therefore the six
vectors X˜nij,k are given by
X˜nij,1 =
(
Xnij,1, t
n) , X˜nij,2 = (Xnij,2, tn) , X˜nij,3 = (Xnij,3, tn) ,
X˜nij,4 =
(
Xn+1ij,1 , t
n+1) , X˜nij,5 = (Xn+1ij,2 , tn+1) , X˜nij,6 = (Xn+1ij,3 , tn+1) ,
(2.49)
and the parametrization for ∂Cnij reads
∂Cnij = x˜ (χ1, χ2, τ) =
Nk∑
k=1
βk(χ1, χ2, τ) X˜
n
ij,k, (2.50)
with 0 ≤ χ1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ χ2 ≤ 1 − χ1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1. The basis functions
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βk(χ1, χ2, τ) for the reference space-time element in 3D are given by
β1(χ1, χ2, τ) = (1− χ1 − χ2)(1− τ),
β2(χ1, χ2, τ) = χ1(1− τ),
β3(χ1, χ2, τ) = χ2(1− τ),
β4(χ1, χ2, τ) = (1− χ1 − χ2)(τ)
β5(χ1, χ2, τ) = χ1τ,
β6(χ1, χ2, τ) = χ2τ. (2.51)
The corresponding basis functions for the two dimensional case can be easily
obtained by setting χ2 = 0, since the space-time reference element is defined
in the reference system (χ1, τ), as shown in Figure 2.8.
The coordinate transformation is associated with a matrix T that reads
T =
(
eˆ,
∂x˜
∂χ1
,
∂x˜
∂χ2
,
∂x˜
∂τ
)T
, (2.52)
with eˆ = (eˆ1, eˆ2, eˆ3, eˆ4) and where eˆp represents the unit vector aligned with
the p-th axis of the physical coordinate system (x, y, z, t). In the following x˜q
denotes the q-th component of vector x˜. The determinant of T produces at
the same time the space-time volume |∂Cnij | of the space-time sub-volume ∂Cnij
and the associated space-time normal vector n˜ij , as
n˜ij =
(
pqrs eˆp
∂x˜q
∂χ1
∂x˜r
∂χ2
∂x˜s
∂τ
)
/|∂Cnij |, (2.53)
where the Levi-Civita symbol has been used according to the usual definition
pqrs =

+1, if (p, q, r, s) is an even permutation of (1, 2, 3, 4),
−1, if (p, q, r, s) is an odd permutation of (1, 2, 3, 4),
0, otherwise,
(2.54)
and with
|∂Cnij | =
∥∥∥∥pqrs eˆp ∂x˜q∂χ1 ∂x˜r∂χ2 ∂x˜s∂τ
∥∥∥∥ . (2.55)
We now need to discretize the integral form (2.48) to obtain an evolution equa-
tion of the cell averages of the state vector Q. Depending on the governing
PDE system (2.1), we might deal either with non-conservative products or not.
Therefore in next Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 we will present an ALE finite volume
method which is suitable for each one of the aforementioned cases.
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Figure 2.8: Physical space-time element (a) and parametrization of the lateral
space-time sub-volume ∂Cnij (b) for triangles (top) and tetrahedra
(bottom). The dashed red lines denote the evolution in time of
the faces of the element, whose configuration at the current time
level tn and at the new time level tn+1 is depicted in black and
blue, respectively.
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Before proceeding with the description of the evolution equation of the cell
averages of the state vector Q, let us underline that the integration over a
closed space-time control volume, as done in (2.48), automatically satisfies
the so-called geometric conservation law (GCL), since application of Gauss’
theorem yields ∫
∂Cni
n˜ dS = 0. (2.56)
Note that (2.56) is the time-integrated (fully discrete) version of the classical
GCL relation typically used in the Lagrangian community, see for example
equation (2.9i) on page 1785 of reference [172]. For the proof of this equivalence,
see Appendix C. For all the applications and the test problems shown later in
Chapter 6 the integral appearing in (2.56) has been evaluated for each element
and at each timestep using Gaussian quadrature rules of sufficient accuracy.
We could verify that condition (2.56) has been always satisfied on the discrete
level up to machine precision.
Last but not least, we would like to state clearly that within the family of
high order one-step direct ALE methods proposed in this work the choices of
the Riemann solver, the reconstruction technique and the mesh velocity are
deliberately independent from each other, hence the method in general allows
a mass flux. This means that even for V = v the proposed scheme is not
meant to be a pure Lagrangian method in sensu stricto. However, the family
of schemes presented in this framework is able to resolve material interfaces
and contact waves very well, much better than traditional high order Eulerian
methods on fixed meshes.
2.5.1 Formulation for non-conservative systems
The non-conservative term B˜(Q) · ∇˜Q appearing in (2.48) is integrated by
using a path-conservative approach [56, 57, 97, 99, 107, 180, 192, 193, 198, 235],
which follows the theory of Dal Maso-Le Floch and Murat [175] and defines
the non-conservative term as a Borel measure. For a more detailed discussion on
the known limitations and problems associated with path-conservative schemes
see [7, 58]. One thus obtains∫
∂Cni
(
F˜ + D˜
)
· n˜ dS +
∫
Cni \∂Cni
B˜(Q) · ∇˜Q dxdt =
∫
Cni
S(Q) dxdt, (2.57)
where a new term D˜ has been introduced in order to take into account potential
jumps of the solution Q on the space-time element boundaries ∂Cni . This term
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is computed by the path integral
D˜ · n˜ = 1
2
1∫
0
B˜
(
Ψ(Q−,Q+, s)
) · n˜ ∂Ψ
∂s
ds. (2.58)
The integration path Ψ in (2.58) is chosen to be a simple straight-line segment
[57,99,107,192], although other choices are possible. Therefore it reads
Ψ = Ψ(Q−,Q+, s) = Q− + s(Q+ −Q−), (2.59)
and the jump term (2.58) simply reduces to
D˜ · n˜ = 1
2
 1∫
0
B˜
(
Ψ(Q−,Q+, s)
) · n˜ ds
(Q+ −Q−) , (2.60)
with
(
Q−,Q+
)
representing the two vectors of conserved variables within ele-
ment Tni and its direct neighbor T
n
j , respectively.
The final one-step ALE finite volume scheme for non-conservative hyperbolic
systems takes the following form:
|Tn+1i |Qn+1i = |Tni |Qni −
∑
Tj∈Ni
1∫
0
1∫
0
1−χ1∫
0
|∂Cnij |G˜ij dχ2dχ1dτ
+
∫
Cni \∂Cni
(Sh −Ph) dxdt, (2.61)
where the term G˜ij · n˜ij contains the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian numeri-
cal flux function as well as the path-conservative jump term, hence allowing
the discontinuity of the predictor solution qh that occurs at the space-time
sub-volume ∂Cnij to be properly resolved. The volume and surface integrals ap-
pearing in (2.61) are approximated using multidimensional Gaussian quadra-
ture rules, see [218] for details. The term G˜ij can be evaluated using a simple
ALE Rusanov-type scheme [108] as
G˜ij =
1
2
(
F˜(q+h ) + F˜(q
−
h )
)
· n˜ij + 1
2
 1∫
0
B˜(Ψ) · n˜ ds− |λmax|I
(q+h − q−h ) ,
(2.62)
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where q−h and q
+
h are the local space-time predictor solution inside element
Ti(t) and the neighbor Tj(t), respectively, and |λmax| denotes the maximum
absolute value of the eigenvalues of the matrix A˜ · n˜ in space-time normal
direction. Using the normal mesh velocity V · n, matrix A˜n˜ reads
A˜n˜ = A˜ · n˜ =
(√
n˜2x + n˜2y + n˜2z
)[( ∂F
∂Q
+ B
)
· n− (V · n) I
]
, (2.63)
with I denoting the ν × ν identity matrix, A = ∂F/∂Q + B representing the
classical Eulerian system matrix and n being the spatial unit normal vector
given by
n =
(n˜x, n˜y, n˜z)
T√
n˜2x + n˜2y + n˜2z
. (2.64)
The numerical flux term G˜ij can be also computed relying on a more so-
phisticated Osher-type scheme [189], introduced in the Eulerian framework for
conservative and non-conservative hyperbolic systems in [106,107]. It reads
G˜ij =
1
2
(
F˜(q+h ) + F˜(q
−
h )
)
·n˜ij+1
2
 1∫
0
(
B˜(Ψ) · n˜−
∣∣∣A˜n˜(Ψ)∣∣∣) ds
(q+h − q−h ) ,
(2.65)
where the matrix absolute value operator is computed as usual as
|A| = R|Λ|R−1, |Λ| = diag (|λ1|, |λ2|, ..., |λν |) , (2.66)
with the right eigenvector matrix R and its inverse R−1. According to [106,107]
Gaussian quadrature formulae of sufficient accuracy are adopted to evaluate the
path integral present in (2.65).
2.5.2 Formulation for conservative systems
If the governing PDE (2.1) does not involve any non-conservative term, then
B(Q) = 0 and the integral form (2.48) simply reduces to∫
∂Cni
F˜ · n˜ dS =
∫
Cni
S(Q) dxdt, (2.67)
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which is then discretized as
|Tn+1i |Qn+1i = |Tni |Qni −
∑
Tj∈Ni
1∫
0
1∫
0
1−χ1∫
0
|∂Cnij |F˜ij · n˜ij dχ2dχ1dτ
+
∫
Cni
Sh dxdt, (2.68)
where the discontinuity of the predictor solution qh at the space-time sub-
volume ∂Cnij is resolved by a numerical flux function F˜ij · n˜ij .
The numerical flux F˜ij · n˜ij appearing in (2.68) is chosen to be either a simple
Rusanov-type ALE flux or a more sophisticated Osher-type ALE flux, as done
for the non-conservative ALE finite volume scheme presented in the previous
section. Here, the expression for the Rusanov flux is given by
F˜ij · n˜ij = 1
2
(
F˜(q+h ) + F˜(q
−
h )
)
· n˜ij − 1
2
|λmax|
(
q+h − q−h
)
, (2.69)
with |λmax| denoting the maximum eigenvalue of the ALE Jacobian matrix
w.r.t. the normal direction in space, i.e.
AVn(Q) =
(√
n˜2x + n˜2y + n˜2z
)[ ∂F
∂Q
· n− (V · n) I
]
, n =
(n˜x, n˜y, n˜z)
T√
n˜2x + n˜2y + n˜2z
,
(2.70)
where I is the identity matrix and V · n represents the local normal mesh
velocity.
The Osher-type flux formulation reads
F˜ij · n˜ij = 1
2
(
F˜(q+h ) + F˜(q
−
h )
)
· n˜ij − 1
2
 1∫
0
∣∣∣AVn(Ψ(s))∣∣∣ ds
(q+h − q−h ) ,
(2.71)
where the left and the right state across the discontinuity are connected using
the simple straight-line segment path (2.59), hence
Ψ(s) = q−h + s
(
q+h − q−h
)
, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. (2.72)
According to [106] the integral in (2.71) is evaluated numerically using Gaussian
quadrature formulae of suitable order of accuracy. The absolute value of the
dissipation matrix in (2.71) is given by (2.66).
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This chapter is meant to focus on the detailed description of the procedure
needed to determine how the computational mesh moves. Indeed, that is a
crucial point in any moving mesh algorithm.
Lagrangian schemes generally aim at following as closely as possible the fluid
flow, hence implying mesh motion. In the Lagrangian description of the fluid
the nonlinear convective terms disappear and Lagrangian schemes exhibit vir-
tually no numerical dissipation at material interfaces. As a consequence the
mesh velocity, i.e. the velocity vector of each vertex of the mesh, has to be
evaluated very accurately in order to guarantee the high resolution properties
for contact waves and material discontinuities.
However, the fluid flow may become sometimes very complex, leading to highly
deformed control volumes that may drastically reduce the admissible timestep,
which is computed under a classical Courant-Friedrichs-Levy number (CFL)
stability condition (see Eqn. (2.19) in Chapter 2). If the grid keeps moving
with the fluid velocity, one will end up with mesh elements which are almost
degenerate, i.e. with zero volume, or even inverted, that is with negative Jaco-
bian.
Therefore, the challenge of any Lagrangian scheme is to preserve at the same
time its excellent resolution features together with a good mesh quality without
invalid elements. It is evident that the mesh motion becomes a key point in such
a difficult task. For pure Lagrangian algorithms the mesh motion procedure is
typically composed by three main steps:
• the Lagrangian step allows each node of the computational mesh to be
assigned with a unique mesh velocity which is as Lagrangian as possible,
i.e. the most accurate local fluid velocity that the scheme is able to cap-
ture. This step is carried out by a so-called node solver, which considers
the entire Voronoi neighborhood of the node to get the physical state at
the vertex. Several node solvers have been proposed in literature and in
Section 3.1 we present the ones adopted in our ALE method;
• the rezoning step is used to improve the local mesh quality. It is based on
the optimization of a geometrical goal function that does not take into
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account any physical information. Sometimes the rezoning stage is re-
placed by a remeshing algorithm, where the global mesh configuration is
reshaped, hence allowing the grid topology and its associated connectiv-
ity to change. Furthermore the rezoning and remeshing algorithm must
be able to maintain the exact location of material interfaces and con-
tact waves. In our algorithm this would be extremely inefficient, since
we should recompute all the WENO stencils needed for the high order
reconstruction procedure, see Section 2.2 in Chapter 2;
• the remapping step is devoted to interpolate the numerical solution, which
is defined on the old mesh, to the new grid configuration obtained by the
rezoning or remeshing step. This is necessary in order to maintain the
high quality features of Lagrangian schemes ensuring zero mass flux.
In our direct ALE framework the geometrical quantities are not coupled to the
physical quantities as strictly as for pure Lagrangian algorithms [53, 78, 163,
169, 170, 174], since our scheme in general allows a mass flux. Therefore we
avoid the use of the remapping step and we rely only on a rezoning algorithm
to improve the mesh quality. On the other hand, we still try to perform an
almost Lagrangian-like algorithm and we do not want to rezone the mesh nodes
where it is not strictly necessary in order to carry on with the computation. For
this purpose we adopt a relaxation algorithm [130] that mitigates the rezoning
procedure where the grid deformation is not too strong.
As a consequence our direct ALE finite volume schemes use the following three
steps to compute the mesh motion, which will be presented in this chapter:
the Lagrangian step, the rezoning step and the relaxation step. Since the two
dimensional version for the mesh motion follows straightforward from the three
dimensional algorithm, we will only provide the description for the latter case,
we will consider the three dimensional case, as done in the previous chapter.
3.1 The Lagrangian step: node solvers
At the end of the element-local predictor procedure illustrated in Section 2.3 of
Chapter 2, each vertex k is assigned with several velocity vectors Vk,j , each of
them coming from the Voronoi neighborhood which is composed by the neigh-
bor elements that share the common node k, according to Figure 2.6. Moving
the same vertex k to the next time level tn+1 with different velocities would
lead to a discontinuity in the geometry, that is not admissible in our direct
Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithm. Therefore a node solver technique
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is adopted in order to fix a unique velocity for each node of the computational
grid. This is a common feature in all cell-centered Lagrangian schemes.
We compare three different methods to compute the node velocity with each
other and briefly describe each of them in the following. Once a unique high
order accurate time-averaged vertex velocity Vnk is known, the new Lagrangian
coordinates XLagk are simply given by
XLagk = X
n
k + ∆tV
n
k . (3.1)
with Xnk representing the coordinates of node k at the current time level t
n.
Note that (3.1) is the weak integral form of the ODE (2.29) that governs the
vertex position, hence it is not just simply a first order Euler method, but it
is high order accurate if the time-averaged node velocity Vnk is computed with
high order of accuracy in time.
3.1.1 The node solver of Cheng and Shu NScs.
In [65–67] Cheng and Shu introduced a very simple and general formulation for
obtaining the final node velocity, which is chosen to be the arithmetic average
velocity amongst all the contributions coming from the neighbor elements, see
Eqn. (2.42). Since the mesh might be locally highly deformed, we propose to
define the node solver NScs using the idea of Cheng and Shu, but taking a
mass weighted average velocity among the neighborhood Vk of node k, i.e.
Vnk =
1
µk
∑
Tnj ∈Vk
µk,jV
n
k,j , (3.2)
with
µk =
∑
Tnj ∈Vk
µk,j , µk,j = ρ
n
j |Tnj |. (3.3)
The local weights µk,j , which are the masses of the elements T
n
j , are defined
multiplying the cell averaged value of density ρnj with the cell volume |Tnj |,
while the local velocity contributions Vnk,j are computed integrating in time
the high order vertex-extrapolated velocity at node k as
Vnk,j =
 1∫
0
θl(ξ
e
m(k), η
e
m(k), ζ
e
m(k), τ)dτ
 V̂l,j , (3.4)
where m(k) is a mapping from the global node number k to the local node num-
ber in element Tnj given by the connectivity (2.4). Recall that the (ξ
e
m(k), η
e
m(k), ζ
e
m(k))
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denote the coordinates of the vertices of the reference element in space, see Fig-
ure 2.1.
3.1.2 The node solver of Maire NSm.
In [169–171] Maire et al. developed the node solver NSm for hydrodynamics,
while in [53] Despre´s presented a similar approach. In [53] the node velocity is
computed, within the GLACE scheme, using a nodal solver which is based on
two different formulae, namely a linearized-Riemann-invariant relation and an
expression for the conservation of momentum around the vertex. The first one
can be seen as a multidimensional generalization of a first order Riemann solver
in the direction given by the gradient of the volume with respect to the node
position, evaluated for each cell which shares the vertex. The second equation
ensures the conservation of momentum by construction, since it expresses the
that the sum of all forces around the node is zero. This set of equations
yields an algebraic linear system, whose solution is the node velocity. Such
a technique looks similar to the algorithm proposed in [169–171], which is
considered within our work. Indeed, the node solver NSm is based on the
conservation of total energy in the equations for compressible hydrodynamics.
All the details can be found in the above-mentioned references, hence we limit
us here only to a brief overview of this nodal solver. According to Figure
3.1, k is the node index, Tnj denotes the neighbor element j of vertex k and
the subscripts (jR, jL, jB) represent the three faces of tetrahedron Tnj which
share node k, ordered adopting a counterclockwise convention. Furthermore
(SjR , SjL , SjB ) are assumed to be one third of the corresponding face areas and
(njR ,njL ,njB ) denote the associated outward pointing unit normal vectors.
In two space dimensions we adopt a coherent notation, hence the two edges
of triangle Tnj are denoted by (j
R, jL) and (SjR , SjL) represent one half of
the corresponding edge lengths which are given the normal vectors (njR ,njL).
Finally pj is the fluid pressure and cj is the speed of sound for hydrodynamics.
The total energy at the generic node k is conserved only if the sum of the forces
acting on node k is zero, i.e. ∑
Tnj ∈Vk
Fk,j = 0. (3.5)
In (3.5) the sub-cell force Fk,j exerted by each neighbor element T
n
j onto vertex
k, is evaluated solving approximately three half Riemann problems on the faces
(jR, jL, jB). The acoustic Riemann solver of Dukowicz et al. [92] is used to
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Figure 3.1: Geometrical notation for the node solver NSm. Left: in 2D Tnj
is the neighbor element of node k, SjR , SjL represent one half of
the corresponding edges jR, jL with the associated normal vectors
njR ,njL . Right: in 3D only one neighbor element T
n
j of node k is
depicted; SjR , SjL , SjR denote one third of the total area of the
faces jR, jL, jB of Tnj that share vertex k, while njR ,njL ,njB are
the corresponding outward pointing unit normal vectors.
obtain the final expression for the sub-cell force, which reads
Fk,j = Sk,jpk,jnk,j −Mk,j
(
Vnk −Vnk,j
)
, (3.6)
with Sk,jnk,j = SjRnjR +SjLnjL +SjBnjB denoting the corner vector related
to node k. Vnk,j represents the known vertex velocity of cell j according to
(3.4), while Vnk denotes the unknown velocity of node k. Mk,j is a (d × d)
symmetric positive definite matrix that is evaluated as
Mk,j = zjRSjR
(
njR ⊗ njR
)
+ zjLSjL
(
njL ⊗ njL
)
+ zjLSjB
(
njB ⊗ njB
)
,
(3.7)
where zj = ρjcj is the acoustic impedance. The equation for the total energy
conservation (3.5) can be reformulated using the expression for the sub-cell
force (3.6), hence obtaining a linear algebraic system for the unknown node
velocity Vnk :
MkV
n
k =
∑
Tnj ∈Vk
(
Sk,jpk,jnk,j + Mk,jV
n
k,j
)
, Mk =
∑
Tnj ∈Vk
Mk,j . (3.8)
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Since matrix Mk is always invertible, this system admits a unique solution and
the node velocity can always be evaluated. Instead of taking the above-defined
acoustic impedance, one can compute it as originally proposed by Dukowicz
in [92]:
zj+ = ρj
[
cj + Γj |
(
Vnk −Vnk,j
) · nj+ |] , (3.9)
where Γj =
γ+1
2
is a material dependent parameter which is a function of the
ratio of specific heats γ. In this case the system (3.8) becomes nonlinear, due
to the dependency of the acoustic impedance on the unknown node velocity,
and a suitable iterative algorithm has to be used to obtain the solution.
For magneto-hydrodynamics we adopt the same procedure as for hydrodynam-
ics, where we add the magnetic pressure in the sub-cell force computation (3.6)
and we use the fastest magnetospeed for the acoustic impedance evaluation
(3.9). The final time-averaged node velocity Vnk is obtained using Gaussian
quadrature in time, where the node solver is invoked at each Gaussian point
in time with the corresponding vertex-extrapolated states from the cells sur-
rounding node k.
3.1.3 The node solver of Balsara et al. NSb.
In a recent series of papers [17, 18, 25, 26, 88] Balsara et al. have proposed a
genuinely multidimensional formulation of HLL and HLLC Riemann solvers
for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws on Cartesian grids and general un-
structured meshes in two space dimensions. In [25, 26] the multidimensional
Riemann problem is formulated in similarity variables, hence allowing any self-
similar one-dimensional Riemann solver to be employed as a building block
for the multidimensional Riemann solver, while in [17, 18, 88] the method is
based on one-dimensional HLL and HLLC Riemann solvers. There, a family
of node-based HLL Riemann solvers is developed that considers a genuinely
multidimensional flow structure developing at each grid vertex, in contrast to
the classical edge-based Riemann solvers used in traditional Eulerian Godunov-
type finite volume schemes. At a grid vertex k one can indeed take into account
more physical information because multiple elements Tnj come together from
all possible directions. In this work, we rely on the fact that the genuinely mul-
tidimensional HLL Riemann solver can be used as one of the essential building
blocks in the two-dimensional cell-centered ALE framework, namely as alterna-
tive node solver to the two previously mentioned ones. Hence, the multidimen-
sional HLL Riemann solver also allows the node to be assigned a unique node
velocity vector Vnk after the element-local space-time predictor stage. Once the
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multidimensional HLL state Q∗ is computed, the velocity components can be
extracted from this so-called strongly interacting state and can be integrated
in time in order to move the node to its location at the new time level tn+1.
For our purposes we always use the HLL version of the multidimensional Rie-
mann solver proposed in [88]. Figure 3.2, which is taken from [88], shows the
neighborhood Vk of vertex k, where three different states (Q1,Q2,Q3) come
together at a node. The method is designed to handle an arbitrary number of
states coming together at a node, hence we will use the generic states Qj being
the vertex-extrapolated states from element Tnj at node k. The edge-aligned
unit vector ηj separates the states Qj and Qj+1, which have to be ordered in
a counterclockwise fashion. Associated with vectors ηj , we define τj in such a
way that ηj · τj = 0. The fastest waves propagate along the ηj direction with
speeds Sj and within the time interval T = ∆t = t
n+1 − tn they are contained
in the polygon bounded by vertexes Pj , defined as the intersection between
the lines orthogonal to ηj and located at a distance dj = SjT from vertex
k along direction ηj . These wavefronts define a polygonal area ΩHLL which
circumscribes the strongly interacting state and which evolves in time. In the
space-time coordinate system it forms an inverted prism, as depicted in Figure
3.3.
Figure 3.2: Multidimensional Riemann problem at vertex k, where three
different states (Q1,Q2,Q3) come together. The control vol-
ume generated by the propagation of the wavespeeds (S1,S2,S3)
within a time step ∆t is highlighted by the grey lines.
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The multidimensional state Q∗ can be computed following three main steps:
1. first we solve the one-dimensional Riemann problems perpendicular to
ηj , hence along the τj directions. For this purpose we adopt a rotated
reference system to solve the one-dimensional Riemann problems arising
at each side j using a classical one-dimensional HLL solver. The dark
shaded areas on the side panels of Figure 3.3 represent the resolved one-
dimensional states;
2. the interacting state Q∗ should then fully contain all the wave speeds
starting from vertex k, originated from all the one-dimensional Riemann
problems resolved during step 1. Thus, we use the wave speeds to obtain
the multidimensional wave model as shown in Figure 3.3 and the extremal
wavefronts move with speed Sj ;
3. finally, the two-dimensional conservation law (2.1) is integrated over the
three-dimensional prism in space-time (an inverted triangular pyramid in
Figure 3.3) in order to calculate the strongly interacting multidimensional
HLL state Q∗.
The details of the computation of the above reported steps can be found in [88]
and [17,18]. The final value of the velocity vector Vnk for node k is then easily
extracted from the multidimensional state Q∗. Also in this case, the final time-
averaged node velocity Vnk is obtained by Gaussian quadrature in time. For
this node solver algorithm only the two-dimensional version has been developed
so far, therefore it will be employed for numerical applications on unstructured
triangular meshes.
3.2 The rezoning step
The Lagrangian step allows the nodes to follow the fluid motion as closely as
possible. However, this may lead to bad quality elements, where the Jaco-
bians become very small or even negative. This either drastically decreases
the admissible timestep, according to (2.19), or even leads to a failure of the
computation. Therefore, also a rezoned position should be computed for each
node k in order to improve the local mesh quality without taking into account
any physical information. We use a different treatment for internal nodes and
boundary nodes. Specifically, the rezoning algorithm presented in [130, 154] is
adopted for inner nodes, while a variant of the feasible set method proposed
by Berndt et al. [36] is used for the boundary nodes.
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Figure 3.3: Inverted prism in space and time where the strongly interacting
state Q∗ is on the top surface. Along the side panels are depicted
the one-dimensional Riemann problems.
The rezoning algorithm aims at improving the mesh quality locally, i.e. in
the Voronoi neighborhood Vk of node k, considering all the neighbor elements
Tn+1j , which for sake of simplicity will be addressed by j. The starting point is
the Lagrangian coordinate vector XLagk obtained at the end of the Lagrangian
step, illustrated in Section 3.1. The rezoning procedure consists in optimizing
a goal function Kk that has to be defined for each node k as
Kk =
∑
Tn+1j ∈Vk
κj , (3.10)
where κj is the condition number of the Jacobian matrix Jj of the mapping
from the reference tetrahedron to the physical element j:
Jj =
 xj,2 − xk yj,2 − yk zj,2 − zkxj,3 − xk yj,3 − yk zj,3 − zk
xj,4 − xk yj,4 − yk zj,4 − zk
 . (3.11)
In (3.11) the coordinate vector xj,l = (xj,l, yj,l, zj,l) represents the four nodes
l = 1, 2, 3, 4 of the neighbor tetrahedron Tn+1j , which are counterclockwise
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ordered in such a way that node k corresponds to l = 1. Note that this is a
local connectivity related to node k, hence it may be different from the standard
connectivity given by (2.4). Then, the condition number of matrix Jj is given
by
κj =
∥∥J−1j ∥∥ ‖Jj‖ . (3.12)
The goal function Kk is computed according to [154] as the sum of the local
condition numbers of the neighbors, see Eqn. (3.10), and its minimization
leads to a locally optimal position of the free node k. As proposed in [130], the
optimized rezoned coordinates xRezk for vertex k are computed using the first
step of a Newton algorithm, hence
xRezk = x
Lag
k −H−1k (Kk) · ∇Kk, (3.13)
where Hk and ∇Kk represent the Hessian and the gradient of the goal function
Kk, respectively:
Hk =
∑
Tn+1j ∈Vk

∂2κj
∂x2
∂2κj
∂x∂y
∂2κj
∂x∂z
∂2κj
∂y∂x
∂2κj
∂y2
∂2κj
∂y∂z
∂2κj
∂z∂x
∂2κj
∂z∂y
∂2κj
∂z2
, ∇Kk = ∑
Tn+1j ∈Vk
(
∂κj
∂x
,
∂κj
∂y
,
∂κj
∂z
)
.
(3.14)
For the boundary nodes we present a simplified but very efficient version of the
feasible set method proposed in [36] for two-dimensional unstructured meshes.
The original feasible set method has been designed in order to find the convex
polygon on which a vertex can lie without invalid elements in its neighborhood.
In three space dimensions such an algorithm becomes very complex and highly
demanding in terms of computational efforts. In our simplified procedure the
rezoned coordinates xRez,bk of the boundary node k are evaluated as a volume
weighted average among the barycenter coordinates xLagc,j of each neighbor el-
ement j, which have been projected onto the boundary face. Hence,
xRez,bk =
1
αk
∑
Tn+1j ∈Vk
xLagc,j · αk,j , (3.15)
with the weights
αk,j = |Tn+1j |, αk =
∑
Tn+1j ∈Vk
αk,j (3.16)
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and the barycenter defined as usual as
xn+1c,j =
1
d+ 1
∑
xLagk . (3.17)
3.3 The relaxation step
Since our ALE scheme is supposed to be as Lagrangian as possible, we do not
want to rezone the mesh nodes where it is not strictly necessary in order to carry
on with the computation. Therefore the final node position Xn+1k is obtained
applying the relaxation algorithm of Galera et al. [130], that performs a convex
combination between the Lagrangian position and the rezoned position of node
k, hence
Xn+1k = X
Lag
k + ωk
(
XRezk −XLagk
)
, (3.18)
where ωk is a node-based coefficient associated to the deformation of the La-
grangian grid over the time step ∆t. The values for ωk are bounded in the
interval [0, 1], so that when ωk = 0 a fully Lagrangian mesh motion occurs,
while if ωk = 1 the new node location is defined by the pure rezoned coordi-
nates XRezk . We point out that the coefficient ωk is designed to result in ωk = 0
for rigid body motion, namely rigid translation and rigid rotation, where no
element deformation occurs.
Let X0 and X1 be the spatial coordinates of a generic point associated to the
Lagrangian mesh at time tn and tn+1, that is X0 = Xnk and X
1 = XLagk for
vertex k. We can define a map R of these two flow configurations that yields
X1 = R
(
X0,∆t
)
, F =
∂R
∂X0
, (3.19)
with F denoting the associated Jacobian matrix, which is also called the de-
formation gradient tensor. Let us introduce the determinant J of matrix F ,
i.e. J = |F |, and the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor C that is evaluated
by right-multiplying matrix F by its transpose as C = F tF . This symmet-
ric positive definite tensor has dimensions (d x d) and admits a total number
Nλ = d of eigenvalues λq which may be interpreted as the rates of dilation in
the eigenvectors directions of the transformation from X0 to X1.
According to [130], we adopt a node-centered approximation for the Cauchy-
Green tensor by considering the change of surface (d = 3) or length (d = 2)
between the two Lagrangian configurations. Therefore
J
(
F−1
)t
n0 dS0 = n1 dS1, (3.20)
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with dS0, dS1 representing the element surfaces in the two configurations and
n0,n1 their associated outward pointing unit normal vectors. Expression (3.20)
can be shortened to
Kn0 dS0 = n1 dS1, (3.21)
by introducing the abbreviation
K = J
(
F−1
)t
. (3.22)
From (3.21) we can compute matrix K, which will be used later to obtain an
approximation for the Jacobian matrix F . Finally we will be able to obtain an
approximation for the Cauchy-Green strain tensor C.
To this end we assemble matrix Ak and matrix Bk for each node k of the
computational mesh. They are given by
Ak =
∑
Tn+1j ∈Vk
[
SjR
(
njR ⊗ njR
)
+ SjL
(
njL ⊗ njL
)
+ SjB
(
njB ⊗ njB
)]0
,
Bk =
∑
Tn+1j ∈Vk
[
SjR
(
njR ⊗ njR
)
+ SjL
(
njL ⊗ njL
)
+ SjB
(
njB ⊗ njB
)]1
.
(3.23)
Inserting the above definitions (3.23) in (3.21) and solving for the unknown
matrix Kk, one simply gets
Kk = A−1k Bk, (3.24)
which allows the node Jacobian matrix Fk to be determined from (3.22). The
Cauchy-Green tensor centered at vertex k is then obtained by computing
Ck = F
t
kFk. (3.25)
Since Ck is symmetric and positive definite, we compute the real positive eigen-
values λi,k with i ∈ [1, d] and we describe the deformation of the mesh associ-
ated to node k with a parameter αk, which according to [130], reads
αk =
minλi,k
maxλi,k
. (3.26)
Finally, the relaxation factor ωk is given by
ωk = 1− αk − αmin
1− αmin , (3.27)
where αmin is the minimum value of αk among all the vertices of the mesh.
Further details about the computation of ωk can be found in [130].
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In previous chapters we have designed and presented a new family of direct
Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) finite volume schemes, called direct ALE
ADER-WENO schemes, where high order of accuracy in time is obtained by
using a local space-time Galerkin predictor on moving curved meshes, while a
high order accurate nonlinear WENO method is adopted to produce high or-
der essentially non-oscillatory reconstruction polynomials in space. The mesh
is moved at each time step according to the solution of a node solver algorithm
that assigns a unique velocity vector to each node of the mesh. A rezoning
procedure can also be applied when mesh distortions and deformations become
too severe. The space-time mesh is then constructed by straight edges connect-
ing the vertex positions at the old time level tn with the new ones at the next
time level tn+1, yielding closed space-time control volumes, on the boundary
of which the numerical flux must be integrated.
The entire algorithm can be divided into three main parts, namely the WENO
reconstruction, the local space-time predictor and the numerical flux evalua-
tion. In order to investigate the efficiency of our numerical method, we perform
the simulation of a very simple test problem, i.e. the three-dimensional smooth
isentropic vortex described later in Chapter 5 (Section 5.1.1). We run the sec-
ond, third and fourth order accurate version of the numerical scheme and we
measure the computational cost of each part of the algorithm, which is reported
in Table 4.1.
The most expensive part of the algorithm is the flux evaluation, since in the
Lagrangian framework no quadrature-free approach is in principle possible,
due to the continuous evolution of the geometry configuration that does not
allow the flux computation to be treated as done for the Eulerian case in
[101], where the space-time basis used for the flux integrals in (2.61) and (2.68)
are integrated on the reference space-time element in a pre-processing step
and stored only once. As the order of accuracy increases the relative cost of
the WENO reconstruction procedure also increases because the reconstruction
stencils become larger, while the local space-time predictor step is the least
expensive part of the whole algorithm.
In this chapter we will present and discuss some modifications of the direct
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Table 4.1: Computational cost of the second, third and fourth order version
of the direct ALE WENO finite volume schemes presented in this
work. The times used for the WENO reconstruction, the local
space-time predictor and the flux evaluation are given in percentage
w.r.t. the total time of the computation. The isentropic vortex test
case (Section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5) has been used on a coarse grid
with 60157 tetrahedra until the final time tf = 1.0. The simulation
has run in parallel on four Intel Core i7-2600 CPUs with a clock-
speed of 3.40GHz.
Component of the algorithm O(2) O(3) O(4)
WENO Reconstruction 22 % 30 % 40 %
Space-Time Predictor 5 % 9 % 3 %
Flux Evaluation 73 % 61 % 57 %
Total time [s] 135 423 2040
ALE WENO algorithm that have been designed starting from the analysis and
the data highlighted in Table 4.1. Specifically, the following strategies have
been investigated in order to improve the overall algorithm efficiency:
• in Section 4.1 we propose a local time stepping (LTS) algorithm for mov-
ing unstructured triangular meshes, where each element of the mesh has
to obey only a less restrictive local CFL stability condition, hence using
its own optimal local timestep to reach the final time of the simulation.
The new algorithm illustrated in Section 4.1 is based on a non-conforming
mesh in time, with hanging nodes that are continuously moving and in
principle never match the same time level, unless either an intermediate
output time or the final time of the simulation is reached. As a conse-
quence, the reconstruction is carried out locally, i.e. within each control
volume, using a virtual geometry and a virtual set of cell averages of
the surrounding elements that are both computed using the high order
space-time predictor solution;
• then, in Section 4.2, we use the genuinely multidimensional HLL Rie-
mann solvers developed by Balsara et al. in [88] as a building block
for genuinely multidimensional numerical flux evaluation that allows the
scheme to run with larger time steps compared to conventional finite
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volume schemes that use classical one-dimensional Riemann solvers in
normal direction. The space-time flux integral computation is carried
out at the boundaries of each triangular space-time control volume using
the Simpson quadrature rule in space and Gauss-Legendre quadrature in
time. A brief description of the multidimensional HLL Riemann solvers
has already been provided in Section 3.1.3 of Chapter 3, where they have
been used as a node solver algorithm;
• a new and efficient quadrature-free approach for the numerical flux inte-
gration is then presented in Section 4.3. The space-time boundaries of
the space-time control volumes are split into simplex sub-elements, i.e.
either triangles in 2D or tetrahedra in 3D, hence leading to space-time
normal vectors as well as Jacobian matrices that are constant within
each sub-element. Within the space-time Galerkin predictor stage (see
Section 2.3) that solves the Cauchy problem inside each element in the
small, the discrete solution and the flux tensor are approximated using a
nodal space-time basis. Since these space-time basis functions are defined
on a reference element and do not change, their integrals over the simplex
sub-surfaces of the space-time reference control volume can be integrated
once and for all analytically during a pre-processing step. The resulting
integrals are then used together with the space-time degrees of freedom
of the predictor in order to compute the numerical flux that is needed in
the finite volume scheme;
• Section 4.4 is devoted to the improvement of the reconstruction part of
the algorithm. The expensive WENO approach on moving meshes, used
to obtain high order of accuracy in space, is replaced by the very recent
a posteriori MOOD paradigm [69, 79, 81, 165] which is shown to be less
expensive but still as accurate. This a posteriori MOOD strategy ensures
the numerical solution in each cell at any discrete time level to fulfill a set
of user-defined detection criteria. If one cell value is not satisfying the de-
tection criteria, then the solution is locally re-computed by progressively
decrementing the order of the polynomial reconstructions, following the
so-called cascade of schemes. A very robust scheme is employed as a last
resort for genuinely problematic cells. The cascade of schemes defines
how the decrementing process is carried out, i.e. how many schemes are
tried and which orders are adopted for the polynomial reconstructions.
Furthermore the iterative MOOD loop allows the numerical solution to
maintain some interesting properties such as positivity, mesh validity, etc.
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4.1 Time-accurate local time stepping on moving meshes
Almost all algorithms, including the direct ALE ADER-WENO finite volume
methods presented in Chapter 2, use an explicit global time stepping scheme
in which the timestep is computed under a classical global CFL stability con-
dition according to (2.19), so that the timestep is essentially determined by
the smallest control volume appearing in the mesh. In the Lagrangian context,
where the mesh follows as closely as possible the local fluid motion, very severe
deformations and distortions may occur in the computational cells, especially
at shocks and shear waves. As a consequence, the computational efficiency of
the algorithm drastically decreases, because the smallest timestep imposed by
the most deformed control volumes dictates the timestep for the entire compu-
tational grid, including those elements which are much bigger or which lie in a
zone where the fluid is moving uniformly.
In the Eulerian framework such a problem can be partially avoided controlling
the mesh quality a priori and designing a high quality mesh once in a pre-
processing step, since the grid will not change anymore during the simulation.
Of course, the CFL condition can be circumvented by using implicit or semi-
implicit schemes, see for example [42,60,61,63,85–87], but this approach does
not yet seem to be very popular in the context of cell-centered Lagrangian-type
finite volume methods. An alternative to overcome the global CFL condition
consists in the development of numerical schemes that allow for time-accurate
local time stepping (LTS), where each element has to obey only a less restric-
tive local CFL stability condition, hence using its own optimal local timestep.
Therefore, many efforts have been devoted to the construction of high order
accurate Eulerian schemes with time-accurate LTS, developing either discon-
tinuous Galerkin finite element methods [104,122,123,131,155,164,220] or high
order accurate finite volume schemes with LTS [13, 14, 33, 34, 49, 55, 100, 110,
122,237]. The finite volume schemes with LTS adopt mainly classical adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR) techniques in space and time or block-clustered local
time stepping algorithms. In [136, 137] also high order accurate Runge-Kutta
time integrators with local time stepping (so-called multi-rate integrators) can
be found. To our knowledge, the first high order accurate Lagrangian-like
algorithm with time accurate local time stepping on moving grids has been
proposed very recently in [93], where the equations of hydrodynamics and of
classical magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) have been solved in one spatial di-
mension. In the following we extend the algorithm presented in [93] to moving
unstructured triangular meshes.
The finite volume framework of the LTS algorithm is the same described in
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Section 2.1 of Chapter 2, hence storing and evolving data according to (2.5).
In the time-accurate LTS algorithm a cell Tni is allowed to evolve the solution
in time only if the so-called update criterion [93,103,164] is satisfied, namely if
max
j∈Ni
(
tnj
) ≤ (tni + ∆tni ) ≤ min
j∈Ni
(
tnj + ∆t
n
j
)
, (4.1)
whereNi denotes the Neumann neighborhood of element Ti, i.e. the three direct
side neighbors Tj of the cell, while t
n
i and ∆t
n
i represent the current local time
and the local timestep of triangle Ti, respectively. Hence, (t
n
i + ∆t
n
i ) is the
future time of element Ti and to make notation easier it will be addressed with
tn+1i .
There are two important issues that need to be clarified:
1. in order to develop a numerical scheme that evolves the cell averages (2.5)
with high order of accuracy in space and in time in one single step, two
strategies are followed. For the accuracy in space we implement a suitable
Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) reconstruction technique
that is able to deal with LTS and which is presented in detail in the next
Section 4.1.1, while for the accuracy in time we use the element-local
space-time Galerkin predictor approach, already illustrated in Section
2.3 of Chapter 2;
2. in a time-accurate LTS finite volume scheme, each element Tni evolves
the solution Qni in time with a local timestep ∆t
n
i that is computed
according to a local CFL stability condition. As a result, the WENO
reconstruction will be carried out locally, i.e. considering only the element
Tni which is currently updating the solution to its new time level t
n+1
i ,
as well as an appropriate neighborhood of Tni that is necessary to carry
out the reconstruction, the so-called reconstruction stencil SWi . Since
the neighbor elements of Ti in general have a different local time, the
reconstruction needs to get time-accurate virtual cell averages from the
neighbor cells as input. These virtual cell averages are readily available
from the local space-time Galerkin predictor solution inside the neighbors.
4.1.1 High order WENO reconstruction for local time stepping
All the details of the high order WENO reconstruction procedure are contained
in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, therefore we present here only a brief summary
of the main features of the scheme, highlighting the modifications that are
necessary to handle a time accurate local time stepping formulation.
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The reconstructed solution wh(x, t
n
i ) is given again in terms of piecewise poly-
nomials of degree M and is computed locally for each control volume Tni . First,
one has to construct a set of reconstruction stencils Ssi relative to the element
Ti, namely
Ssi =
ne⋃
j=1
Tm(j), (4.2)
where 1 ≤ j ≤ ne denotes a local index which counts the elements belonging to
the stencil, while m(j) maps the local counter j to the global element number
used in the triangulation (2.2). According to [29,102,152,186] on unstructured
two-dimensional meshes we set ne = 2M, where M = (M + 1)(M + 2)/2
represents the smallest number of elements needed to reach the formal order of
accuracy M + 1. Moreover we need a total number of stencils s = 7 [102,152],
hence the update criterion (4.1) must be extended to the total WENO stencil
SWi given by
SWi =
7⋃
s=1
Ssi , (4.3)
hence obtaining
max
(
tnj
) ≤ tn+1i ≤ min (tn+1j ) , ∀Tj ∈ SWi . (4.4)
In order to guarantee that at least one element in the entire mesh satisfies
condition (4.4), the total stencils SWi need to be constructed in such a way
that they are symmetric, i.e. each element Tj ∈ SWi inside the stencil of Ti
must contain in its own WENO stencil SWj the element Ti. In other words,
if Tj ∈ SWi then Ti ∈ SWj . It is always possible to construct such symmetric
stencils by adding elements to the stencils until the condition of symmetry is
satisfied for all elements.
For the sake of clarity we give a simple example of what could happen if we take
non-symmetric stencils. Let element Tj be not contained in the stencil of Ti
and let Ti belong to the stencil SWj of element Tj . Let furthermore the current
time level of Ti and Tj be t
n
i and t
n
j , respectively, with the corresponding future
times tn+1i and t
n+1
j . Without loss of generality we assume t
n
i = t
n
j , while the
future time levels are chosen such that tn+1i > t
n+1
j . If the update criterion
on the non-symmetric stencil SWi is supposed to be satisfied, then element
Ti is allowed to update the numerical solution to its future time, which will
subsequently become the current time of Ti, i.e. t
n
i → tn+1i . The resulting
situation will lead to a dead lock in the algorithm, where element Tj will never
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obey condition (4.4) since tn+1j < t
n
i . A simple solution is to always build
a symmetric stencil. In this case element Tj performs the update first and
does not prevent element Ti from updating its solution. The drawback of this
approach is that slightly larger stencils are required.
Due to (4.4), the current time tnj of the neighbor elements belonging to the
WENO stencil SWi must be lower than the current time level tni of the triangle
Ti for which the reconstruction has to be performed. Moreover, in Lagrangian
algorithms the mesh is moving in time, therefore the local WENO reconstruc-
tion is carried out on a virtual geometry with virtual cell averages, as suggested
in [93]. These virtual cell averages, which are needed for the reconstruction,
are obtained from the local space-time predictor solution qh(x, t
n
i ) inside the
neighbor elements Tj using a simple integral projection (averaging). The way
how this predictor solution is computed has been described in Section 2.3 of
Chapter 2. A similar projection is used also for the virtual geometry of the el-
ements inside the total WENO stencil, where all elements Tnj ∈ SWi are moved
virtually until time tni is reached. We emphasize that the projection of the
stencil geometry and of the cell averages is done only virtually, just for the
purpose of reconstruction, because the real mesh motion and the real conserva-
tive update of the cell averages will be performed individually by each element
at its scheduled time according to the update criterion (4.4). The geometry of
each stencil element Tnj , i.e. the vertex coordinates, are projected and also all
the other geometric quantities used for the computation, e.g. normal vectors,
volumes, side lengths, etc.. For the sake of clarity, the projected quantities will
be denoted by a tilde symbol in the following, hence
X˜n+1k,j = X
n
k,j +
(
tni − tnj
)
Vnk,j , ∀Tnj ∈ SWi , k = 1, 2, 3 (4.5)
and
Q˜nj =
{
Qni , if j = i,
1
|T˜nj |
∫
T˜nj
qh(x, t
n
i )dV, if j 6= i, ∀Tj ∈ S
W
i . (4.6)
In (4.5) the time-averaged node velocity Vnk,j is computed according to the node
solver algorithm, see also Chapter 3, which will be briefly described in Section
4.1.2, while in (4.6) the virtual cell averages Q˜nj of the neighbor elements are
given as the spatial integral of the predicted solution at time tni over the virtual
control volumes T˜nj .
Once the virtual geometry and the virtual cell averages have been computed
for the entire stencil SWi , we are in the position to carry out the local high
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order WENO reconstruction procedure. To obtain the reconstruction polyno-
mial wh(x, t
n
i ), integral conservation of the projected cell averages Q˜
n
j in each
reconstruction stencil Ssi is required, i.e.
1
|T˜nj |
∫
T˜nj
wsh(x, t
n
i )dV =
1
|T˜nj |
∫
T˜nj
ψl(ξ, η)wˆ
n,s
l,i = Q˜
n
j , ∀Tnj ∈ Ssi , (4.7)
which is the same equation of (2.9) presented in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2. Ac-
cording to (2.8) the reconstruction polynomial on each stencil is expressed in
terms of a set of orthogonal spatial basis functions ψl(ξ, η) on the reference ele-
ment [72,90,149] andM unknown degrees of freedom wˆn,sl,i . The linear system
(4.7) is solved using the same procedure described in Section 2.2, hence obtain-
ing the final nonlinear WENO reconstruction polynomial and its coefficients
according to (2.13) with the definitions (2.12).
4.1.2 Mesh motion with local time stepping
A high order time accurate predictor for the numerical solution is obtained by
the local space-time Galerkin predictor technique (see Section 2.3 in Chapter
2), hence producing piecewise space-time polynomials qh(x, t) of degree M .
The local time evolution is carried out within each control volume from the
current time level tni of element Ti up to its next time level t
n+1
i = t
n
i + ∆t
n
i .
At the end of the local predictor stage each node k of the computational mesh
needs to be assigned a uniquely defined velocity vector. The Voronoi neighbor-
hood Vk of node k is composed by all those elements Tj which share the node
k. The node k will be moved each time the update criterion (4.4) is satisfied
by one element Ti ∈ Vk. Therefore the future time to which node k moves will
coincide with the future time tn+1i of that element Ti.
Here we consider the node solver NScs, which has been detailed in Section
3.1.1 of Chapter 3. It adopts the idea of Cheng and Shu [65,163] and the node
velocity is computed according to (3.2). The local weights µk,j are obtained
by multiplying the cell averages of the density ρj with the cell area |Tj | at the
current neighbor time level tnj .
The mesh motion plays an important role in Lagrangian schemes, because it
allows interfaces and shear waves to be precisely identified. For this reason
an accurate computation of the node velocity represents a crucial step and in
our approach the local velocity contributions Vnk,j are taken to be the time
integrals of the high order vertex-extrapolated velocities at node k. We can
use the space-time reference system ξ − η − τ and the velocity approximation
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given by (2.30) to evaluate the time integral. Since each node k can be moved
by any of the Voronoi neighbors Tj , the vertex time level of node k is not
known a priori when an element Ti satisfies (4.4) and is ready to update the
geometry. Therefore, it is much more convenient to define a node time variable
tnk , that is independent of the time evolution of the elements and advances in
time whenever the node is moved by any of its Voronoi neighbors Tj . As a
result, the high order velocity integration for each element Tj ∈ Vk must be
done within the time interval ∆tk = [t
n
k , t
n+1
k ], that has to be rescaled to the
corresponding reference time interval ∆τk = [τ
0
k,j , τ
1
k,j ] as
τ0k,j =
tnk − tnj
∆tnj
τ1k,j =
tn+1k − tnj
∆tnj
, ∀Tj ∈ Vk, (4.8)
where ∆tnj is the local timestep of element Tj . Recall that t
n+1
k = t
n+1
i , if the
node is moved by element Ti which is supposed to satisfy the update criterion.
Finally the local velocity contributions Vnk,j are given by
Vnk,j =

τ1k,j∫
τ0
k,j
θl(ξ
e
m(k), η
e
m(k), τ)dτ
 V̂l,j , (4.9)
where m(k) is a mapping from the global node number k to the local node num-
ber in element Tj according to (2.4), while ξ
e
m and η
e
m represent the coordinates
of the vertices of the reference triangle in space. V̂l,j are the space-time degrees
of freedom which are known from the local space-time predictor solution qh,j .
Since no rezoning nor relaxation step is considered within the framework of the
local time stepping algorithm, each node k belonging to element Ti is finally
moved to the new position Xn+1k with (3.1).
4.1.3 Finite volume scheme with local time stepping
In this section we consider conservative hyperbolic balance laws, hence the
vector of conserved variables Qni is evolved to its own next time level t
n+1
i
according to (2.67), which carries on the space-time flux integration over the
space-time volume shown in Figure 4.1. The evolution is done only when
element Tni obeys the update criterion (4.4).
In the time-accurate local time stepping (LTS) algorithm, when the element Ti
is ready to update its numerical solution Qni , it might well be the case that the
vertices of Ti have already been moved by another element Tj sharing one or
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Figure 4.1: Space-time evolution of element T
i
from time t
n
i
(black triangle) to
time t
n+1
i
(red triangle). The triangular sub-surfaces Ω
k
1
,k
2
and
Ω
k
2
,k
3
(already computed in the past by some Voronoi neighbors
of the vertices of T
i
) are highlighted in green, while the trapezoidal
space-time sub-surfaces ∂C
n
ij
computed with the current element
update are highlighted in blue.
more nodes with T
i
. This situation generates hanging nodes in time, as shown
in Figure 4.1, where vertex k
1
has changed its position to k
′
1
. In order to design
a suitable finite volume scheme on moving meshes with LTS, some parts of the
flux integral appearing in (2.67) will be computed using a memory variable Q
M
i
,
according to [93]. The memory variable contains all fluxes through the element
space-time sub-surfaces ∂C
n
ij
in the past, e.g. the fluxes through the space-time
triangular surfaces Ω
k
1
,k
2
and Ω
k
1
,k
3
depicted in Figure 4.1. Therefore, from
(2.67) the following high order ALE one-step finite volume scheme with LTS is
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obtained:
|Tn+1i |Qn+1i = |Tni |Qni −
∑
Tj∈Ni
1∫
0
1∫
0
|∂Cnij |F˜ij · n˜ij dτdχ1
+
tn+1i∫
tni
∫
Ti(t)
S(qh) dxdt+ Q
M
i , (4.10)
which reads very similar to expression (2.68) apart from the memory variable
QMi . In the above equation |Tni | and |Tn+1i | represent the surface of triangle
Ti at the current and at the future time level, i.e. t
n
i and t
n+1
i , and |∂Cnij |
denote the determinant of the coordinate transformation of each lateral sub-
surface ∂Cnij . Furthermore F˜ij · n˜ij is the numerical flux used to resolve the
discontinuity of the predictor solution qh at the space-time sub-face ∂C
n
ij . In
the finite volume scheme (4.10) the flux integral across the quadrilateral sub-
surface ∂Cnij is computed in an edge-based unit reference system (χ1, τ) ∈ [0, 1]2
(see Figure 2.8) that is linked to the physical coordinates of the four space-time
nodes that define ∂Cnij . Note that in the edge-aligned system the relative time
coordinate τ is in general different from the ones in the adjacent left and right
elements Ti and Tj , respectively, since the two nodes that define the edge may
have already been moved before the update of element Ti. Let us denote the
common edge between element Ti and Tj ∈ Ni with λij and the global number
of the first node on λij with L and the one of the second node on the same
edge with R. According to the notation illustrated in Figure 4.1, we would have
L = k1 and R = k2, therefore the space-time coordinates of the four space-time
nodes defining the sub-surface ∂Cnij in (4.10) are given by
x˜1ij = (X
n
L , t
n
L) , x˜
2
ij = (X
n
R, t
n
R) ,
x˜3ij =
(
Xn+1R , t
n+1
R
)
, x˜4ij =
(
Xn+1L , t
n+1
L
)
. (4.11)
Note that L = L(i, j) andR = R(i, j) are functions of the numbers of element Ti
and the neighbor Tj , respectively, but to ease notation this explicit dependency
is dropped. The associated space-time integral of the numerical flux over ∂Cnij
is also called edge flux and denoted by Enij in the following. The physical
times of the four space-time nodes (4.11) have then to be rescaled to each
individual reference space-time coordinate system associated with element Ti
and its neighbor Tj , respectively, using the time transformation (2.18).
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In order to obtain a conservative scheme, the task of the memory variable QMi
in (4.10) is to accumulate (sum) all past fluxes through the lateral space-time
sub-surfaces, from the current element time tni to the current local node times
tnL and t
n
R, respectively, see [93]. The edge flux E
n
ij through the sub-surface
∂Cnij is given by
Enij =
∫
∂Cnij
F˜ij · n˜ij dS =
1∫
0
1∫
0
|∂Cnij |F˜ij · n˜ij dτdχ. (4.12)
Then, if element Ti is updated according to (4.10), the memory variable of
the element itself is reset to zero and the memory variables of the neighbor
elements Tj ∈ Ni are updated by summing (accumulating) the contribution of
the edge-flux Enij to Q
M
j . Note that for element Ti the contribution E
n
ij has
negative sign. Like in the 1D case presented in [93] we therefore have after each
update of element Ti:
QMi := 0, Q
M
j := Q
M
j + E
n
ij , ∀Tj ∈ Ni. (4.13)
The implementation of the finite volume scheme (4.10) requires that a numeri-
cal flux is specified through an approximate Riemann solver and we rely either
on the Rusanov-type (2.69) or the Osher-type (2.71) numerical flux.
When element Ti performs its local time update, the geometry of cell Ti is also
updated, because all three vertices of Ti are moved according to (3.1). Using the
memory variable QMi we ensure conservation of the edge-fluxes, since the nu-
merical fluxes computed over the space-time sub-surfaces ∂Cij are immediately
saved (with opposite sign) in the memory variables of the neighbor elements
Tj ∈ Ni. While the consideration of edge fluxes is sufficient for the Lagrangian
LTS algorithm presented in [93], its extension to moving unstructured triangu-
lar meshes requires an important modification due to the increased topological
complexity of a two-dimensional mesh. As shown in Figure 4.2, each vertex k
of element Ti is shared among the Voronoi neighbors Tj ∈ Vk. Hence, we must
also compute a numerical flux Ek,m across each edge defined by the vertices k
and m which does not belong to element Ti, i.e.
Ek,m =
∫
∂Ωk,m
F˜l,r · n˜l,r dx˜. (4.14)
This vertex flux will also be stored (with the proper sign) in the corresponding
memory variables QMl and Q
M
r of elements Tl and Tr, where l denotes the left
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element and l denotes the right element on the corresponding edge composed
of vertices k −m, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.2, the numerical flux is
integrated over the triangular space-time surfaces Ωj,j+1, defined by vertices
(x˜(k), x˜(k′), x˜(m)), that represent the space-time coordinates of vertex k at
the old and at the new time level, and the space-time location of vertex km,
respectively.
Figure 4.2: Space-time evolution of element Ti from time t
n
i
(black triangle)
to time t
n+1
i
(blue triangle). We consider the vertex k shared
among elements Ti, Tj , Tj+1, Tj+2. Once element Ti has advanced
up to its local next time level t
n+1
i
, the edge fluxes Ek,k
j,j+1
and
Ek,k
j,j+1
are evaluated according to (4.14) by integration over the
triangular sub-surfaces Ωk,k
j,j+1
and Ωk,k
j+1,j+2
, which are high-
lighted in red. For sake of clarity when we consider Ωk,k
j,j+1
we
set Tl = Tj and Tr = Tj+1 with m = kj,j+1, while for Ωk,k
j+1,j+2
it follows that Tl = Tj+1 and Tr = Tj+2 with m = kj+1,j+2.
In order to verify whether the GCL (2.56) is also satisfied in the practical
implementation of our Lagrangian-like LTS algorithm, we need to compute the
integral (2.56) whenever element Ti performs an update. For this purpose, we
also compute a variable H
M
i
that behaves like the memory variable Q
M
i
, but
for the GCL. All past contributions to the integral (2.56) relative to the cell
Ti are recorded in the geometrical memory variable H
M
i
, which is reset to zero
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when the local timestep procedure has been completed by element Ti. Strictly
speaking this this is not needed, since Eqn. (2.56) is always satisfied at the
end of a local time step because the final space-time control volume is always
closed.
4.1.4 Description of the high order Lagrangian LTS algorithm in
multiple space dimensions
The aim of this Section is to give an overall overview of the entire LTS algorithm
that has been previously described in all its parts. By placing each portion of
the algorithm in a context, this presentation should clarify how the numerical
scheme can be practically implemented. Due to the LTS approach, where
elements are updated in the order given by the update criterion (4.4), we can
no longer speak of timesteps but we have to consider cycles, as done in [93].
In each cycle the scheme runs over all elements and only those which obey
condition (4.4) are allowed to update the numerical solution, while the others
are simply skipped to the next cycle. In the pre-processing phase all elements of
the mesh are assigned with the initial condition of the problem at the common
time level t = 0, i.e. the cell averages Qni are defined according to (2.5) from
the known initial condition. For each element the first WENO reconstruction
procedure presented in Section 4.1.1 is carried out. Since all elements are at the
same time t = 0, for this first reconstruction no virtual geometry or virtual cell
averages Q˜ are needed. As a result, we obtain the high order spatial polynomial
wh for each element. Then, the element-local timestep ∆t
n
i is computed for each
cell Ti according to a classical CFL stability condition, considering only cell
number i and its Neumann neighborhood Ni, i.e.
∆tni = min
(
CFL
d˜i
|λ˜max,i|
,CFL
d˜j
|λ˜max,j |
)
, ∀Tj ∈ Ni, (4.15)
with d˜j = d
0
j denoting the incircle diameter of element Tj and |λ˜max,j | =
|λmax,j |0 representing the maximum absolute value of the eigenvalues computed
from the initial condition Q˜j = Q
0
j in Tj . CFL is the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
number that must satisfy the inequality CFL ≤ 0.5 in the two-dimensional case,
as stated in [229]. In the last part of the pre-processing stage, since the local
element timestep ∆tni as well as the local reconstruction polynomial wh have
already been computed, we are able to carry out the local space-time Galerkin
predictor procedure described in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, which gives the high
order local space-time predictor solution qh. All cells are now at the same
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Figure 4.3: Update of element Ti and Tq according to the high order di-
rect ALE LTS algorithm presented in Section 4.1. At the be-
ginning we assume the same current time for each element, i.e.
tni = t
n
j = t
n
q = t. (a) At the current time level t each ele-
ment is given its own reconstruction and predictor solution wh
and qh, respectively. (b) Update of element Ti to the new time
level tn+1i . Computation of the necessary edge fluxes with the
direct neighbors and computation of the associated vertex fluxes
Ωk1,k4 ,Ωk3,k4 ,Ωk3,k5 ,Ωk2,k5 . (c) Update of element Tq, where
the edge fluxes are evaluated only over the space-time surfaces
that exceeds the vertex fluxes previously calculated and stored in
the memory variable QMq . (d) Computation of the vertex fluxes
related to the update of element Tq.
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current time level t = 0 and for each element Ti the local predictor solution
qh, the local reconstruction polynomial wh and the cell average Q
n
i are given
(Figure 4.3 (a)). We underline that also each node k of the entire computational
mesh is assigned the initial time level t0k = 0.
The algorithm proceeds with the computational phase, during which each ele-
ment Ti will reach the imposed final time of the simulation t = tf in a certain
number of necessary cycles, according to its own optimal timestep. The first
cycle starts by looping over all elements to check in which elements the update
criterion (4.4) is satisfied. If an element Ti obeys condition (4.4), then it per-
forms the local timestep until its future time tn+1i = t
n
i + ∆t
n
i (Figure 4.3 (b))
through the following sub-steps:
• mesh motion: each vertex k of element Ti is moved to the new position
at time tn+1k = t
n+1
i using the node solver algorithm illustrated in Section
4.1.2 and all other geometric quantities of element Ti are also updated;
• edge flux computation: we compute the numerical fluxes Fnij through the
quadrilateral space-time sub-surfaces and using the high order Lagrangian-
like finite volume scheme (4.10) we obtain the numerical solution Qn+1i .
Subsequently, we reset the memory variable of element Ti to zero, i.e.
QMi := 0 and accumulate the edge-fluxes into the memory variables of
the neighbor elements to maintain conservation (QMj := Q
M
j +E
n
ij). Also
the geometry variable HMi is reset to zero, after assuring that condition
(2.56) is satisfied;
• vertex flux computation: as explained in Section 4.1.3, for each vertex
k of the element Ti we also need to evaluate for each edge k − m the
additional fluxes Ek,m using (4.14) (Figure 4.3 (b)). The numerical fluxes
evaluated over the space-time triangular sub-surface Ωj,j+1 (see Figure
4.2) are immediately stored into the memory variable of the adjacent
elements Tj , Tj+1, while the part of the geometry integral (2.56) is stored
into HMj and H
M
j+1. In this way we ensure that the numerical scheme is
fully conservative;
• virtual projection: all the elements Tj belonging to the entire reconstruc-
tion stencil SWi of element Ti are now moved virtually to the future time
level of cell i, i.e. tn+1i , and also the virtual cell averages Q˜j are estimated
from the local predictor solution qh in the neighbors Tj ;
• local WENO reconstruction: once the virtual geometry and cell averages
have been projected to the future time tn+1i , the local WENO reconstruc-
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tion technique described in Section 4.1.1 can be carried out for element
Ti, hence obtaining the new reconstruction polynomial wh at time t
n+1
i ;
• local timestep computation: using the virtual geometry and the virtual
solution of the Neumann neighbors, the next local timestep ∆tn+1i is
evaluated according to (4.15);
• local space-time predictor : finally we compute the high order space-time
predictor solution qh valid within the next timestep of element Ti.
This procedure is repeated for all elements, until all of them reach the final time
of the simulation tf . As soon as an element Ti has finished its own computation
because it has reached the final time tf , it is automatically skipped at the
beginning of each cycle, waiting for the remaining elements to reach the final
time, too.
This brief description summarizes how our high order direct Arbitrary-Lagrangian-
Eulerian LTS algorithm is organized. During the simulation hanging nodes
in time appear because each node is moved physically only by the updating
element Ti which the vertex belongs to. As a consequence, the resulting space-
time mesh is computed dynamically, producing a non-conforming space-time
mesh. Due to our high order approach, the edge and vertex fluxes have to be
evaluated using higher order Gaussian quadrature rules, hence increasing the
computational cost. In practical applications, for which first or second order
accurate finite volume schemes are considered adequate, one could rely on the
fast and simple mid-point rule that would significantly improve the computa-
tional efficiency of our LTS algorithm.
4.2 Genuinely multidimensional HLL Riemann solvers for ALE
methods
An important branch of research in finite volume methods has put a lot of ef-
fort into the introduction of multidimensional effects into Riemann solvers [1–3].
The aim was the formulation of genuinely multidimensional Riemann solvers
for the solution of hyperbolic conservation laws of the form (2.1) without taking
into account non-conservative products, hence B(Q) · ∇Q = 0. In a series of
very recent papers [17,18,25,26,88], Balsara et al. presented multidimensional
HLL and HLLC Riemann solvers for hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynam-
ics on both structured and unstructured meshes. In [88] the multidimensional
Riemann solver is designed to work also on moving meshes, incorporating the
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mesh velocity in the signal speeds for the Riemann problem. Here, we use the
above-mentioned strategy twice in our one-step ALE algorithm: first as a node
solver that assigns a unique velocity vector to each vertex, where the node ve-
locity can be directly extracted from the so-called strongly interacting state, or,
multidimensional HLL state, produced by the multidimensional HLL Riemann
solver (see Section 3.1.3); second, the multidimensional HLL Riemann solvers
are employed to evaluate the numerical fluxes across element boundaries. Nu-
merical evidence has been shown in [88] that with the use of multidimensional
HLL schemes the CFL number can be chosen of the order of unity in two
space-dimensions instead of the usual limit of CFL≤ 0.5, see [229].
The new numerical scheme uses the same ingredients provided in Chapter 2,
namely the high order WENO reconstruction procedure is performed according
to Section 2.2, the element-local Galerkin predictor follows the description given
in Section 2.3 and the conservative formulation of the governing PDE (2.1) is
integrated over the moving space-time control volume Cni = Ti(t)×
[
tn; tn+1
]
,
yielding the direct ALE finite volume discretization (2.68).
Figure 4.4: Notation used for ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes
based on genuinely multidimensional HLL Riemann solvers. Ele-
ment T
n
i
and its direct neighbor T
n
j
share edge j, which is bounded
by vertices k
1
and k
2
.
What is different here is how the numerical flux function
˜
F
ij
· ˜n
ij
is computed.
According to Figure 4.4, let (k
1
, k
2
) be the two vertices that bound edge j
and let (q
−
h
,q
+
h
) be the numerical solution inside element T
i
(t) and inside the
neighbor element T
j
(t), respectively. The numerical flux is evaluated at each
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sub-face by taking into account a multidimensional vertex-based flux and a one-
dimensional edge-based flux, therefore the term F˜ij · n˜ij in (2.68) is computed
as follows:
• first we solve the Riemann problem around the two vertices (k1, k2)
of the space-time face ∂Cij using the multidimensional HLL Riemann
solver [88], hence obtaining the multidimensional states (Q∗1 ,Q
∗
2 ) and
the multidimensional numerical fluxes (F˜∗1 , F˜
∗
2 ). The multidimensional
HLL formulation adopted here is the same algorithm used as node solver
and explained in Section 3.1.3 of Chapter 3. Now we do not limit to
evaluate the interacting state Q∗, but we also compute the multidimen-
sional fluxes F˜∗ for each vertex (k1, k2) of edge j. Positivity of density
and pressure is guaranteed by using the self-adjusting positivity preserv-
ing scheme of [23], extended to unstructured meshes. According to [88],
the final expression for the multidimensional vertex-based fluxes F˜∗ are
computed by a blending between the multidimensional HLL and HLLC
fluxes, with the blending factor given by the flattener variable introduced
and presented in details in [23] (see also Appendix B);
• then a classical Godunov-type one-dimensional edge flux F˜edge has to be
determined, that is projected orthogonally w.r.t. the edge j, as usually
done on unstructured meshes. The one-dimensional ALE-type HLL flux
can be formulated as
F˜edge · n˜ij = 1
sR − sL
[(
sRF˜(q
−
h )− sLF˜(q+h )
)
· n˜ij + sLsR
(
q+h − q−h
)]
,
(4.16)
where sL and sR are the usual HLL estimates of the left and right sig-
nal speeds, associated with the ALE Jacobian matrix in spatial normal
direction, which is given by (2.70);
• the spatial part of the space-time surface integral at the space-time sub-
face ∂Cnij is computed using the Simpson rule, which achieves up to fourth
order of accuracy. In time, classical Gauss-Legendre quadrature with two
quadrature points is used. The final approximation of the lateral space-
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time surface integrals reads
1∫
0
1∫
0
|∂Cnij |F˜ij · n˜ijdτdχ1 ≈
∑
j
ωj
(
1
6
|∂Cnij |(0, τj)F˜∗1 (τj) · n˜ij(0, τj)
+
4
6
|∂Cnij |(1
2
, τj)F˜edge(τj) · n˜ij(1
2
, τj)
+
1
6
|∂Cnij |(1, τj)F˜∗2 (τj) · n˜ij(1, τj)
)
,
(4.17)
where τj and ωj are the temporal quadrature points and weights, respectively.
For unsplit Godunov-type schemes in two space dimensions based on one-
dimensional Riemann solvers the Courant number CFL must satisfy CFL < 0.5
for linear stability, as mentioned in [229]. However, numerical evidence in-
dicates that our finite volume schemes based on multidimensional Riemann
solvers are able to run in a stable manner also with a much less restrictive
CFL condition of CFL < 1, because of the multidimensionality introduced
in the numerical flux evaluation, see [88]. Hence, for the test problems run
with the above-described multidimensional HLL finite volume scheme and pre-
sented in Chapter 6, the CFL number has been actually set very close to this
experimentally observed limit by choosing CFL = 0.95. Thus, the multidimen-
sional finite volume scheme can run the same test case much more efficiently
than a classical edge-based finite volume algorithm. This leads to a significant
improvement in terms of computational efforts, especially in the Lagrangian
framework, which is typically characterized by very small timesteps caused
by strongly deformed and distorted elements. Furthermore, the high order
WENO reconstruction on moving unstructured meshes is very expensive, since
the reconstruction equations can no longer be solved once and for all in a
pre-processing stage, as it was the case for Eulerian schemes on fixed meshes
in [101,102]. Hence, the possibility to use larger time steps leads to less recon-
structions to be done when running a simulation to a given final time reducing
thus the total computational effort.
4.3 Quadrature-free ALE ADER schemes
Since the geometry is continuously changing in time, Lagrangian schemes need
to update all the geometric quantities (e.g. normal vectors, volumes, side
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lengths, etc.) at each timestep. Therefore, all geometry-related functions of
the algorithm can not be called only once in a pre-processing stage, as for
Eulerian methods on fixed meshes. As a consequence, Lagrangian methods
are typically much more demanding in terms of computational effort compared
to classical Eulerian algorithms. In Table 4.1 we noticed that for direct ALE
ADER-WENO schemes both the high order WENO reconstruction algorithm
and the Gaussian quadrature of the numerical flux integrals on the space-time
boundaries require about 90% of the total computational time.
In [102] a WENO reconstruction technique was presented where the recon-
struction matrix is calculated and stored for all elements once and for all in a
pre-processing step, while in [103] the authors used a quadrature-free formu-
lation for the numerical flux computation. As already stated in Section 2.2 of
Chapter 2, for ADER-WENO algorithms on moving meshes the reconstruction
matrix cannot be pre-computed and stored, but it must be recomputed at each
timestep again, together with the solution of the associated linear system (2.9).
A first attempt in improving the efficiency of the flux computation has been pre-
sented in the previous section, where the use of a genuinely multidimensional
HLL-type Riemann solver [21, 22, 88] yields larger time steps and therefore
leads to a computationally more efficient scheme compared to a method based
on classical one-dimensional Riemann solvers. Another possibility is given by
the adoption of a local time stepping scheme (see Section 4.1), that allows each
control volume to reach the final time of the simulation using its own optimal
timestep, which obeys only a local CFL stability condition instead of a global
one. Nevertheless, a quadrature-free formulation could definitely further im-
prove the efficiency of a high order Lagrangian algorithm. Thus, the present
section aims at introducing a quadrature-free formulation of the numerical flux
integration within the family of high order one-step direct ALE ADER-WENO
schemes, following the original work of Dumbser et al. [103] carried out in the
Eulerian context.
This new approach differs from the original ALE ADER-WENO method only
for the numerical flux evaluation. Thus, the WENO reconstruction, the local
Galerkin predictor and the mesh motion algorithm are exactly carried out in
the same manner as illustrated in the corresponding sections of Chapter 2. We
adopt again the space-time divergence operator ∇˜ to reformulate the governing
PDE (2.1) in the form given by 2.45. Then, integration over the moving space-
time control volume Cni = Ti(t)×
[
tn; tn+1
]
and application of Gauss theorem
leads to expression (2.48).
In Section 2.5, according to Figure 2.8, each lateral space-time sub-volume ∂Cnij
has been mapped to a reference element, here addressed with ∂CE , defined on
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a local reference system (χ1, χ2, τ) and then parametrized with a set of bilinear
(in 2D) or trilinear (in 3D) basis functions βk(χ1, χ2, τ) given by (2.51). The
flux integral appearing in (2.48) has been computed on the reference element
∂CE using multidimensional Gaussian quadrature rules of suitable order of
accuracy, see [218] for details. Since such a parametrization is not linear, the
outward pointing normal vector n˜ as well as the Jacobian of the transformation
between ∂Cnij and ∂CE are not constant. As a consequence no optimization can
be done in order to improve the efficiency of the integral computation, unless
a sort of linearization of the multidimensional space-time control volume Cni is
performed. For this purpose each lateral sub-volume ∂Cnij is split into a total
number of Nl sub-elements, yielding either two space-time triangles in 2D or
three space-time tetrahedra in 3D, as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
In two space dimensions the lateral space-time sub-surface ∂Cnij is bounded by
a total number Nk = 4 of vertices with physical space-time coordinates X˜
n
ij,k
and is divided into two triangles T 2Dij,l (Nl = 2), defined according to Figure 4.5
by the following connectivity:
T 2Dij,1 =
[
X˜nij,IV , X˜
n
ij,I , X˜
n
ij,III
]
, T 2Dij,2 =
[
X˜nij,II , X˜
n
ij,III , X˜
n
ij,I
]
. (4.18)
The same philosophy applies for the three-dimensional case, where Nk = 6 and
the lateral space-time sub-volume ∂Cnij is decomposed into three tetrahedra
T 3Dij,l (Nl = 3) given by
T 3Dij,1 =
[
X˜nij,I , X˜
n
ij,II , X˜
n
ij,III , X˜
n
ij,IV
]
,
T 3Dij,2 =
[
X˜nij,IV , X˜
n
ij,V I , X˜
n
ij,V , X˜
n
ij,III
]
,
T 3Dij,3 =
[
X˜nij,II , X˜
n
ij,IV , X˜
n
ij,V , X˜
n
ij,III
]
. (4.19)
In three space dimensions an additional difficulty occurs, which is given by
the space-time evolution of the edges of the tetrahedron Tni . The space-time
sub-volumes ∂Cnij are bounded by space-time surfaces that are generated by
the evolution in space and time of the element edges. Particular care must be
taken in order to assure that the space-time control volume Cnij remains closed,
hence automatically satisfying the Geometric Conservation Law (GCL). For
this reason the space-time evolution of each edge of the mesh has to be split in
the same manner, i.e. with the same orientation, for all those elements which
share the same edge. This is not the case in two space-dimensions, where the
lateral sub-surfaces ∂Cnij are separated one from the others by segments, which
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are the space-time evolution of the vertexes of the triangular elements. In 3D,
for each face of the tetrahedron, we may have six different orientation of the
splitting scheme proposed in (4.19) and during the pre-processing stage each
face is assigned with the corresponding orientation that makes the space-time
volume Cnij closed for each computational element. For all the numerical test
problems shown later in the next chapter it has been explicitly verified that
the GCL has always been satisfied for all elements and for all timesteps up to
machine precision.
Figure 4.5: Splitting of the quadrilateral space-time sub-surface ∂C
n
ij
into two
space-time sub-triangles T
2D
ij,1
(red) and T
2D
ij,2
(blue). Each sub-
triangle is mapped to the reference sub-element T
2D
E
defined on
the local reference system (χ1, χ2).
In order to make the computation easier, integration is carried out on a refer-
ence sub-element, which is chosen according to the value of d. The mapping
of the element configurations T
n
i
and T
n+1
i
is very simple, since these control
volumes are orthogonal to the time coordinate. Therefore we use again the
transformation (2.3), where (ξ, η, ζ) ∈ [0; 1], with the space-time unit normal
vectors given by ˜n = (0, 0, 0,−1) for T
n
i
and ˜n = (0, 0, 0, 1) for T
n+1
i
. Each
lateral sub-element l of ∂C
n
ij
is then mapped to the reference triangle T
2D
E
or
the reference tetrahedron T
3D
E
defined in the local reference coordinate sys-
tem (χ1, χ2, χ3), see Figures 4.5-4.6. Furthermore each sub-element is assigned
with the same local connectivity C (2.4) among the Nk vertices, according to
Figure 2.1. The Jacobian of the transformation from the physical system to
the reference system (χ1, χ2, χ3) for the space-time sub-volume ∂Cij(t) and the
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Figure 4.6: Splitting of the space-time sub-volume ∂C
n
ij
into three space-time
sub-tetrahedra T
3D
ij,1
(red), T
3D
ij,2
(blue) and T
3D
ij,3
(green). Each
sub-tetrahedron is mapped to the reference sub-element T
3D
E
de-
fined on the local reference system (χ
1
, χ
2
, χ
3
).
associated outward pointing normal vector can be evaluated simultaneously by
computing the determinant of the matrix S
l
, which, for each sub-element T
3D
ij,l
,
reads
S
l
=





ˆe
˜
X
ij,P(2)
−
˜
X
ij,P(1)
˜
X
ij,P(3)
−
˜
X
ij,P(1)
˜
X
ij,P(4)
−
˜
X
ij,P(1)





l
:=





ˆe
˜s
1
˜s
2
˜s
3





l
, (4.20)
with ˆe = (ˆe
1
, ˆe
2
, ˆe
3
, ˆe
4
). We address with ˆe
p
the unit vector aligned with the
p-th axis of the physical coordinate system (x, y, z, t), while the q-th component
of vector ˜s
i
with i = 1, 2, 3 is denoted by ˜s
i,q
. Therefore the expression for the
space-time normal vector is given by
˜n
ij
= (
pqrt
ˆe
p
˜s
1,q
˜s
2,r
˜s
2,t
) /|∂C
n
ij
|, (4.21)
where the Levi-Civita is evaluated according to (2.54) and with the determinant
defined as
|∂C
n
ij
| = ‖
pqrt
ˆe
p
˜s
1,q
˜s
2,r
˜s
3,t
‖ . (4.22)
To ease notation and to let the reader focus on the quadrature-free approach
for the numerical flux computation, we consider the conservative formulation
of the governing hyperbolic balance laws (2.1) with no source terms, hence
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S(Q) = 0. However, the extension of the algorithm to the non-conservative
case follows straightforward.
Discretization of Eqn.(2.48) yields (2.68), when B˜(Q) · ∇˜Q = 0. Here, the
space-time flux integrals on the space-time boundaries ∂Cnij are split into a total
number of Nl integrals on the corresponding simplex sub-elements. Therefore
the finite volume scheme for the conservative formulation (2.68) is given by
|Tn+1i |Qn+1i = |Tni |Qni −
∑
Tj∈Ni
∑
T 3D
ij,l
∈Nl
∫
T 3D
E,l
|∂Cnij |F˜ij · n˜ij dχ1dχ2dχ3,
(4.23)
where each lateral physical space-time integral has been replaced by Nl con-
tributions given by (4.18)-(4.19) on the corresponding reference element and
the source term has disappeared according to the assumption made within this
section. As usual, we use either a Rusanov-type (2.69) or an Osher-type (2.71)
numerical flux to evaluate the term F˜ij · n˜ij in (4.23).
Since the space-time sub-elements T 3Dij,l in (4.23) have been designed to be either
triangles or tetrahedra, the transformation from the physical system (x, y, z)
to the reference system (χ1, χ2, χ3) is linear, hence implying constant Jacobian
and constant normal vector within each sub-element. As a consequence the
integrals appearing in (4.23) can be evaluated using a quadrature-free formu-
lation: the physical flux F˜(q+h ) contained in the expression of the numerical
flux F˜ij · n˜ij for (2.69) and (2.71) is written in terms of the space-time basis
functions θl(ξ˜) used for the local predictor solution (see Section 2.3 of Chapter
2), and the integral of the physical flux on the reference sub-element results in∫
T 3D
E,l
F˜(q+h ) dξ˜ =
∫
T 3D
E,l
θm(ξ˜)F̂
+
m dξ˜ = F̂
+
m
∫
T 3D
E,l
θm(ξ˜) dξ˜ := I+l,m F̂+m, (4.24)
where the degrees of freedom F̂+m are known from the local CG predictor pro-
cedure and the term I+l,m represents the integral of the basis functions θm(ξ˜)
over the reference sub-element T 3DE,l of the sub-element T 3Dij,l . The same pro-
cedure applies for the left physical flux F˜(q−h ), yielding I−l,mF̂−m. The basis
functions θm(ξ˜) do not change in time and they are always defined in the same
space-time reference system ξ˜, hence allowing the volume integral of (4.24) to
be evaluated only once in the pre-processing step for each sub-element T 3Dij,l
after the mapping to the reference sub-element T 3DE,l has been carried out. The
same procedure applies for the numerical solution q+h = θl(ξ˜) q̂
+
l appearing in
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the expression of the numerical flux, either (2.69) or (2.71), leading to∫
T 3D
E,l
q±h dξ˜ := I±l,m q̂±m. (4.25)
The ALE Jacobian matrix AVn can not be pre-computed. However it is eval-
uated at each timestep only once for each space-time sub-volume ∂Cnij in its
space-time barycenter Gij,l, i.e. A
V
n(Gij,j), and is then frozen over the entire
space-time sub-element, like in the Eulerian quadrature-free schemes proposed
in [103]. Therefore, the final expression for the high order quadrature-free nu-
merical flux of the finite volume scheme (2.68) on moving unstructured meshes
simply reads∫
T3D
E,l
F˜ij · n˜ij = 1
2
(
I+l,mF̂+m + I−l,mF̂−m
)
· n˜ij− 1
2
Dij
(I+l,mq̂+m − I−l,mq̂−m) , (4.26)
with the dissipation matrix being either Dij = |λmax,i|I for the Rusanov-type
flux (2.69) or Dij =
1∫
0
∣∣AVn(Ψ(s))∣∣ ds for the Osher-type flux (2.71).
4.4 Direct ALE ADER-MOOD finite volume schemes
It is evident from Table 4.1 that the WENO reconstruction step is the only
remaining part of the direct ALE ADER algorithm for which no improvements
have been done so far. As clearly stated in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, the
WENO approach requires the blending of six (in 2D) or nine (in 3D) poly-
nomial reconstructions per cell per variable using nonlinear weights to obtain
essentially-non-oscillatory (ENO) schemes. This computational cost is almost
incompressible if the WENO paradigm is not questioned.
In the finite volume context a new concept has been recently proposed, namely
the Multi-dimensional Optimal Order Detection (MOOD) approach, which is
an a posteriori approach to the problem of limiting. Indeed, the key idea of
this paradigm is to run a spatially unlimited high-order finite volume scheme in
order to produce a so-called candidate solution. Then, the validity of the candi-
date solution is tested against a set of pre-defined admissibility criteria. Some
cells are marked as “acceptable” and are therefore valid. Some others may
be locally marked as “problematic” if they do not pass the detection process.
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These cells are consequently locally recomputed using polynomial reconstruc-
tions of a lower degree. Thus, after decrementing the polynomial degree and
locally recomputing the solution, a new candidate solution is obtained. That
solution is again tested for validity and the decrementing procedure re-applies,
if necessary. Such degree decrementing can occur several times within one time
step for the same cell, but it will always stop after a finite number of steps: ei-
ther the cell is valid for a polynomial degree greater than 0, or the degree zero is
reached. In the latter case, which is the worst case scenario, the cell is updated
with the robust and stable first order accurate Godunov finite volume scheme,
that is supposed to produce always valid (monotone and positivity-preserving)
solutions under a CFL stability condition. This a posteriori detection and
decrementing iterative loop is called the MOOD loop. Recently in [165] the a
posteriori MOOD method has been successfully substituted to WENO within
a 3D ADER high order finite volume scheme designed for fixed grid and it has
been applied to different systems of conservation laws. Even more recently the
a posteriori MOOD concept has been revamped and used as a subcell limiter
for high order accurate Discontinuous Galerkin schemes in [111]. We refer the
reader to [69,79,81,165] for more details.
Contrarily to WENO, the MOOD paradigm does not require several polynomial
reconstructions per cell: only one central stencil is considered to perform the
high order reconstruction in space. Moreover the detection of problematic cells
is made a posteriori, i.e. on a candidate solution at time tn+1. Consequently
it drastically eases the test of the candidate solution against any desirable
property (positivity, mesh validity, etc.). In addition, a list of problematic cells,
that need to be re-updated, can be constructed from the previous checks. If the
detection criteria as well as the decrementing procedure are designed properly,
for a M-th order accurate ALE-MOOD scheme we may expect to retrieve at
least the same accuracy and ENO behavior than the equivalent M-th order
accurate ALE WENO scheme. On the other hand we could expect genuine
gains in CPU time and memory consumption in favor of MOOD. Thereby
the main purpose of this section is to design a MOOD approach within our
existing high order direct ALE ADER framework. The new algorithm, which
will be addressed with ALE ADER-MOOD, is expected to be as accurate as
the original ALE ADER-WENO formulation, but more efficient.
The reconstruction step is now performed according to Section 2.2, but we
do not need to build more than one central (s = 1) reconstruction stencil Ssi
for both d = 2 and d = 3. Then, the local CG or DG predictor, the mesh
motion and the finite volume scheme are carried out as exhaustively explained
in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. Since the high order reconstruction
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polynomials wh(x, t
n) of degree M are not limited, the numerical solution Qn+1i
produced by the discrete evolution equation (2.61) or (2.68) may not be valid,
i.e. it might not satisfy either some physical requirements, as positivity, or some
numerical requirements, as Not-a-Number (NaN) values. Therefore the result
evaluated by Eqn. (2.61) or Eqn. (2.68) is addressed as a candidate solution
Q∗i , which will be marked as “acceptable” only when it fulfills both the physical
and the numerical requirements. In the following we give an overview of the
entire MOOD loop which has been adopted within the framework of the direct
ALE ADER finite volume schemes proposed in this work. We apply this new
approach to the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics, fully described
later in Section 5.1 of Chapter 5.
4.4.1 MOOD paradigm as stabilization technique
The a posteriori MOOD paradigm is based on the fact that it is relatively
simple to check a posteriori the validity of a numerical discrete solution at
the end of a timestep, provided some physical and numerical criteria. From
this check we can also easily extract a list of problematic cells, i.e. cells which
have not pass the checks. Then, going back in time at the beginning of the
timestep, we can re-update only these cells with a more viscous, dissipative
and robust numerical scheme. Thus, a new candidate solution, locally updated
with two different schemes, is available to be tested against the validity criteria.
If problematic cells are still detected, then, at last, an ultra-dissipative robust
scheme is used on these cells to obtain the solution at the next time level tn+1.
Therefore these elements are re-updated for the second time still within the
current timestep. This iterative MOOD loop ends with cells updated either
with a high accurate but less robust scheme or with a low accurate but more
robust one.
The main three entities which must be given to an iterative MOOD loop are
the detection criteria, the cascade of schemes and the parachute scheme.
The detection criteria. The detection criteria are a list of properties that have
to be checked to assess whether a numerical solution in a cell is acceptable or
not.
The first set of criteria, called the Physical Admissible Detection (PAD) crite-
ria, is based on the physics underlying the simulation and these requirements
correspond to properties that must be fulfilled to ensure physical admissibil-
ity of a numerical solution. Therefore they strongly depend on the system of
conservation laws which is solved. For the Euler equations of compressible gas
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dynamics (see Section 5.1) we set the following PAD:
ρ∗i > 0, ε
∗
i = E
∗
i − 1
2
|v∗i |2 > 0, (4.27)
with ε∗i representing the specific internal energy, according to (5.3). Further-
more in a moving mesh framework the volume of any element Ti must also be
strictly positive, thus
|T ∗i | > 0. (4.28)
The second set of criteria, called Numerical Admissible Detection (NAD) cri-
teria, is based on numerical properties and it contains all the checks needed
to ensure that the numerical solution is essentially non-oscillatory. In previ-
ous works [69, 79, 79, 165] the NAD criteria adopt a sort of relaxed discrete
maximum principle (DMP) with the so-called u2 criteria [81] applied on each
conservative variable. Let us briefly describe the DMP+u2 detection process
on a generic variable A and a candidate solution A∗i at time t
n+1 in the control
volume Ti. We consider the Voronoi neighborhood Vi of element Ti and the
Voronoi neighbor element Tj belonging to Vi. The set of vertex neighbors Vi
contains all neighbors of cell Ti that have a common vertex with Ti. To ease
notation we will refer to cell Ti with i and to the neighbor element Tj ∈ Vi
with j. First, if A∗i fulfills the DMP, i.e.
min
j∈Vi
(Anj , A
n
i ) ≤ A∗i ≤ max
j∈Vi
(Anj , A
n
i ), (4.29)
then the cell is valid for this variable. If the DMP is not fulfilled, then we check
the u2 criterion [79,81], which allows to determine whether this new extremum
is smooth or not. A candidate solution A∗i in cell T
∗
i which violates the DMP
is nonetheless eligible if the following holds
Xmaxi Xmini > 0 and
∣∣∣∣XminiXmaxi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1− ε, (4.30)
where ε is a smoothness parameter set to 1/2 and X ∗i represents a “measure” of
the local discrete directional curvature, e.g. the second derivative in x direction
of the third order polynomial reconstruction. Moreover we set
Xmini = min
j∈Vi
(X ∗i , X ∗j ) and Xmaxi = max
j∈Vi
(X ∗i , X ∗j ) . (4.31)
The same check is done for the y and z components. Another alternative is to
compute the true local curvatures, see [165]. Note that the detection of smooth
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local extrema has also been discussed in the context of extremum preserving
PPM schemes [74] and MPWENO schemes [19,219]. Furthermore we also check
if the candidate solution is an acceptable data, i.e. we verify that Not-a-Number
(NaN) situations do not occur.
In our implementation if any of the conservative variables does not fulfill either
the PAD or the NAD criteria, then one considers that all variables need cor-
rection on the next MOOD iteration and the solution Q∗i must be recomputed
by locally supplementing the scheme with more dissipation.
The cascade of schemes. The cascade of schemes is a list of ordered numer-
ical schemes, from the most accurate one up to the least accurate but robust
one [165]. This sequence is related to the accuracy which the polynomial recon-
structions have been evaluated with. We set a maximal polynomial degree M
meaning that, in an ideal situation, the corresponding scheme is M+1-th order
accurate in space and time. Then, several intermediate polynomial degrees for
the reconstructions can be tried up to the last scheme, which is supposed to be
the most dissipative one, called the parachute scheme. According to [165], we
employ the cascade given by PM → Plim1 → P0 with M = 4, but other values
could be used as well. The Plim1 scheme uses P1 reconstructions with Barth &
Jespersen slope limiting [30].
The MOOD loop first computes the unlimited PM candidate solution Q∗i for
each element Ti and checks if any cell is problematic according to the detection
criteria. Then, all invalid cells, i.e. all cells which have not passed the detection
criteria, are recomputed with Plim1 reconstructions. For the numerical flux eval-
uation we also need Plim1 reconstructions for each direct neighbor Tj of Ti. This
is to ensure that the numerical solution within the control volume Ti is updated
with fluxes of the same order of accuracy for each boundary. This new candi-
date solution is checked again for validity. Such a candidate solution may be
given by both PM -updated cells and Plim1 -updated ones. Nonetheless some cells
can be invalid again because the Plim1 may still produce some non-admissible
states. Therefore, for these still invalid cells, we rely on the parachute scheme
P0. In the worst case scenario all cells in the domain are updated with the
P0 scheme. Contrarily, in an ideal situation, all cells are updated with the
unlimited PM scheme.
The parachute scheme. The parachute scheme is the last scheme of the cas-
cade, which is used as a last resort when the detection criteria are not fulfilled.
As such, the candidate numerical solution it provides must always be consid-
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ered as a valid one. According to [69,79,79,165] we use the first order Godunov
finite volume scheme, addressed with P0. Note that the MOOD loop always
converges to an acceptable discrete solution provided that the parachute scheme
produces such a solution.
4.4.2 The MOOD loop
In the new ALE ADER-MOOD algorithm the MOOD loop simply embraces
the main evolution routines of the high order ADER method and iterates to
recompute those cells marked as “problematic” by the detection criteria de-
scribed in the previous section.
MOOD LOOP
ADER P0PM
ALE SOLVER
S := P’
DETECTION  CRITERIA
Physical Admissible Detection
Numerical Admissible Detection
*
iQ
Candidate solution
*
Ωτ
iDecrement in Pd
id =max(d  ,0)i
:=all cellsS Polynom. Reconstr.
iQ τn+1Ω
n+1iQn
dmaxd i =
τnΩ
Solution and mesh
iQn
dmaxd i =
τnΩ
Solution and mesh
iQ τn+1Ω
n+1
Solution and mesh
:=all cellsS 
ADER P0PM
ALE SOLVER
P’=P+ neighbors
set of problematic cellsP
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Problematic cell(s)?
YES NO
positivity
robustness
few cells
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Figure 4.7: Sketch of the direct ALE ADER-P0PM simulation code. Top:
original ADER-WENO solver. Bottom: sketch of the MOOD
loop embracing the existing ALE ADER-P0PM solver.
Figure 4.7 shows a sketch of the MOOD loop. The efficiency of the a posteriori
MOOD paradigm is mainly due to the fact that usually few cells need a cell
polynomial degree decrementing, as proved by the numerical results given later
in Chapter 6. Therefore the extra-work needed to recompute a new candidate
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solution on problematic cells is low. Moreover, for a given polynomial degree
M , only one polynomial reconstruction per variable and per cell is computed,
which reduces the CPU time but also the memory consumption compared to
an a priori WENO reconstruction.
The flexibility of the a posteriori MOOD paradigm is based on:
1. any robust and preferred parachute scheme can be kept as the last and
safest scheme;
2. only light modifications are usually needed to implement a MOOD loop
within an existing high-order finite volume code because it embraces the
existing solver, then it is not genuinely invasive (see Figure 4.7);
3. any constraint or property can be added to the list of detection criteria,
should it be based on either physical or numerical requirements.
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In order to validate the unstructured multidimensional direct ALE ADER
schemes presented in this work, we solve a wide set of benchmark test problems
using different hyperbolic systems of governing equations that can all be cast
into form (2.1). We apply the new schemes proposed in this work to several
hyperbolic systems, namely the multidimensional Euler equations of compress-
ible gas dynamics, the ideal classical and relativistic magneto-hydrodynamics
(MHD) equations and the non-conservative seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model
of compressible multi-phase flows with stiff relaxation source terms.
In this chapter we present each system of balance laws used for our simulations
together with a detailed description of the associated numerical test cases that
have been run to assess the accuracy and the robustness of our schemes. We
always consider the system of equations in three space dimensions, from which
one can easily derive the corresponding two-dimensional formulation.
The numerical results will be shown next, in Chapter 6. This is meant to ease
the reading and to avoid repetition of the same test case description.
5.1 The Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics
The first set of equations considered within this work are the so-called Euler
equations of compressible gas dynamics, also known as hydrodynamics equa-
tions. They constitute a conservative system of hyperbolic conservation laws
with no sources and they govern the fluid flow in case of neutral, i.e. non-
charged, fluids.
Let Q = (ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE) be the vector of conserved variables with ρ denoting
the fluid density, v = (u, v, w) representing the velocity vector and ρE being
the total energy density. Let furthermore p be the fluid pressure and γ the
ratio of specific heats of the ideal gas, so that the speed of sound is c =
√
γp
ρ
.
The three-dimensional Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics can be
cast into form (2.1), with the state vector Q previously defined and the flux
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tensor F = (f ,g ,h) given by
f =

ρu
ρu2 + p
ρuv
ρuw
u(ρE + p)
 , g =

ρv
ρuv
ρv2 + p
ρvw
v(ρE + p)
 , h =

ρw
ρuw
ρvw
ρw2 + p
w(ρE + p)
 .
(5.1)
The term B appearing in (2.1) is zero for this hyperbolic conservation law,
because the system does not involve any non-conservative product. The system
is then closed by the equation of state for an ideal gas, which reads
p = (γ − 1)
(
ρE − 1
2
ρv2
)
. (5.2)
Moreover we define the specific internal energy ε∗ as
ε∗ = E − 1
2
|v2| (5.3)
In Section 5.1.12 we present a modification of the two-dimensional Euler equa-
tions (5.1) that is able to handle multi-material flows, hence focusing on the
simulation of two-material fluids.
5.1.1 Numerical convergence studies
The convergence studies of our direct ALE ADER finite volume schemes for
the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics (5.1) are carried out con-
sidering the solution of a smooth convected isentropic vortex first proposed
on unstructured meshes by Hu and Shu [144] in two space dimensions. The
initial computational domain for the three-dimensional case is the box Ω(0) =
[0; 10]× [0; 10]× [0; 5] with periodic boundary conditions imposed on each face.
The domain reduces to the square Ω(0) = [0; 10] × [0; 10] if d = 2. The initial
condition is the same given in [144], where we set to zero the z−aligned veloc-
ity component w, and it is given as a linear superposition of a homogeneous
background field and some perturbations δ:
U = (ρ, u, v, w, p) = (1 + δρ, 1 + δu, 1 + δv, 1 + δw, 1 + δp). (5.4)
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The perturbation of the velocity vector v = (u, v, w) as well as the perturbation
of temperature T read δuδv
δw
 = 
2pi
e
1−r2
2
 −(y − 5)(x− 5)
0
 , δT = − (γ − 1)2
8γpi2
e1−r
2
, (5.5)
where the radius of the vortex has been defined on the x − y plane as r2 =
(x − 5)2 + (y − 5)2, the vortex strength is  = 5 and the ratio of specific
heats is set to γ = 1.4. The entropy perturbation is assumed to be zero, i.e.
S = p
ργ
= 0, while the perturbations for density and pressure are given by
δρ = (1 + δT )
1
γ−1 − 1, δp = (1 + δT ) γγ−1 − 1. (5.6)
The vortex is furthermore convected with constant velocity vc = (1, 1, 0). The
final time of the simulation is chosen to be tf = 1.0, otherwise the deformations
occurring in the mesh due to the Lagrangian motion would stretch and twist
the control volumes so highly that a rezoning stage would be necessary. Here
we want the convergence studies to be done with an almost pure Lagrangian
motion, hence no rezoning procedure is admitted and the final time tf has been
set to a sufficiently small value. The exact solution Qe can be simply computed
as the time-shifted initial condition, e.g. Qe(x, tf ) = Q(x − vctf , 0), with the
convective mean velocity vc previously defined. The error is measured at time
tf using the continuous L2 norm with the high order reconstructed solution
wh(x, tf ), hence
L2 =
√√√√ ∫
Ω(tf )
(Qe(x, tf )−wh(x, tf ))2 dx, (5.7)
where h(Ω(tf )) represents the mesh size which is taken to be the maximum
diameter of the circumspheres or the circumcircles of the elements in the final
domain configuration Ω(tf ). Sometimes we might also use the L1 norm, whose
expression is given by
L1 =
∫
Ω(tf )
(Qe(x, tf )−wh(x, tf )) dx. (5.8)
Figures 5.1-5.2 show some of the successively refined meshes used for this test
case. Convergence rates up to sixth order of accuracy will be shown in Section
6.1.1 of Chapter 6. This test problem is also used to measure the efficiency of
the algorithm (see Table 4.1).
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Figure 5.1: Sequence of triangular meshes used for the numerical convergence
studies for the two-dimensional Euler equations of compressible
gas dynamics at different time outputs: t = 0 (top row), t = 1
(middle row) and t = 2 (bottom row). The total number of
elements NE is increasing from the left grid (NE = 320), passing
through the middle one (NE = 1298), to the right one (NE =
5180).
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Figure 5.2: Sequence of tetrahedral meshes at the initial time t = 0 used
for the numerical convergence studies for the three-dimensional
Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics. The total number
of elements NE is increasing from the left grid (NE = 60157),
passing through the middle one (NE = 227231), to the right one
(NE = 801385).
5.1.2 The Sod shock tube problem
Here we propose in a multidimensional setting the well-known Sod shock tube
problem, which is a classical one-dimensional test problem that involves a rar-
efaction wave traveling towards the left boundary as well as a right-moving
contact discontinuity and a shock wave traveling to the right. The initial com-
putational domain is the box Ω(0) = [−0.5; 0.5]× [−0.05; 0.05]× [−0.05; 0.05],
which is discretized with a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/100. In two space
dimensions the z coordinate vanishes. We set periodic boundaries in the y and
z directions, while transmissive boundaries are imposed along the x direction.
The final time of the simulation is chosen to be tf = 0.2. The initial condition
consists in a discontinuity located at x0 = 0 between two different states UL
and UR, where U = (ρ, u, v, w, p) denotes the vector of primitive variables:
U(x, 0) =
{
UL = (1.0, 0, 0, 0, 1.0) , if x ≤ x0,
UR = (0.125, 0, 0, 0, 0.1) , if x > x0.
(5.9)
Although the Sod problem is a one-dimensional test case, it becomes multidi-
mensional when applied to unstructured meshes, where in general the element
faces are not aligned with the coordinate axis or the fluid motion. Hence, it
is actually a non trivial test problem. Moreover, a contact wave is present in
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the solution, so that one can check how well it is resolved by the ALE scheme.
In order to reduce numerical diffusion, we employ the Osher-type flux (2.71).
The exact solution can be obtained with the exact Riemann solver presented
in [229].
5.1.3 Multidimensional explosion problem
The explosion problem can be seen as a fully multidimensional extension of the
Sod problem presented in the previous section. The initial domain is the circle
(in 2D) or the sphere (in 3D) of radius Ro = 1, i.e. Ω(0) = {x : ‖x‖ ≤ Ro}, in
which the associated circle or sphere of radius R = 0.5 separates two different
constant states:
U(x, 0) =
{
Ui = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), if ‖x‖ ≤ R,
Uo = (0.125, 0, 0, 0, 0.1), if ‖x‖ > R. (5.10)
The inner state Ui and the outer state Uo correspond to the ones of the 1D
Sod problem, according to (5.9).
For cylindrically or spherically symmetric problems, the multidimensional Euler
system (2.1)-(5.1) can be simplified to a one-dimensional system with geometric
source terms, see [39,229]. It reads
Qt + F(Q)r = S(Q), (5.11)
with
Q =
 ρρu
ρE
 , F =
 ρuρu2 + p
u(ρE + p)
 , S = −d− 1
r
 ρuρu2
u(ρE + p)
 .
(5.12)
The radial direction is denoted as usual by r, while u represents here the radial
velocity and d is the number of space dimensions. In order to compute a suitable
reference solution we fix the value of d ∈ [2, 3] and a classical second order TVD
scheme [229] with Rusanov flux has been used to solve the inhomogeneous
system of equations (5.11) on a one-dimensional mesh of 15000 points in the
radial interval r ∈ [0; 1].
The ratio of specific heats is assumed to be γ = 1.4 and the final time is
tf = 0.25. Transmissive boundary conditions have been imposed on the exter-
nal boundary and we use the Osher-type numerical flux (2.71). The solution
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involves three different waves, namely one spherical shock wave traveling to-
wards the external boundary of the domain, the rarefaction fan which is moving
to the opposite direction and the contact wave in between, that is very well
resolved due to the Lagrangian-like approach (see Section 6.1.3).
5.1.4 The Kidder problem
In [153] Kidder proposed this test problem, which has become a benchmark
for Lagrangian schemes [53, 169]. It consists in an isentropic compression of a
portion of a shell filled with a prefect gas which is assigned with the following
initial condition:
 ρ0(r)v0(r)
p0(r)
 =

(
r2e,0−r2
r2e,0−r2i,0
ργ−1i,0 +
r2−r2i,0
r2e,0−r2e,0
ργ−1e,0
) 1
γ−1
0
s0ρ0(r)
γ
 , (5.13)
where r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 represents the general radial coordinate, (ri(t), re(t))
are the time-dependent internal and external frontier that delimit the shell,
ρi,0 = 1 and ρe,0 = 2 are the corresponding initial values of density and γ = 2
or γ = 5
3
is the ratio of specific heats in two and three space dimensions,
respectively. Furthermore s0 denotes the initial entropy distribution, that is
assumed to be uniform, i.e. s0 =
p0
ρ
γ
0
= 1. If d = 2 we set z = 0, as usual.
The initial computational domain Ω(0) is either one fourth (in 2D) or one eighth
(in 3D) of the entire shell and is depicted in Figure 5.3. Sliding wall boundary
conditions are imposed on the lateral faces and on the bottom, while on the
internal and on the external frontier a space-time dependent state is assigned
according to the exact analytical solution R(r, t) [153], which is defined at the
general time t for a fluid particle initially located at radius r as a function of
the radius and the homothety rate h(t), i.e.
R(r, t) = h(t)r, h(t) =
√
1− t
2
τ2
, (5.14)
where τ is the focalisation time
τ =
√
γ − 1
2
(r2e,0 − r2i,0)
c2e,0 − c2i,0
(5.15)
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with ci,e =
√
γ
pi,e
ρi,e
representing the internal and external sound speeds. As
done in [53, 169], the final time of the simulation is chosen in such a way that
the compression rate is h(tf ) = 0.5, hence tf =
√
3
2
τ and the the exact location
of the shell is bounded with 0.45 ≤ R ≤ 0.5.
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Figure 5.3: Position and mesh configuration of the shell at times t = 0 and
at t = tf in two (left) and three (right) space dimensions.
The Osher-type flux (2.71) is adopted to perform the simulation of the Kidder
problem, in order to precisely identified the location of the internal and ex-
ternal frontier. In the simulations of the Kidder problem we also measure the
associated absolute error |err|, that can be evaluated as the difference between
the analytical and the numerical location of the internal and external radius at
the final time tf (see Section 6.1.4).
5.1.5 The Saltzman problem
The Saltzman problem involves a strong shock wave that is caused by the
motion of a piston traveling along the main direction of a rectangular box.
This test case was first proposed in [91] for a two-dimensional Cartesian grid
that has been skewed and it represents a very challenging test problem that
allows the robustness of any Lagrangian scheme to be validated, because the
mesh is not aligned with the fluid motion. According to [174], we consider
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the three-dimensional extension of the original problem [52,91], hence the ini-
tial computational domain is the box Ω(0) = [0; 1] × [0; 0.1] × [0; 0.1]. The
computational mesh is obtained as follows:
• the domain is initially meshed with a uniform Cartesian grid composed
by 100× 10× 10 cubic elements, as done in [174];
• each cube is then split into five tetrahedra;
• finally we use the mapping given in [52,174] to transform the uniform grid,
defined by the coordinate vector x = (x, y, z), to the skewed configuration
x′ = (x′, y′, z′):
x′ = x+ (0.1− z) (1− 20y) sin(pix) for 0 ≤ y ≤ 0.05,
x′ = x+ z (20y − 1) sin(pix) for 0.05 < y ≤ 0.1,
y′ = y,
z′ = z. (5.16)
In 2D we consider the computational domain Ω(0) = [0; 1] × [0; 0.1] and the
computational mesh is composed of 200× 20 triangular elements, obtained as
follows:
• first we build a Cartesian mesh with 100 × 10 square elements, as done
in [163,169];
• each square element is then split into two right triangles;
• finally the uniform grid, defined by the coordinate vector x = (x, y), is
skewed with the mapping
x′ = x+ (0.1− y) sin(pix),
y′ = y, (5.17)
where x′ and y′ denote the deformed coordinates, respectively. The initial mesh
configuration as well as the final mesh configuration for d ∈ [2, 3] are depicted
in Figure 5.4.
According to [163], the computational domain is filled with a perfect gas with
the initial state Q0 given by
Q0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, ) . (5.18)
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Figure 5.4: Initial and final mesh configuration for the Saltzman problem in
2D (top) and in 3D (bottom).
The ratio of specific heats is taken to be γ = 5
3
,  = 10−4 and the final time
is set to tf = 0.6. The piston is traveling from the left to the right side of
the domain with velocity vp = (up, vp, wp) = (1, 0, 0) and it starts moving at
the initial time while the gas is at rest. In the initial time steps the scheme
must obey a geometric CFL condition, i.e. the piston must not move more
than one element per time step. Sliding wall boundary conditions have been
set everywhere, except for the piston, which has been assigned with moving
slip wall boundary condition.
The exact solution Qex(x, tf ) is a one-dimensional infinite strength shock wave
and it can be computed by solving the Riemann problem given in Table 5.1.
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The details of the algorithm that computes the exact solution of the Riemann
problem are given in the book of Toro [229]. The exact solution has then to be
shifted by a certain quantity d to the right, corresponding to the movement of
the piston during the time of the simulation tf , i.e.
d = up · tf . (5.19)
Left state Right state
ρ 1.0 1.0
u 1.0 -1.0
v 0.0 0.0
w 0.0 0.0
p 6.67 · 10−7 6.67 · 10−7
Table 5.1: One-dimensional Riemann problem for obtaining the exact solution
of the Saltzman problem.
It reads
Qex(x, tf ) =
{
(4, 4, 0, 0, 4) if x ≤ xf ,
(1, 0, 0, 0, ) if x > xf ,
(5.20)
where xf = 0.8 is the shock location at time tf = 0.6.
5.1.6 The Sedov problem
Another classical test case for hydrodynamics is the Sedov problem. We con-
sider the spherical symmetric Sedov problem, which describes the evolution of
a blast wave generated at the origin O = (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) of the initial cubic
computational domain Ω(0) = [0; 1.2]× [0; 1.2]× [0; 1.2]. It is a well-known test
case for Lagrangian schemes [168,169,174] that becomes very challenging in the
three-dimensional case. An analytical solution which is based on self-similarity
arguments is furthermore available from the work of Kamm et al. [147]. The
computational domain is first discretized with cubic elements, then each cube is
split into five tetrahedra. The computational domain is filled with a prefect gas
with γ = 1.4, which is initially at rest and is assigned with a uniform density
ρ0 = 1. The total energy Etot is concentrated only in the cell cor containing
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the origin O, therefore the initial pressure is given by
por = (γ − 1)ρ0 Etot
8 · Vor , (5.21)
where Vor is the volume of the cell cor, which is composed by five tetrahedra,
and the factor 1
8
takes into account the spherical symmetry, since the compu-
tational domain Ω(0) is only the eighth part of the entire domain, which would
have to be considered if we did not assume the spherical symmetry. According
to [168] we set Etot = 0.851072, while in the rest of the domain the initial
pressure is p0 = 10
−6. At the final time of the simulation tf = 1.0 the exact
solution is a symmetric spherical shock wave located at radius r = 1 with a
density peak of ρ = 6.
The two-dimensional Sedov initial condition can be set up as follows: the initial
computational domain is now the square Ω(0) = [0; 1.2]× [0; 1.2] and the initial
mesh is initially composed by square elements, each of those has been split into
two right triangles. The ratio of specific heats is again taken to be γ = 1.4,
while the total amount of released energy is Etot = 0.244816. The volume
of the cell cor is here composed by two triangles and the cylindric symmetry
implies to consider a factor of 1
4
in Eqn. (5.21).
5.1.7 The Noh problem
In [184] Noh proposed this test case in order to validate Lagrangian schemes in
the regime of strong shock waves. The initial computational domain is given by
Ω(0) = [0; 1.0]d and the initial mesh is composed either by squares or by cubes,
that are split into either two right triangles (in 2D) or five right tetrahedra (in
3D). A gas with γ = 5
3
is initially assigned with a unity density ρ0 = 1 and a
unity radial velocity which is moving the gas towards the origin of the domain
O = (0, 0, 0). Hence, the velocity components are initialized with
u = −x
r
, v = −y
r
, w = −z
r
, (5.22)
and the initial pressure is p = 10−6 everywhere. The generic radial position is
given as usual as r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2. As time advances, an outward moving
cylindrical or spherical shock wave is generated which travels with velocity
vsh =
1
3
in radial direction. According to [169, 174, 184], the final time is
chosen to be tf = 0.6, therefore the shock wave is located at radius R = 0.2
and the maximum density value is either ρf = 16 (d = 2) or ρf = 64 (d = 3),
which occurs on the plateau behind the shock wave. Since the problem is set
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up in order to take into account cylindrical or spherical symmetry, we impose
no-slip wall boundary conditions on the logically internal faces of the domain,
while moving boundaries have been used on the remaining sides.
5.1.8 The Gresho vortex problem
We also consider the well-known Gresho vortex problem [135] in the variant
proposed by Vilar et al. [128]. This test problem involves a steady vortex flow,
which is characterized by a perfect balance between inertia and pressure gradi-
ent in the momentum equation of system (2.1)-(5.1). The mathematical proce-
dure to derive such a solution is fully described in [128], hence we provide here
only the information needed to setup this test case. In two space dimensions
the initial computational domain is the square Ω(0) = [−0.5; 0.5]× [−0.5; 0.5].
The initial condition U(x, 0) is given in terms of primitive variables and reads
ρ0 = 1.0,
u0 =

−5y if r < 0.2
− ( 2
r
− 5) y if 0.2 ≤ r < 0.4
0.0 if r ≥ 0.4
,
v0 =

5x if r < 0.2(
2
r
− 5)x if 0.2 ≤ r < 0.4
0.0 if r ≥ 0.4
,
p0 =

5 + 12.5r2 if r < 0.2
9− 4 log(0.2) + 12.5r2 − 20r + 4 log(r) if 0.2 ≤ r < 0.4
3 + 4 log(2) if r ≥ 0.4
,
(5.23)
with r =
√
x2 + y2 denoting the generic radial position. Since the vortex flow
is stationary, the analytical solution is simply given by the initial condition.
The Gresho vortex test case is typically used to asses the robustness and the
accuracy of a Lagrangian scheme, since strong mesh deformations occur during
the simulation. As done in [128] we set the final time tf = 1.0 so that the vortex
does one complete rotation and we impose no-slip wall boundary conditions
everywhere.
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5.1.9 The Taylor-Green vortex problem
The Taylor-Green test case consists in a smooth vortex flow and was presented
for the two-dimensional case by Dobrev et al. [83], who considered an analytical
solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and proposed a modified
version which applies to the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics. All
the details on the construction of this test case can be found in the above
mentioned reference, hence we limit us in the following to recalling only the
necessary information to setup the test problem in three space dimensions, with
the cubic computational domain defined by Ω(0) = [0; 1.0]× [0; 1.0]× [0; 0.25].
The initial condition is given in terms of primitive variables and reads
U(x, 0) =

ρ0
u0
v0
w0
p0
 =

ρ0
U0 [sin(pix)cos(piy)]
U0 [−cos(pix)sin(piy)]
0.0
1
4
ρ0U
2
0 [cos(2pix) + cos(2piy)] + C0
 , (5.24)
with ρ0 = 1, U0 = 1 and C0 = 1, according to [128]. The velocity field is
initially divergence-free and in order to satisfy the total energy equation of the
Euler system we have to insert an additional source term for the last equation,
hence obtaining
S(Q) =

0
0
0
0
pi
4
ρ0U
3
0
γ−1 [cos(3pix)cos(piy)− cos(3piy)cos(pix)]
 , (5.25)
where the ratio of specific heats is chosen to be γ = 1.4, as done in [128].
Periodic boundaries are set on the top and on the bottom of the domain, while
we impose no-slip wall boundary conditions on the lateral sides. The final time
of the simulation is tf = 0.7 and the exact solution is simply given by the initial
condition, since this test problem involves a steady flow.
5.1.10 The two-dimensional double Mach reflection problem
We propose to solve a very difficult and challenging test case, namely the double
Mach reflection problem (DMR), which was originally proposed in [243]. This
test problem involves a very strong shock wave with a shock Mach number
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Ms = 10 which is moving along the x−direction of the computational domain,
where a ramp with angle α = pi
6
is located. The strong shock wave that hits
the ramp leads to the development of small-scale structures that are highly
deforming the computational mesh. The initial computational domain Ω(0) is
discretized with a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/50 (similar to [163]), with
a total number of elements of NE = 41456 and is depicted in Figure 5.5.
The initial condition U(x, 0) is given in terms of primitive variables and reads
U(x, 0) = (ρ0, u0, v0, p0) =
{
(8.0, 8.25, 0, 116.5) , if x < x0,
(1.4, 0, 0, 1.0) , if x ≥ x0, (5.26)
with the initial discontinuity located at x0 = 0. Sliding wall boundary condi-
tions have been imposed on the upper and the lower side of the domain, while
transmissive boundaries are set on the remaining sides. The final time is chosen
to be tf = 0.2 and the ratio of specific heats is γ = 1.4.
5.1.11 Mono-material triple point problem
This problem is a three state one material 2D Riemann problem in a vessel,
which is a variation of the triple point problem from [166]. We first present the
two-dimensional setup, then we consider the extension to three space dimen-
sions.
The triple point problem computational domain is Ω(0) = [0; 7]× [0; 3] in 2D,
which is split into three subdomains filled with a perfect gas with γ = 1.4. The
high pressure high density state in Ω1(0) = [0; 1]× [0; 3] is defined by (ρ1, p1) =
(1, 1), the low pressure high density state in Ω2(0) = [1; 7]× [0; 1.5] is given by
(ρ2, p2) = (0.125, 0.1), the low pressure low density in Ω3(0) = [1; 7]× [1.5; 3] is
(ρ3, p3) = (1.0, 0.1), see Figure 5.6. The initial gas is at rest and the final time
of the simulation is tf = 5.5.
The 3D triple point problem [83,84] is constructed by considering the 2D setup,
detailed above, as a 2D axi-symmetric r − z setup, with r denoting the radial
coordinate of the vessel according to Figure 5.6. Consequently subdomain Ω3
becomes an internal cylinder to cylindrical subdomain Ω2. Subdomain Ω1 (blue
colored) can be seen as a cylindrical cap to these embedded cylinders.
5.1.12 Multi-material flow
One of the major advantages in adopting a Lagrangian approach is that ma-
terial interfaces can be precisely located, since the computational mesh moves
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Figure 5.5: Computational domain and mesh at the initial time t = 0 (top)
and at the final time t = 0.2 (bottom) for the double Mach reflec-
tion problem.
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Figure 5.6: Sketch of the triple point problem initialization. Top: 2D setup.
Bottom: 3D axi-symmetric version.
together with the fluid and the resulting numerical scheme is typically less dissi-
pative than a classical Eulerian method. Such an advantage becomes even more
evident when multi-material flows are considered, as done in the following. As
we will show later, our direct ALE ADER-WENO schemes can be successfully
applied to multi-material flows in the framework of diffusive interface methods
using the seven equation Baer-Nunziato model for compressible two-phase flow,
see [96] and Section 5.4. Here we would like to present an alternative way to
consider multi-material flows, hence focusing on the simulation of two-material
fluids using the Euler equations for compressible gas dynamics (5.1).
If the Lagrangian method is designed in order to assure no mass flux through
the edges of the computational control volumes [47, 130, 166], then no mixing
cells occur, i.e. cells which contain more than one material. Nevertheless the
mixing might be generated by the rezoning and remapping procedure that is
normally carried out in order to improve the quality of the mesh during the
computation. Due to the direct Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formu-
lation of our scheme, that in principle allows mass flux, we have to deal with
mixing cells which require an appropriate thermodynamical closure. We pro-
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pose to use the so-called concentration approach, in which the multi-material
flow is considered as a mixture of miscible fluids. This assumption is normally
used for plasma flows, i.e. gases at very high temperatures. Each component
k is assumed to be an ideal gas which obeys the equation of state (5.2) with
its own ratio of specific heats γk. According to [130] we assume a pressure-
temperature equilibrium in order to define the effective polytropic index of the
mixture as
γ = 1 +
φ1
M1
+ φ2
M2
φ1
(γ1−1)M1 +
φ2
(γ2−1)M2
, (5.27)
where M1,M2 are the molar masses of the materials that are supposed to be
the same, i.e. M1 = M2, while φ1, φ2 denote the mass fractions. Mixing cells
can be properly treated using the above-defined effective ratio of specific heats
γ together with the closure equation (5.2). Please note that where no mixing
occurs, i.e. one of the two mass fraction is zero, expression (5.27) reduces
to the corresponding polytropic index of the phase and the ideal single fluid
behavior is fully recovered. For each fluid k the corresponding mass fraction
φk, which stands for its concentration, is computed according to [130] as the
ratio between the mass of fluid mk and the total mass of the mixture m, i.e.
φk =
mk
m
, (5.28)
with the concentrations for the two materials that sum to the unity, i.e. φ1 +
φ2 = 1. Therefore the mass fraction can be viewed as a passive scalar, which
allows to track the location of each material inside the flow. In order to take into
account the evolution of φk in our direct ALE scheme, an additional transport
equation must be added to the Euler system (5.1), hence
∂ρφ1
∂t
+
∂ρφ1u
∂x
+
∂ρφ1v
∂y
= 0, (5.29)
where the additional conserved variable is given by ρφ1. We point out that the
choice of the Riemann solver plays a crucial role in our direct ALE method,
since the mixing depends on the numerical dissipation produced by the numer-
ical fluxes applied at the cell edges. In order to reduce as much as possible the
number of mixing cells in the computation, we rely on the Osher-type numeri-
cal flux (2.71), which exactly preserves moving isolated contact waves without
mass flux. Note that the solution of the Euler equations together with Eqn.
(5.29) may lead to spurious pressure oscillations, which can be treated using
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the approach presented in [5]. Since we do not explicitly reconstruct the ma-
terial interface, our method remains a diffuse interface approach, subject to
numerical diffusion like the one used previously in [96].
The two-material Sod problem. We propose to solve the well-known Sod
shock tube problem in the two-material variant described in [214]. As the
original single-fluid Sod problem (see Section 5.1.2), this one-dimensional test
case involves three different kinds of waves, namely one rarefaction wave, one
shock wave and one contact wave which separates the two fluids. The initial
computational domain is the box Ω(0) = [−0.5; 0.5] × [−0.05; 0.05] which is
meshed with a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/100, while the initial con-
dition U(x, 0) for the two materials is given in terms of primitive variables
(ρ, u, v, p, φ1) and reads
U(x, 0) =
{
UL = (1.0, 0, 0, 2.0, 1.0− ) , if x ≤ x0,
UR = (0.125, 0, 0, 0.1, ) , if x > x0
, (5.30)
where the initial discontinuity between the two fluids is located at x0 = 0 and
we set the parameter  = 10−6. The ratio of specific heats for the left and right
material are γ1 = 2.0 and γ2 = 1.4, respectively, according to [130, 214], and
the final time of the simulation is chosen to be tf = 0.2. Periodic boundary
conditions have been imposed in the y-direction and transmissive boundaries
in x-direction. The exact solution can be obtained by the exact Riemann solver
for the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics [229] using two different
values of γ on the left and on the right of the contact discontinuity.
5.2 The ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations
The equations of ideal classical magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) are used to
describe the motion of charged fluids like plasma fluids. They constitute a
more complicated hyperbolic conservation law compared to the Euler equations
presented in Section 5.1, especially because this system introduces an additional
constraint regarding the divergence of the magnetic field that must remain zero
in time, i.e.
∇ ·B = 0. (5.31)
If the magnetic field B is initialized with data that are guaranteed to be
divergence-free, then Eqn. (5.31) is always satisfied for the exact solution.
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The difficulty appears at the discrete level, where the numerical divergence-
free constraint has to be carefully taken into account and properly treated. To
overcome this problem, we adopt the hyperbolic version of the generalized La-
grangian multiplier (GLM) divergence cleaning approach proposed by Dedner
et al. [75], hence adding to the MHD system one more variable Ψ as well as one
more linear scalar PDE that aims at transporting the divergence errors out of
the computational domain with an artificial divergence cleaning speed ch. The
augmented MHD system can be cast into form (2.1) and reads
∂
∂t

ρ
ρv
ρE
B
ψ
+∇ ·

ρv
ρvv + ptotI − 14piBB
v(ρE + ptot)− 14piB(v ·B)
vB −Bv + ψI
c2hB
 = 0. (5.32)
The non-conservative part of the ideal MHD system is zero, the velocity vector
is denoted by v = vi = (u, v, w) and similarly the vector of the magnetic field
is addressed with B = Bi = (Bx, By, Bz). The system is then closed by the
equation of state
p = (γ − 1)
(
ρE − 1
2
v2 − B
2
8pi
)
, (5.33)
with γ representing the ratio of specific heats and the total pressure being
defined as ptot = p+
1
8pi
B2.
We define also the fastest magnetosonic speed, needed for the node solver NSm
presented in Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 3. It reads
c =
√√√√√1
2
γp
ρ
+ (Bx +By +Bz) +
√(
γp
ρ
+ (Bx +By +Bz)
)2
− 4γp
ρ
B2x
4piρ
.
(5.34)
5.2.1 Numerical convergence studies
We use the convected smooth vortex test problem proposed by Balsara et al. [16]
in order to carry out the numerical convergence studies for the ideal classical
MHD equations (5.32) in two space dimensions. This test case is defined on a
square computational domain Ω(0) = [0; 10]× [0; 10] with periodic boundaries
everywhere. As for the hydrodynamic isentropic vortex presented in Section
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5.1.1, the initial condition is given by a linear superposition of a constant flow
and some fluctuations in the velocity and magnetic fields, which read
(ρ, u, v, p,Bx, By,Ψ) = (1+δρ, 1+δu, 1+δv, 1+δp, 1+δBx, 1+δBy, 0), (5.35)
with the following perturbations:
δu
δv
δp
δBx
δBy
 =


2pi
e
1
2
(1−r2)(5− y)

2pi
e
1
2
(1−r2)(x− 5)
1
8pi
(
µ
2pi
)2
(1− r2)e(1−r2) − 1
2
(

2pi
)2
e(1−r
2)
µ
2pi
e
1
2
(1−r2)(5− y)
µ
2pi
e
1
2
(1−r2)(x− 5)
 . (5.36)
According to [16], we set the parameters  = 1 and µ =
√
4pi as well as the
ratio of specific heats γ = 5
3
. The speed for the divergence cleaning is taken to
be ch = 2 and the velocity vc = (1, 1) convects the vortex. The fluid motion of
the vortex would lead to high element distortions and deformations, as clearly
depicted in Figure 5.7, therefore the final time of the computation is tf = 1.0,
because we do not want the rezoning step to be used for the convergence rate
studies. The exact solution is given by the initial condition shifted in space by
a factor s = (sx, sy) = v · tf .
5.2.2 The MHD rotor problem
The first test case for the ideal classical MHD equations is the MHD rotor
problem proposed by Balsara et al. in [20]. It consists in a fluid of high density
that is rotating very quickly, surrounded by a fluid at rest with low density.
The initial computational domain Ω(0) is a sphere of radius R0 = 0.5 and
transmissive boundary conditions are imposed at the external boundary. The
generic radial position is denoted by r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 and at radius R = 0.1
the inner region with the high density fluid is separated by the outer region.
Therefore the initial density distribution is ρ = 10 for 0 ≤ r ≤ R and ρ = 1 in
the rest of the domain, while the angular velocity ω of the rotor is assumed to
be constant and it is chosen in such a way that at r = R the toroidal velocity
is vt = ω · R = 1. The initial discontinuity for density and velocity occurring
at the frontier r = R is smeared out according to [20], where a linear taper
bounded by 0.1 ≤ r ≤ 0.13 is applied in such a way that the internal values
for density and velocity match exactly those ones of the outer region. The
pressure is p = 1 in the whole computational domain and a constant magnetic
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Figure 5.7: Top: pressure distribution for the ideal MHD vortex problem at
time t = 0.0 and t = 4.0. Bottom: mesh configuration at time
t = 0.0 and t = 4.0.
field B = (2.5, 0, 0)T is imposed everywhere. The divergence cleaning velocity
is taken to be ch = 2, while the ratio of specific heats is set to γ = 1.4 and
the final time is tf = 0.25. In two space dimensions the computational domain
reduces to a circle and the z coordinate as well as all its related quantities
disappear.
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5.2.3 The MHD blast wave problem
The blast wave problem constitutes a benchmark in magnetohydrodynamics.
A strong circular fast magnetosonic shock wave is traveling from the center to
the boundaries of the initial computational domain Ω(0), which is a sphere (in
3D) or a circle (in 2D) of radius R0 = 0.5. The frontier delimited by radius
R = 0.1 splits the domain into two parts, hence defining an inner state Ui and
an outer state Uo, that are initially assigned in terms of primitive variables
U = (ρ, u, v, w, p,Bx, By, Bz, ψ) as
U(x, 0) =
{
Ui = (1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.1, 70, 0.0, 0.0) if r ≤ R,
Uo = (1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1000, 70, 0.0, 0.0) if r > R,
(5.37)
where r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2. We set transmissive boundary conditions at the
external boundary. The final time of the computation is tf = 0.01 and the
ratio of specific heats is taken to be γ = 1.4.
5.3 The relativistic MHD equations (RMHD)
For very high flow velocities, i.e. |v |/cl  1 with cl denoting the speed of light,
we have to consider the relativistic MHD equations (RMHD). All the details
regarding this physical model can be found in [15, 132, 197, 245]. Let ρ be the
density and v = (u, v, w) be the velocity vector, then p is the hydrodynamic
pressure while ptot is the total pressure, obtained adding to p also the contribu-
tion of the magnetic pressure. Furthermore let e represent the internal energy,
E the total energy and let denote the magnetic field with B = (Bx, By, Bz)
and the Lorenz factor with γ, while the ratio of specific heats will be addressed
with the symbol Γ only when considering the RMHD equations. Again we take
care of the divergence constraint for the magnetic field using the hyperbolic
divergence-cleaning approach of Dedner et al. [75], as done for the ideal MHD
equations presented in Section 5.2. The vector of conserved variables of the
RMHD system reads
Q =

D
q
E
B
Ψ
 =

γρ
γwtotv − b0b
γ2wtot − b0b0 − ptot
B
Ψ
 , (5.38)
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and the flux tensor F(Q) is given by
F =

γρvT
γ2wtotvv − bb + ptotI
γ2wtotv
T − b0bT
vB −Bv + ΨI
c2hB
T
 . (5.39)
Here, I is the identity matrix, the enthalpy wtot and the total pressure ptot are
defined as
wtot = e+ p+ |b|2, ptot = p+ 1
2
|b|2, (5.40)
where the internal energy is given by the following equation of state
e = ρ+
p
Γ− 1 . (5.41)
The Lorenz factor is
γ =
1√
1− v2 , (5.42)
and the other quantities appearing in (5.39) are
b0 = γ (v ·B) , b = B
γ
+ γv (v ·B) , |b2| = B
2
γ
+ (v ·B)2 . (5.43)
We assume a speed of light normalized to unity. The computation of the
primitive variables U = (ρ,v , p,B) from the conserved quantities Q has to
be done numerically, by using an iterative Newton or bisection method, as
explained in [95,245].
In the present work, only the two-dimensional version of the RMHD equations
is considered. For all simulations we use the node solverNScs (see Section 3.1.1
of Chapter 3) for the calculation of the mesh velocity, due to its simple and very
general formulation, which allows this node solver to be applied to any general
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law. This flexibility is not available with
the other two node solvers presented in Chapter 3, which have to be designed
specifically for each hyperbolic system under consideration.
5.3.1 Large Amplitude Alfve´n wave
The relativistic MHD equations are an extremely challenging and highly non-
linear hyperbolic system, for which the development of accurate and robust
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numerical methods is very difficult. To assess the accuracy of our high order
cell-centered one-step direct ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes we per-
form a numerical convergence study of the third, fourth and fifth order version
of our scheme on a very nice time-dependent test case proposed originally by
Del Zanna et al. in [246] and which has subsequently also been used for the as-
sessment of other high order schemes in [95,108,109,191]. It consists in a space-
time periodic Alfve´n wave with large amplitude. The initial condition for the
primitive variables is chosen as the exact solution of the problem at time t = 0.
In particular, one has ρ = p = 1, u = Bx = Ψ = 0, By = ηB0 cos (kx− vAt),
Bz = ηB0 sin (kx− vAt) and v = −vABy/B0, w = −vABz/B0. We use the
wavenumber k = 2pi, the 2D computational domain is Ω = [0; 1]× [−0.1; +0.1]
with four periodic boundary conditions and Γ = 5
3
. With these parame-
ters and B0 = η = 1, the speed of the Alfve´n wave in positive x-direction
is vA = 0.433892047069424, see [246] for a closed analytical expression for
vA. The final time is set to t = 0.5 and the mesh velocity is defined as
V = ( 1
10
(1 + cos(pix)2 , 0) so that the total computational domain Ω(t) re-
mains constant in time and the periodic boundary conditions can be applied.
In the ALE framework proposed in this work, the mesh velocity can indeed be
chosen independently of the fluid velocity. Due to the smooth mesh motion
imposed here, a rezoning strategy is not needed for this test problem. Note
that in the RMHD system, the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the ALE
Jacobian must remain between λmin = −1 and λmax = +1, since the relativistic
MHD equations are no longer Galilean invariant as the previous PDE systems
based on classical Newtonian mechanics. In all the computations we use a
Courant number of 0.5.
5.3.2 The RMHD rotor problem
The initially circular computational domain is of radius R0 = 0.5. As for the
ideal MHD rotor problem, radius R = 0.1 splits again the domain into an
internal and an external region. The rotor, which is in the internal region, is
here spinning with an angular frequency of ω = 8, hence yielding the maximal
toroidal velocities of vt = (ω · R) = 0.8. The initial density is ρ = 1 in the
external region and ρ = 10 in the inner state, while the pressure p = 1 is
constant throughout the entire computational domain, as well as the magnetic
field B = (1, 0, 0). We use again the taper described in Section 5.2.2. The
speed of divergence-cleaning is set to ch = 1 and the ratio of specific heats
is taken to be Γ = 5
3
. For this test problem, the rezoning step is necessary
according to Section 3.2.
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5.3.3 The RMHD blast wave problem
This problem is similar to the classical MHD blast wave problem described in
Section 5.2.3. It was also used in the context of resistive RMHD equations
in [109]. The initial computational domain is again a circle of radius R0 = 0.5
and the initial condition reads
Q(x, 0) =
{
Qi if r ≤ R,
Qo if r > R.
(5.44)
The inner state is defined in the central circle of radius R = 0.1, while the
outer state Qo is defined outside. We assume γ = 4/3 and the final time of the
simulation is chosen to be tf = 0.3. The divergence cleaning speed is ch = 1.
We use the initial condition reported in Table 5.2 and transmissive boundary
conditions are imposed everywhere.
Table 5.2: Initial condition for the RMHD blast wave problem.
ρ u v w p Bx By Bz Ψ
Inner state (Qi) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0
Outer state (Qo) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10
−3 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.4 The Baer-Nunziato model of compressible two-phase flows
Multi-phase flow problems, such as liquid-vapor and solid-gas flows are encoun-
tered in numerous natural processes, such as avalanches, meteorological flows
with cloud formation, volcano explosions, sediment transport in rivers and on
the coast, granular flows in landslides, etc., as well as in many industrial ap-
plications, e.g., in aerospace engineering, automotive industry, petroleum and
chemical process engineering, nuclear reactor safety, paper and food manufac-
turing and renewable energy production. Most of the industrial applications
are concerned with compressible multi-phase flows as they appear for example
in combustion processes of liquid and solid fuels in car, aircraft and rocket
engines, but also in solid bio-mass combustion processes. Already the math-
ematical description of such flows is quite complex and up to now there is
no universally agreed model for such flows. One wide-spread model is the
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Baer-Nunziato model for compressible two-phase flow, which has been devel-
oped by Baer and Nunziato in [12] for describing detonation waves in solid-gas
combustion processes. High resolution shock capturing finite volume schemes
combined with a stiff relaxation approach have been successfully applied to
this system by Saurel and Abgrall in [9, 204]. In this work we will use the
original choice of Baer-Nunziato, which has also been adopted in several pa-
pers about the exact solution of the Riemann-Problem of the Baer-Nunziato
model, see [11, 76, 212]. A reduced five-equation model has been proposed
in [148], for the solution of which a Godunov type scheme has been presented
in [183]. Approximate Riemann solvers of Baer-Nunziato-type models of com-
pressible multi-phase flows can be found for example in [99,107,221,226]. Nu-
merical schemes for compressible multi phase flows on moving meshes have
been considered for the one-dimensional case in [207] and an efficient Eulerian
approach on fixed unstructured grids has been proposed in [8]. For further
work on numerical methods for compressible multiphase flows see, for exam-
ple, [6, 10,176,185,195,206,208,209,247].
The first phase is normally addressed as the solid phase, while the second
one as the gas phase and in this thesis we will use the subscripts 1 and 2 to
define them. We will use equivalently also the subscripts s and g to denote
the solid and the gas phase. Let k = 1, 2 be the phase number and φk be the
volume fraction of phase k with the condition φ1 + φ2 = 1, while ρk and pk
represent the corresponding density and pressure, respectively. Let furthermore
the velocity vector of each phase be addressed with uk = (uk, vk, wk). The full
seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model with relaxation source terms results in a
non-conservative system of nonlinear hyperbolic PDE that can be written as
∂
∂t
(φ1ρ1) +∇ · (φ1ρ1u1) = 0,
∂
∂t
(φ1ρ1u1) +∇ · (φ1ρ1u1u1) +∇φ1p1 = pI∇φ1 − λ (u1 − u2) ,
∂
∂t
(φ1ρ1E1) +∇ · ((φ1ρ1E1 + φ1p1) u1) = −pI∂tφ1 − λuI · (u1 − u2) ,
∂
∂t
(φ2ρ2) +∇ · (φ2ρ2u2) = 0,
∂
∂t
(φ2ρ2u2) +∇ · (φ2ρ2u2u2) +∇φ2p2 = pI∇φ2 − λ (u2 − u1) ,
∂
∂t
(φ2ρ2E2) +∇ · ((φ2ρ2E2 + φ2p2) u2) = pI∂tφ1 − λuI · (u2 − u1) ,
∂
∂t
φ1 + uI∇φ1 = µ(p1 − p2),

(5.45)
where only strongly simplified interphase drag and pressure relaxation source
terms are considered. Further details on the choice and the formulation of such
terms can be found in [148]. The so-called stiffened gas equation of state is
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then used for each of the two phases to close the system:
ek =
pk + γkpik
ρk(γk − 1) . (5.46)
The specific total energy of each phase is Ek = ek +
1
2
uk
2 with ek denoting
the corresponding internal energy, while in the system (5.45) µ is a parameter
which characterizes pressure relaxation and λ is related to the friction between
the phases. According to [12,148] the velocity at the interface I is taken to be
the solid velocity, while for the interface pressure we choose the gas pressure,
hence
uI = u1 pI = p2. (5.47)
Other choices are possible, see [204,205] for a detailed discussion.
The resolution of material interfaces, which are given by jumps in the volume
fraction φk, is a challenging task for the numerical methods applied to the
Baer-Nunziato model (5.45). We stress that the present approach is a so-
called diffuse interface approach, which may not be suitable for all situations
occurring in the simulation of multi-fluid and multi-material problems. For
so-called sharp interface approaches, the reader is referred to aforementioned
references.
5.4.1 Numerical convergence studies
The numerical convergence study is performed for the compressible Baer-Nunziato
model (5.45) in two space dimensions. We rely on the test problem proposed
in [99], which has also been used in [107]. This test case is similar to the one
described in [144] and [16]. The exact solution of this smooth unsteady test
problem is obtained in two steps: first, an exact stationary and rotationally
symmetric solution of the governing PDE is sought and then the problem is
made unsteady by superimposing a constant, uniform velocity field v¯ using the
principle of Galilean invariance of Newtonian mechanics. The exact solution is
then simply given by the advection of the nontrivial initial condition with the
superimposed constant velocity field v¯ . The rotationally symmetric solution is
found by writing the governing equations (5.45) in polar coordinates (r−β) and
by imposing angular symmetry ∂/∂β = 0. What remains is an ODE system in
the radial coordinate r that can be solved analytically, see [99].
In the following we denote with uβk the angular velocities and with u
r
k the radial
velocities. Since we are interested in a vortex–type solution, we furthermore
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suppose that urk = 0. From the radial momentum equations we then obtain
the following ODE system:
∂
∂r
(φ1p1) = p2
∂
∂r
φ1 +
1
r
(
uβ1
)2
φ1ρ1,
∂
∂r
(φ2p2) = p2
∂
∂r
φ2 +
1
r
(
uβ2
)2
φ2ρ2.
(5.48)
If φ1, p1 and p2 are known, e.g. by simply prescribing them, then (5.48) is just
a simple algebraic equation system for the angular velocities uβk . As in [99] we
choose
pk = pk0
(
1− 1
4
e
(
1− r2/s2k
))
, (k = 1, 2) , (5.49)
and
φ1 =
1
3
+
1
2
√
2pi
e−r
2/2, (5.50)
hence the angular velocities of each phase result as
uβ1 =
1
2s1D
√
rD
[
p10
(
4
√
2piF1 + 6H1 − 12Gs21 + 3H1s21
)
+ 3p20s21 (4G−H2)
]
,
uβ2 =
r
√
2
2ρ2s2
√
ρ2p20F2 ,
(5.51)
with the auxiliary variables
Hk = e
−2r
2 + r2s2k − 2s2k
2s2k , Fk = e
− (r − sk)(r + sk)
s2k , (k = 1, 2),
and
G = e−r
2/2, D = ρ1
(
2
√
2pi + 3G
)
.
Note that the vector velocity field is rotating about the center of the vortex. To
this steady, rotationally symmetric solution of the compressible Baer-Nunziato
equations we now add a constant uniform velocity field v¯ = (u¯, v¯) to make the
test problem unsteady, as already mentioned above. This can be done since
Newtonian mechanics is Galilean invariant. With this manufactured analytical
solution we can now calculate the convergence rates of the high order direct
ALE one-step ADER-WENO finite volume schemes presented in Chapter 2.
For the computational setup, we use the following parameters:
γ1 = 1.4, γ2 = 1.35, pi1 = pi2 = 0, u¯ = v¯ = 2, µ = λ = 0,
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ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 2, p10 = 1, p20 =
3
2
, s1 =
3
2
, s2 =
7
5
. (5.52)
The computational domain is the square Ω = [−10; 10] × [−10; 10] and is de-
picted in Figure 5.8. Periodic boundaries are imposed everywhere.
5.4.2 Riemann problems
The high order ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes proposed in this
work are validated by applying them to 1D Riemann problems that are solved
in a 2D and 3D geometry on unstructured triangular and tetrahedral meshes.
The exact solution for these 1D Riemann problems can be found in [11,76,212].
From the above mentioned articles we have chosen a subset of four Riemann
problems, whose initial conditions are listed in Table 5.3. Some of the test
cases use the stiffened gas EOS, some of them consider just a mixture of two
ideal gases.
Table 5.3: Initial states left (L) and right (R) for the Riemann problems solved
in 2D and 3D with the Baer-Nunziato model. Values for γi, pii and
the final time te are also given.
ρs us ps ρg ug pg φs te
RP1 [76]: γs = 1.4, pis = 0, γg = 1.4, pig = 0, λ = µ = 0
L 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.10
R 2.0 0.0 2.0 1.5 0.0 2.0 0.8
RP2 [76]: γs = 3.0, pis = 100, γg = 1.4, pig = 0, λ = µ = 0
L 800.0 0.0 500.0 1.5 0.0 2.0 0.4 0.10
R 1000.0 0.0 600.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.3
RP4 [212]: γs = 3.0, pis = 3400, γg = 1.35, pig = 0, λ = µ = 0
L 1900.0 0.0 10.0 2.0 0.0 3.0 0.2 0.15
R 1950.0 0.0 1000.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.9
RP5 [99]: γs = 1.4, pis = 0, γg = 1.67, pig = 0, λ = 10
3, µ = 102
L 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.99 0.2
R 0.125 0.0 0.1 0.125 0.0 0.1 0.01
The initial computational domain is given either by Ω(0) = [−0.5; 0.5] ×
[−0.05; 0.05] if d = 2 or Ω(0) = [−0.5; 0.5] × [−0.05; 0.05] × [−0.05; 0.05] if
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Figure 5.8: Moving Lagrangian meshes used for the numerical convergence
test for the compressible Baer-Nunziato model in 2D at times
t = 0 (top), t = 1 (center) and t = 2 (bottom) with resolution
24× 24 (left) and 32× 32 (right).
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d = 3. The domain is discretized using a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/200,
corresponding to an equivalent one-dimensional resolution of 200 cells. The
initial discontinuity is located at x = 0 and the final simulation times are listed
in Table 5.3. In x-direction we use transmissive boundaries, while periodic
boundary conditions are imposed along the remaining directions.
Friction and pressure relaxation are neglected in the first three Riemann prob-
lems RP1, RP2 and RP4, while for RP5 we use a moderately stiff interphase
drag λ = 103 and pressure relaxation µ = 102. RP5 involves two almost pure
ideal gases that differ in their value of γ. As done in [96,99] the exact solution
for RP5 is computed using the exact Riemann solver for the Euler equations
of compressible gas dynamics [229] with two different values of γ on the left
and on the right of the contact discontinuity, respectively. In this test problem
the algebraic source term in the full Baer-Nunziato system (5.45) becomes stiff,
but it can be properly treated by the local space-time discontinuous Galerkin
(DG) predictor presented in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2.
5.4.3 Explosion problems
We use the same initial condition given for the Riemann problems in Table
5.3 to solve the compressible Baer-Nunziato equations either on a circular or
a spherical computational domain Ω(t) with initial radius R = 1.0 in 2D and
R = 0.9 in 3D. In all cases the initial state Q(x, 0) is assigned taking
Q(x, 0) =
{
Qi, if |x| < rc
Qo, else
, (5.53)
with rc = 0.5 representing the location of the initial discontinuity. The left
state reported in Table 5.3 is assumed to be the inner state Qi, while the
right state represents here the outer state Qo. In particular, the first explosion
problem EP1 uses the initial condition of RP1, EP2 corresponds to RP2 and
EP3 to RP4, respectively. In the fourth explosion problem EP4 we use again
the initial values of RP2 and we set λ = 105 and µ = 0, hence adopting a
stiff interphase drag. The reference solution is obtained by solving an equiva-
lent non-conservative one-dimensional PDE in radial direction with geometric
reaction source terms, see [229] for the Euler equations and [230] for the Baer-
Nunziato model for details. In our case here the reference solution has been
obtained by using a path-conservative second order TVD scheme [107] on a
very fine (fixed) 1D mesh consisting of 10,000 cells.
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5.4.4 Two-Dimensional Riemann Problems
In [158] Kurganov and Tadmor have collected a very nice set of numerical
solutions for two–dimensional Riemann problems of the compressible Euler
equations [248]. Here, we propose two 2D Riemann problems for the compress-
ible Baer–Nunziato model, however, without following the guidelines laid out
in [158, 248], which lead to exactly one elementary wave at each interface, but
we just simply take as initial data some of the data used for the 1D Riemann
problems before, see Table 5.3. The initial computational domain is the square
Ω(0) = [−0.5; 0.5]× [−0.5; 0.5] and reflective wall boundaries are applied every-
where. The initial condition is given by four piecewise constant states defined
in each quadrant of the two–dimensional coordinate system:
Q(x, 0) =

Q1 if x > 0 ∧ y > 0,
Q2 if x ≤ 0 ∧ y > 0,
Q3 if x ≤ 0 ∧ y ≤ 0,
Q4 if x > 0 ∧ y ≤ 0.
(5.54)
The initial conditions for the two configurations presented in this work are
listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Initial conditions for the two–dimensional Riemann problems.
Configuration C1 (γs = 1.4, γg = 1.67, pis = pig = 0, λ = 10
5, µ = 102)
ρs us vs ps ρg ug vg pg φs
Q1 : (x > 0, y > 0) 2.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.8
Q2 : (x < 0, y > 0) 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.4
Q3 : (x < 0, y < 0) 2.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.8
Q4 : (x > 0, y < 0) 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.4
Configuration C2 (γs = 3.0, γg = 1.4, pis = 100, pig = 0, λ = µ = 0)
ρs us vs ps ρg ug vg pg φs
Q1 : (x > 0, y > 0) 1000. 0.0 0.0 600.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.3
Q2 : (x < 0, y > 0) 800. 0.0 0.0 500.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.4
Q3 : (x < 0, y < 0) 1000. 0.0 0.0 600.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.3
Q4 : (x > 0, y < 0) 800. 0.0 0.0 500.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.4
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6 Numerical Results
In this chapter we show the numerical results collected with the high order
direct ALE ADER finite volume schemes presented in this work. We will
consider all the hyperbolic systems listed in Chapter 5 and all the associated
numerical test problems described there.
In order to avoid any confusion or misunderstanding, we rigorously illustrate
the numerical results for each test case following the same order given in Chap-
ter 5. Furthermore each section is divided into subsections, which allows us
to introduce the results contained therein. For the numerical scheme that has
been used in each test problem we adopt the following abbreviations:
• ALE ADER-WENO refers to the original numerical method described
in Chapter 2 and presented in [39, 41, 96] for d = 2 and in [40] for d =
3. Therefore this algorithm adopts the WENO reconstruction technique
detailed in Section 2.2, the local Galerkin predictor illustrated in Section
2.3 and the finite volume scheme described in Section 2.5;
• MDRS stands for Multi-Dimensional Riemann solvers and it will be used
to address the algorithm proposed in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4 (see [38]
for further details);
• QF denotes the use of the quadrature-free flux computation that has
been introduced in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. A full presentation of the
algorithm can be found in [44];
• ALE ADER-MOOD means that the WENO reconstruction procedure
has been replaced by the MOOD paradigm, according to Section 4.4 of
Chapter 4 and [45];
• LTS is the notation adopted for the Local Time Stepping numerical
scheme [43] highlighted in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. On the contrary,
GTS represents the Global Time Stepping method which is employed,
by default, by all the other versions listed so far. To ease notation, such
abbreviation will be used only when an explicit comparison against the
LTS algorithm is intended.
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We will present only some samples among all the numerical results obtained
with our algorithm, aiming at avoiding tedious repetitions of figures and tables
which look very similar. For further results we refer the reader to the above-
mentioned references.
Since the aim of this work is to design almost Lagrangian-like algorithms with
our direct ALE formulation, for each of the test cases we choose the local mesh
velocity as the local fluid velocity, hence
V = v . (6.1)
Furthermore, for each simulation, we explicitly write the numerical flux that
has been adopted as well as the order of accuracy of the scheme and the mesh
size. The node solver technique is addressed according to the notation given
in Chapter 3, hence using NScs (node solver of Cheng and Shu, see Section
3.1.1), NSm (node solver of Maire, see Section 3.1.2) or NSb (node solver of
Balsara, see Section 3.1.3).
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6.1.1 Numerical convergence studies
In the following we present numerical convergence studies as well as efficiency
comparisons among the different versions of our direct ALE ADER schemes
illustrated in Chapter 4.
Multidimensional convergence studies for ALE ADER-WENO schemes.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the numerical convergence studies carried out for ALE
ADER-WENO schemes in two and three space dimensions, respectively. We
consider the test problem described in Section 5.1.1 and the Osher-type (2.71)
numerical flux has been used in all computations. The convergence behavior
of the sixth order scheme in 3D is not optimal for the last refinement, but
the errors are nevertheless significantly lower than the ones of the fifth order
method. A similar behavior was also observed for the Eulerian case, see [95].
2D convergence studies for LTS ALE ADER-WENO schemes.
Since the Local Time Stepping (LTS) algorithm, which has been described
in Section 4.1, does involve a non-trivial procedure to evolve the numerical
solution in time, we require the validity and the accuracy of this scheme to be
assessed properly. Thus, Table 6.3 reports the numerical convergence studies
for the two-dimensional LTS ALE ADER-WENO method. The designed order
of accuracy is achieved very well using the Rusanov-type numerical flux (2.69)
together with the node solver NScs.
Comparison between ALE ADER-WENO and MDRS ALE ADER-WENO
schemes.
Here we run the smooth vortex test problem (see Section 5.1.1) again using
both, the original ALE ADER-WENO algorithm with the Rusanov-type (2.69)
numerical flux and the genuinely multidimensional Riemann solver (MDRS),
comparing in detail CPU time and accuracy. The behavior of the differ-
ent solvers is depicted in Figure 6.1: the ALE ADER-WENO scheme with
CFL = 0.5 is drawn by the black lines, while red and blue lines refer to the
multidimensional HLL solver with CFL = 0.5 and CFL = 1.0, respectively.
The error has been evaluated in L1 norm according to (5.8) and the CPU time
has been measured as the accumulated time obtained running the simulation in
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Table 6.1: Numerical convergence results for the two-dimensional compress-
ible Euler equations using the first up to sixth order ALE ADER-
WENO finite volume schemes with the Osher-type numerical flux
(2.71) and the node solver NScs. The error norms refer to the
variable ρ (density) at time t = 1.0.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2) h(Ω, tf ) L2 O(L2)
O1 O2
3.73E-01 9.525E-02 - 3.43E-01 1.716E-02 -
2.63E-01 6.907E-02 0.9 2.49E-01 1.109E-02 1.4
2.14E-01 5.700E-02 0.9 1.69E-01 5.766E-03 1.7
1.74E-01 4.752E-02 0.9 1.28E-01 3.027E-03 2.3
O3 O4
3.28E-01 1.614E-02 - 3.29E-01 4.717E-03 -
2.51E-01 6.943E-03 3.0 2.51E-01 1.822E-03 3.5
1.68E-01 2.290E-03 2.7 1.67E-01 4.379E-04 3.5
1.28E-01 9.274E-04 3.3 1.28E-01 1.313E-04 4.4
O5 O6
3.29E-01 4.946E-03 - 3.29E-01 2.051E-03 -
2.51E-01 1.465E-03 4.5 2.51E-01 5.803E-04 4.7
1.67E-01 2.594E-04 4.3 1.67E-01 8.317E-05 4.8
1.28E-01 6.966E-05 4.9 1.31E-01 1.994E-05 5.9
parallel on four Intel Core i7-2600 CPUs with a clock-speed of 3.40GHz. The
multidimensional Riemann solver allows the scheme to be run with CFL condi-
tion of unity, hence representing clearly the most efficient algorithm in terms of
computational efficiency (blue lines in the right panel of Figure 6.1), although
the most accurate one on a given mesh remains the classical one-dimensional
Riemann solver (black lines in the left panel of Figure 6.1). Numerical values
of the mesh size h, the L1 error norm and the corresponding CPU time are
reported in [38] for each of the simulations contained in Figure 6.1.
The multidimensional Riemann solver is intended to approximate the structure
of the strongly interacting state that forms when multiple one-dimensional Rie-
mann problems come together at a vertex. Predicting the entire structure of
that state is a difficult enterprise, with the result that approximations, based
on the structure of conservation laws, are inevitable. Even in the simpler case
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Table 6.2: Numerical convergence results for the three-dimensional compress-
ible Euler equations using the first up to sixth order ALE ADER-
WENO finite volume schemes with the Osher-type numerical flux
(2.71) and the node solver NScs. The error norms refer to the
variable ρ (density) at time t = 1.0.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2) h(Ω, tf ) L2 O(L2)
O1 O2
3.43E-01 1.081E-01 - 2.89E-01 2.214E-02 -
2.85E-01 9.159E-02 0.9 2.16E-01 1.202E-02 2.1
2.09E-01 6.875E-02 0.9 1.52E-01 5.865E-03 2.0
1.47E-01 4.899E-02 1.0 1.13E-01 3.254E-03 2.0
O3 O4
2.89E-01 1.718E-02 - 2.89E-01 4.116E-03 -
2.17E-01 7.641E-03 2.8 2.17E-01 1.369E-03 3.8
1.52E-01 2.601E-03 3.1 1.52E-01 3.273E-04 4.1
1.13E-01 1.049E-03 3.1 1.13E-01 9.802E-05 4.1
O5 O6
2.89E-01 2.272E-03 - 2.89E-01 1.015E-03 -
2.17E-01 6.605E-04 4.3 2.17E-01 2.312E-04 5.1
1.52E-01 1.234E-04 4.8 1.52E-01 3.090E-05 5.7
1.13E-01 2.932E-05 4.9 1.13E-01 6.576E-06 5.2
where the individual one-dimensional Riemann problems are weak, the wave
model would approximate a Monge cone. Our wave model approaches the form
of a Monge cone as the angular distribution of triangles around a vertex be-
comes more isotropic. In the Lagrangian framework the control volumes, i.e.
the triangles which compose the computational grid, may become highly com-
pressed and distorted, due to strong deformations that might occur during the
simulation. Even the test case used for obtaining the convergence rates consid-
ers a vortex, whose motion stretches the triangles of the mesh yielding highly
deformed elements with edges that may be either very short or very long. If
the triangles of the primal grid are highly distorted and if the mesh experiences
strong deviations from isotropy, the Voronoi polygons ΩHLL may have some
edges with very small edge length. Since the multidimensional wave model
must contain all the 1D Riemann problems along the edges, the multidimen-
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Table 6.3: Numerical convergence results for the compressible Euler equations
using second to fourth order ALE ADER-WENO finite volume
schemes with time accurate local time stepping (LTS). The error
norms refer to the variable ρ (density) at time t = 1.0.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2) h(Ω, tf ) L2 O(L2)
O1 O2
3.48E-01 1.921E-01 - 3.58E-01 5.286E-02 -
2.49E-01 1.524E-01 - 2.48E-01 3.558E-02 1.1
1.71E-01 1.112E-01 - 1.70E-01 1.514E-02 2.3
1.31E-01 8.691E-02 - 1.28E-01 8.193E-03 2.1
O3 O4
3.32E-01 3.471E-02 - 7.00E-01 6.419E-02 -
2.51E-01 1.789E-02 2.4 3.28E-01 1.030E-02 2.4
1.68E-01 6.346E-03 2.6 2.51E-01 3.598E-03 3.9
1.28E-01 2.935E-03 2.8 1.68E-01 7.706E-04 3.8
sional signal speeds Sj must be chosen large enough, which leads to additional
numerical dissipation compared to a classical one-dimensional Riemann solver,
which does not have this dependence on the geometry. Therefore the numerical
errors of the one-dimensional Riemann solver are smaller than the values refer-
ring to the multidimensional scheme (see [38] for details). A possible solution
could be to introduce more substructure into the strongly interacting region,
and that is a topic of current research. However, in the overall comparison the
ALE schemes based on multidimensional Riemann solvers are computationally
still more efficient since they allow a larger time step.
Multidimensional convergence studies for QF ALE ADER-WENO schemes.
We perform the convergence studies for the quadrature-free (QF) approach,
presented in Section 4.3, from first up to fourth order of accuracy on a se-
ries of successively refined meshes. The Rusanov-type numerical flux (2.69)
with the node solver NSm has been used in all computations and the results
are reported in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 for unstructured triangular and tetrahedral
meshes, respectively.
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Table 6.4: Numerical convergence results for the equations of hydrodynam-
ics using the two-dimensional quadrature-free (QF) ALE-ADER-
WENO finite volume schemes presented in Section 4.3. The error
norms refer to the variable ρ (density) at time t = 1.0 for first up
to fourth order of accuracy.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2) h(Ω, tf ) L2 O(L2)
O1 O2
3.47E-01 1.9526E-01 - 3.64E-01 5.5398E-02 -
2.50E-01 1.5567E-01 0.7 2.48E-01 3.5933E-02 1.1
1.71E-01 1.1334E-01 0.8 1.71E-01 1.5749E-02 2.2
1.33E-01 8.7917E-02 1.0 1.28E-01 8.6411E-03 2.1
O3 O4
3.31E-01 3.4896E-02 - 3.28E-01 1.0919E-02 -
2.51E-01 1.8049E-02 2.4 2.51E-01 3.7978E-03 3.9
1.68E-01 6.4878E-03 2.5 1.67E-01 7.5383E-04 4.0
1.28E-01 2.9128E-03 3.0 1.28E-01 2.4142E-04 4.2
Table 6.5: Numerical convergence results for the equations of hydrodynam-
ics using the three-dimensional quadrature-free (QF) ALE-ADER-
WENO finite volume schemes presented in Section 4.3. The error
norms refer to the variable ρ (density) at time t = 1.0 for first up
to fourth order of accuracy.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2) h(Ω, tf ) L2 O(L2)
O1 O2
5.92E-01 5.9956E-01 - 5.93E-01 1.1771E-01 -
2.89E-01 3.4632E-01 0.8 2.89E-01 3.9396E-02 1.5
2.17E-01 2.7426E-01 0.8 2.16E-01 2.4336E-02 1.7
1.33E-01 2.0076E-01 0.9 1.52E-01 1.1719E-02 2.1
O3 O4
5.92E-01 1.5658E-01 - 5.92E-01 7.3869E-02 -
2.89E-01 3.7319E-02 2.0 2.89E-01 7.4072E-03 3.2
2.16E-01 1.7780E-02 2.6 2.16E-01 2.3191E-03 4.0
1.52E-01 6.2188E-03 3.0 1.52E-01 6.2111E-04 3.7
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between ALE ADER-WENO and MDRS ALE
ADER-WENO two-dimensional schemes from first up to fourth
order of accuracy with different CFL number. The Rusanov-type
(2.69) numerical flux and the node solver NSb have been used.
Left: dependency of the error norm on the mesh size. Right:
dependency of the error norm on the CPU time.
Convergence rates and comparison between ALE ADER-WENO and ALE
ADER-MOOD schemes.
A CPU time comparison between ALE ADER-WENO and ALE ADER-MOOD
schemes for d ∈ [2, 3] has been carried out using a single Intel Core i7-2600 CPU
with a clock-speed of 3.40GHz, in order to assess the pure serial performance,
without accounting for the MPI overhead. Figure 6.2 represents in the left panel
the convergence rates for the L2 norms (see Eqn. (5.7)) in log scale versus the
expected fourth and fifth order lines, while in the right panel we also show the
CPU time as a function of the initial element characteristics length h for ALE
ADER-WENO and ALE ADER-MOOD schemes using P3 and P4 polynomial
reconstructions. One can clearly notice that, for this problem, the fifth order
accurate ALE ADER-MOOD scheme has approximately the same cost than
the fourth order accurate ALE ADER-WENO scheme. We can also observe
that MOOD costs about 2 times less than WENO in this configuration. The
corresponding data can be found in [45].
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between ALE ADER-WENO and ALE ADER-
MOOD schemes in 2D (top row) and in 3D (bottom row) for
fourth and fifth order of accuracy using the Osher-type (2.71) nu-
merical flux and the node solver NSm. Left: convergence rate
for the L2 norm in log scale versus expected 4th and 5th order
lines. Right: CPU time [s] as a function of the final element
characteristics size h(Ω(tf )).
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6.1.2 The Sod shock tube problem
2D ALE ADER-WENO numerical flux comparison.
In order to study how the choice of the numerical flux does affect the solution,
we consider the Sod shock tube problem presented in Section 5.1.2 of Chapter
5. The two-dimensional computational domain Ω is discretized with a total
number of elements of NE = 18018 of characteristic size h = 1/200. The
numerical results plotted in Figure 6.3 have been collected with three different
numerical fluxes, namely the Rusanov-type flux (2.69) and the Osher-type flux
given by (2.71). Furthermore we also use an HLLC-type numerical flux, first
introduced by Toro et al. [232] for the Eulerian case and then extended to
moving meshes by Van der Vegt et al. [238, 239] in the framework of ALE
space-time DG finite element schemes. For a detailed description of the HLLC
flux and its extension to dynamic grid motion we refer to [238].
Figure 6.3 shows a comparison between the exact solution and the numerical
results at time t = 0.25 obtained with a third order accurate direct ALE ADER-
WENO finite volume scheme. We extend the final time of the simulation to
tf = 0.25 (instead of tf = 0.2 as given in Section 5.1.2) in order to highlight the
differences arising from the use of different numerical fluxes. The Rusanov flux
is more diffusive if compared with the Osher and the HLLC fluxes, especially
looking at the contact wave located at x ≈ 0.23. The Rusanov-type flux visibly
smooths the contact discontinuity even in the case of a moving mesh, while
the contact wave is almost perfectly resolved by the Osher and the HLLC flux,
which both preserve a sharp numerical solution with only one point inside the
wave.
Numerical convergence rates for the three different numerical fluxes are re-
ported in Table 6.6. As test problem we use again the isentropic vortex fully
described previously in section 5.1.1, but here we consider only a third order
scheme as example. The lowest L2 errors are achieved by the Osher-type flux
and the HLLC flux. The Rusanov flux, being the most dissipative one, yields
the highest error, as expected.
Looking at the computational times reported in Table 6.7, the Rusanov flux
leads to the fastest scheme, but also to the least accurate one, while the Osher-
type flux gives the lowest errors. The CPU effort for the HLLC flux and
the Osher-type flux are comparable. In Table 6.7 η denotes the CPU time
normalized by the one needed by the Rusanov flux.
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Figure 6.3: Sod shock tube test for d = 2. Third order accurate numerical
results obtained using three different numerical fluxes (Rusanov,
Osher and HLLC) and comparison with the exact solution (solid
line) at time t = 0.25. The node solver NScs has been employed.
3D ALE ADER-WENO results.
Figure 6.4 displays the results for the Sod problem obtained with a third order
accurate ALE ADER-WENO scheme. We use a characteristic mesh size of
h = 1/100 with a total number of tetrahedra NE = 70453. The contact wave
has been resolved very well with only one intermediate point and overall a very
good agreement with the exact solution is achieved for density, as well as for
pressure and for the horizontal velocity component u.
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Figure 6.4: Final 3D mesh configuration together with a 1D cut along the
x-axis through the third order numerical results and compari-
son with exact solution for the three-dimensional Sod shock tube
problem at time t = 0.2. We use the Osher-type (2.71) numerical
flux with the node solver NSm.
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Table 6.6: Comparison of numerical convergence results for the compress-
ible Euler equations using the third order version of the two-
dimensional ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes and three
different types of numerical fluxes (Rusanov, Osher and HLLC).
The error norms refer to the variable ρ (density) at time t = 1.0.
Rusanov Osher HLLC
L2 O(L2) L2 O(L2) L2 O(L2)
1.076E-01 - 1.614E-02 - 1.818E-02 -
2.315E-02 4.2 6.943E-03 3.2 7.897E-03 3.0
8.658E-03 2.4 2.290E-03 2.7 2.621E-03 2.7
3.950E-03 2.9 9.274E-04 3.3 1.068E-03 3.3
Table 6.7: Computational time for the convergence studies and the Sod shock
tube results obtained with three different numerical fluxes (Ru-
sanov, Osher and HLLC). CPU Time is measured in seconds [s]
on one Intel Core i7-2600 CPU with a clock-speed of 3.40GHz and
η denotes the ratio w.r.t. the computational time of the Rusanov
flux.
Rusanov Osher HLLC
CPU time CPU time η CPU time η
6.21E+00 9.11E+00 1.5 1.06E+01 1.7
Isentropic 2.22E+01 2.49E+01 1.1 2.77E+01 1.2
vortex 9.64E+01 1.02E+02 1.1 1.12E+02 1.1
1.55E+02 1.69E+02 1.1 1.93E+02 1.2
Sod problem 1.22E+04 1.44E+04 1.2 1.59E+04 1.3
Riemann problems using the LTS ALE ADER-WENO algorithm.
Here we solve two classical Riemann problems, namely the shock tube prob-
lems of Sod and of Lax, which are in the following addressed as RP1 and RP2,
respectively, and which are widely adopted to validate numerical algorithms for
the solution of the compressible Euler equations. They both include the forma-
tion of a left-propagating rarefaction wave, an intermediate contact discontinu-
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ity and a right-propagating shock wave. Though intrinsically one-dimensional,
these tests become non-trivial and multidimensional when applied to unstruc-
tured meshes, where in general the element edges are not aligned with the fluid
motion. Since a contact wave is present in the solution, we can also check how
well it is resolved by the LTS ALE ADER-WENO scheme described in Section
4.1.
The initial computational domain is given by the box Ω(0) = [−0.5; 0.5] ×
[−0.05; 0.05] that is discretized with a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/200,
leading to a total number of NE = 8862 elements, while the initial conditions
are given in terms of the primitive variables U = (ρ, u, v, p). Table 6.8 reports
the relevant data for the setup of the two tests, where tf represents the final
time of the simulation while xd gives the position of the initial discontinuity
which splits the computational domain, as well as the initial conditions, in the
two left and right states UL and UR. For both Riemann problems we set
periodic boundary conditions in the y direction, while transmissive boundaries
are imposed along the x direction.
Table 6.8: Initial condition for the Sod (RP1) and the Lax (RP2) shock tube
problem. tf is the final time of the simulation and xd denotes the
position of the initial discontinuity.
Case ρL uL vL pL ρR uR vR pR tf xd
RP1 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.125 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0
RP2 0.445 0.698 0.0 3.528 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.571 0.1 0.0
We use the third order version of our LTS ALE ADER-WENO schemes with
the Osher-type numerical flux (2.71) to obtain the results depicted in Figures
6.5-6.6, where a comparison between the exact and the numerical solution is
shown. We observe an excellent resolution of the contact wave with only one
intermediate point for both RP1 and RP2, and a very good agreement with
the analytical solution can also be noticed for density, as well as for pressure
and for the horizontal velocity component.
Multidimensional ALE ADER-MOOD results.
Figure 6.7 shows two- and three-dimensional numerical results for the Sod
problem using the fifth order accurate ALE ADER-MOOD algorithm. The
meshes are constituted of NE = 8862 triangles for d = 2 and NE = 70453
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X Y
Z
Figure 6.5: Comparison between exact and third order accurate numerical
solution for the Sod shock tube problem RP1. Density (top right),
velocity (bottom left) and pressure (bottom right) distribution are
shown as well as a 3D view of the density solution at the final time
tf = 0.2 (top left).
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Z
Figure 6.6: Comparison between exact and third order accurate numerical
solution for the Lax shock tube problem RP2. Density (top right),
velocity (bottom left) and pressure (bottom right) distribution are
shown as well as a 3D view of the density solution at the final time
tf = 0.1 (top left).
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tetrahedral elements for d = 3. One can notice that the MOOD version of our
scheme is able to capture the expected solution. In order to visually estimate
how the MOOD loop affects the simulation, we have plotted in Figure 6.7 on
the left column the percentage of cells updated with Plim1 (red) or P0 (blue)
polynomial reconstructions as a function of the iteration number. Moreover a
cubic fit of these sample points has been computed to emphasize the general
behavior of the scheme. As expected, only very few elements are updated with
the low order schemes, namely less than 7% in 2D and 1% in 3D. Therefore we
can deduce that the computational efficiency of the whole algorithm is almost
no affected by the MOOD loop.
6.1.3 Multidimensional explosion problem
Multidimensional ALE ADER-WENO results.
Figure 6.8 shows the comparison between the reference solution and the nu-
merical solution obtained with the third order version of the two-dimensional
direct ALE ADER-WENO schemes for density and velocity at time tf = 0.20:
a circular shock wave is traveling away from the center together with a contact
wave, while a circular rarefaction wave is running towards the origin. The con-
tact wave is very well resolved due to the use of the little diffusive Osher-type
flux (2.71). The mesh contains a total number of NE = 68, 324 triangles of
characteristic mesh spacing of h = 1/100 in 2D. A 3D view of the numerical
solution as well as a very coarse version of the mesh are depicted in the top
row of Figure 6.8.
The three-dimensional results are displayed in Figure 6.9 and they have been
obtained using the fourth order accurate version of the ALE ADER-WENO
algorithm. The computational domain is discretized with a total number of
elements NE = 7225720 and the Osher-type numerical flux (2.71) has been
used to run the simulation up to the final time tf = 0.25. Even in 3D the
contact discontinuity is very well resolved due to the Lagrangian approach. A
slice of the entire mesh configuration at four different output times is depicted
in Figure 6.10, where the progressively compression of the tetrahedra located
at the shock frontier can be clearly identified.
Explosion problems using the LTS ALE ADER-WENO algorithm.
The two initial states needed for the setup of the two-dimensional explosion
problem are addressed here as the inner state Ui and the outer state Uo,
respectively. They are given in Table 6.9 and have been taken from [229]. In
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Figure 6.7: Numerical results for the Sod shock tube problem at the final time
tf = 0.2 in 2D (top row) and in 3D (bottom row) using the fifth
order accurate ALE ADER-MOOD schemes with the Osher-type
numerical flux and the node solver NSm. Left: percentage of cells
updated with Plim1 (red) or P0 (blue) reconstruction as a function
of the iteration number and associated cubic fits. Right: density
distribution.
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Figure 6.8: Third order numerical results for the two-dimensional explosion
problem at the final time tf = 0.2. The Osher-type numerical
flux has been used as well as the node solver NScs.
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Figure 6.9: Fourth order numerical results and comparison with the reference
solution for the three-dimensional explosion problem at time tf =
0.25. The Osher-type numerical flux has been used as well as the
node solver NSm.
both cases we use the same computational mesh with a characteristic mesh size
of h = 1/100 for r ≤ R and h = 1/50 for r > R, hence obtaining a total number
NE = 43756 of triangles. R = 0.5 is the initial position of the discontinuity
which separates the states Ui and Uo.
Third order accurate LTS ALE ADER-WENO schemes have been used together
with the Osher-type numerical flux (2.71) to compute the explosion problems
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Figure 6.10: Mesh configuration for the three-dimensional explosion problem
at times t = 0.00, t = 0.08, t = 0.16 and t = 0.25.
Table 6.9: Initial conditions for the two-dimensional explosion problems EP1
and the EP2 with tf denoting the final time of the simulation.The
LTS ALE ADER-WENO algorithm is used together with the node
solver NScs.
Case ρi ui vi pi ρo uo vo po tf
EP1 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.125 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
EP2 1.0 0.0 0.0 1000.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.012
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EP1 and EP2. Figures 6.11-6.12 show a comparison between the numerical so-
lution obtained with the Lagrangian LTS scheme and the 1D reference solution,
computed as explained in 5.1.3. One can appreciate the very good resolution
of the contact wave in the density distribution and a good agreement with
the reference solution is achieved also for horizontal velocity and pressure. We
point out that EP2 is more challenging than EP1 because it involves a strong
shock wave which causes a high compression of some elements in the mesh, as
clearly depicted in Figure 6.13. By using the LTS approach we can avoid that
those small triangles dictate the timestep for the entire mesh, hence allowing
the other control volumes to reach the end of the simulation much faster and
with a lower number of element updates, as highlighted in Table 6.14 of Section
6.1.13.
6.1.4 The Kidder problem
We present numerical results for the Kidder problem described in the previous
chapter in Section 5.1.4.
2D numerical results.
The computational domain is discretized with a characteristic mesh size of
h = 1/100 for a total number of NE = 3180. The Osher-type (2.71) numerical
flux is used in all computations. Figure 6.14 displays the numerical results
obtained with the MDRS version of the direct ALE ADER-WENO algorithm,
where a CFL number of CFL = 0.95 was set. The evolution of the density
distribution has been plotted as well as the time-dependent location of the
internal and the external frontier, which has been compared against the exact
solution of Kidder given in Section 5.1.4. The node solver NSb has been
employed.
The two-dimensional Kidder problem has been run also using the original for-
mulation of our algorithm (see Chapter 2) with each of the node solvers de-
scribed in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3. We have computed the absolute error |err|,
reported in Table 6.10 and defined as the difference between the analytical and
the numerical location of the internal and external radius at the final time.
3D numerical results.
A total number of NE = 111534 tetrahedra has been used to discretize the
computational domain. We use the fourth order version of our ALE ADER-
WENO scheme together with the Osher-type flux (2.71) and the node solver
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between reference and third order accurate numer-
ical solution for the explosion problem EP1 obtained with the
LTS ALE ADER-WENO algorithm. Density (top right), veloc-
ity (bottom left) and pressure (bottom right) distribution are
shown as well as a 3D view of the density solution at the final
time tf = 0.25 (top left).
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Figure 6.12: Comparison between reference and third order accurate numer-
ical solution for the explosion problem EP2 obtained with the
LTS ALE ADER-WENO algorithm. Density (top right), veloc-
ity (bottom left) and pressure (bottom right) distribution are
shown as well as a 3D view of the density solution at the final
time tf = 0.012 (top left).
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Figure 6.13: Initial (left) and final (right) mesh configuration for the explo-
sion problem EP2 run with the LTS ALE ADER-WENO algo-
rithm. The strong shock generates a high compression of those
elements which follow the wave.
Table 6.10: Absolute error for the internal and external radius location be-
tween exact and numerical solution for the three different node
solvers (NScs, NSm and NSb), obtained with the original direct
ALE ADER-WENO algorithm. The numerical value has been
evaluated as an average of the position of all the nodes lying on
the internal and on the external frontier.
NScs NSm NSb
|errint| 7.72443E-06 7.72460E-06 7.73181E-06
|errext| 1.01812E-05 1.01811E-05 1.01867E-05
NSm. Figure 6.15 shows the initial and the final density distribution of the
shell as well as the evolution of the internal and external frontier location during
the simulation.
We also did the simulation adopting the quadrature-free (QF) approach pre-
sented in Section 4.3 and Table 6.11 reports the absolute error |err| associated
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Figure 6.14: Density distribution for the Kidder problem at output times
t = 0.00, t = 0.05, t = 0.10, t = 0.15 and t = tf (from top left to
bottom left). Evolution of the internal and external radius of the
shell and comparison between analytical and numerical solution
(bottom right)for the MDRS ALE ADER-WENO scheme.
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Figure 6.15: Left: position and mesh configuration of the shell at times t = 0
and at t = tf . Right: Evolution of the internal and external
radius of the shell and comparison between analytical and nu-
merical solution for the three-dimensional ALE ADER-WENO
scheme.
to the internal and external frontier evolution. A comparison is done between
the quadrature-free algorithm and the classical Gaussian-quadrature (GQ) for-
mulation.
QF ALE-ADER-WENO ALE-ADER-WENO
rex rnum |err|QF rnum |err|GQ
0.450000 0.450347 3.47E-04 0.449749 2.51E-04
0.500000 0.499412 5.88E-04 0.499720 2.80E-04
Table 6.11: Absolute error for the internal and external radius location be-
tween exact (rex) and numerical (rnum) solution computed with
(QF) and without (GQ) the quadrature-free formulation.
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6.1.5 The Saltzman problem
In the following we display some numerical results for the challenging Saltzman
test case introduced previously in in Section 5.1.4. We give separately the
results for d = 2 and d = 3. For all simulations the robust Rusanov-type (2.69)
has been used.
2D numerical results.
Figure 6.16 shows the evolution of the density solution obtained using the third
order accurate quadrature-free (QF) version of the algorithm, while Figure 6.17
plots a comparison between analytical and numerical solution for density and
velocity which has been computed with the LTS and GTS ALE ADER-WENO
scheme with third order of accuracy. The decrease of density near the piston,
which affects all computations, is due to the well known wall-heating problem,
see [228].
Furthermore the Saltzman problem has been run using the different node
solvers NScs, NSm and NSb within the original numerical method presented
in Chapter 2, i.e. direct ALE ADER-WENO schemes. Adopting the node
solver NSb we were able to run the simulation with a time step size that was
10% larger with respect to the other node solvers. Moreover, with the node
solver NSb it was possible to run the simulation until a final time of t = 0.74,
which was not possible with the other node solvers NSm and NScs, that re-
quired smaller time steps and reached only tf = 0.69.
3D numerical results.
The three-dimensional results for the Saltzman problem have been obtained
with the third order version of the ALE ADER-WENO algorithm using the
node solver NSm. Density and velocity distribution are displayed in Figure
6.18. A good agreement with the exact solution can be noticed regarding both
density and velocity distribution at the final time tf = 0.6. The positivity
preserving technique described in Appendix B has been used to smear out
some unphysical oscillations occurring at the shock.
A fifth order accurate simulation has been run with the ALE ADER-MOOD
scheme and the results are depicted in Figure 6.19, where we present the final
grid configuration and cell orders (top line). The original skewness of the mesh
has not generated any spurious oscillations or lack of symmetry and the mesh
is nicely shaped. Moreover the cell orders are almost at maximal value and
few cells are decremented, meaning that the P4 reconstruction is used almost
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Figure 6.16: Evolution of the density solution for the Saltzman problem at
output times t = 0, t = 0.2, t = 0.4 and t = 0.6. The numer-
ical simulation has been run with the QF ALE ADER-WENO
formulation and the node solver NSm.
everywhere. The bottom panels present the density (left) and the horizontal
component of the velocity (right) as a function of x for all cells versus the
exact solution (red line). Apart from the classical wall heating effect close to
the moving boundary condition on the right of the figure and a slight overshoot
after the shock wave, the results are in good agreement with the exact solution.
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Figure 6.17: Third order accurate numerical solution for the Saltzman prob-
lem at the final time tf = 0.6 with the node solver NScs. Left
panels: solution obtained with LTS. Right panels: solution ob-
tained with GTS.
6.1.6 The Sedov problem
The numerical results for the Sedov problem (see Section 5.1.6) will be pre-
sented in the following. Two- and three-dimensional results are given in sepa-
rate subsections. We always use the Rusanov-type (2.69) numerical flux.
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Figure 6.18: Third order numerical results with ALE ADER-WENO schemes
for the Saltzman problem: density (top) and velocity (bottom)
distribution and comparison with analytical solution at time t =
0.6.
2D numerical results.
Figure 6.20 contains the numerical results obtained with a third order ALE
ADER-WENO scheme using the multidimensional HLL flux and the node
solver NSb. The initial grid is composed by (30× 30) square elements, each of
them divided into two right triangles, hence giving a total number of NE = 1800
control volumes. The mesh is highly distorted and compressed by the shock
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Figure 6.19: Saltzman problem in 3D at tf = 0.6 for ALE ADER-MOOD
with P4 polynomial reconstruction results. Top: final mesh con-
figuration and cell orders. Bottom: density and horizontal ve-
locity component u as a function of x for all cells.
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wave, but the numerical solution agrees well with the exact solution, as de-
picted in Figure 6.20. The rezoning step described in Section 3.2 of Chapter
3 was necessary in order to reduce the mesh deformation and to avoid tangled
elements.
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Figure 6.20: Numerical results for the Sedov problem with a third order accu-
rate MDRS ALE ADER-WENO scheme. Top: initial and final
mesh configuration. Bottom: density distribution at the final
time tf = 1.0 and comparison between the exact solution (solid
line) and two different third order accurate numerical solution
obtained with CFL = 0.5 and CFL = 0.95.
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Higher order simulations have been carried out with the ALE ADER-MOOD
version of the algorithm. Figure 6.21 shows the evolution of the blast wave and
the final density distribution in all elements of the same mesh used before. We
can notice that the a posteriori limiting is active only on the shock frontier,
where the order of the scheme has been lowered to 1, while in the rest of
the computational domain the method can run at the maximum fifth order of
accuracy.
3D numerical results.
As done in [168] we consider two different meshes, the first one m1 is com-
posed by 20 × 20 × 20 cubes, while the second one m2 involves 40 × 40 × 40
elements. We use the third order accurate version of the ALE ADER-WENO
schemes together with the Rusanov-type numerical flux (2.69) and the node
solver NSm. The positivity preserving algorithm illustrated in Appendix B
has been employed. The numerical solution for the Sedov problem has been
computed on both meshes m1 and m2. Figure 6.22 shows the solution for den-
sity at the final time of the simulation as well as the mesh configuration and
a comparison between the numerical and the exact density distribution along
the radial direction.
We also run the three-dimensional Sedov problem using the fifth order accurate
ALE ADER-MOOD algorithm on the computational mesh m2. To emphasize
the gain in accuracy, in Figure 6.23 we compare these results with the cor-
responding fifth order results obtained with the original ALE ADER-WENO
formulation. The density as a function of cell radius for all cells is reported
for both schemes against the exact solution in red line. One can clearly notice
that the density peak is better retrieved by the MOOD approach.
6.1.7 The Noh problem
Here we consider the Noh problem (see Section 5.1.7) using the Rusanov-type
(2.69) numerical flux. Two- and three-dimensional results are given in separate
subsections.
2D numerical results.
We solve the Noh test case with the MDRS version of our numerical method.
The domain is discretized with a total number NE = 5000 of triangles and
we use from second up to fourth order accurate finite volume schemes with the
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Figure 6.21: Sedov problem at tf = 1.0 for fifth order accurate ALE ADER-
MOOD schemes. From top-left to bottom-right panels: mesh
and cell polynomial degrees at intermediate times t = 0.25, t =
0.5, t = 1.0 and scatter plot of the cell density as a function of
cell radius versus the exact solution (red line).The node solver
NSm has been used.
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Figure 6.22: Third order results for the Sedov problem with ALE ADER-
WENO schemes on the coarse grid m1 (left column) and on the
fine grid m2 (right column). From top to bottom: solution for
density at the final time of the simulation (top row), mesh con-
figuration at the final time tf = 1.0 (middle row) and compari-
son between analytical and numerical density distribution along
the diagonal straight line that crosses the cubic computational
domain (bottom row).
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Figure 6.23: Fifth order numerical results for the Sedov problem in 3D at tf =
1.0. Left: ALE ADER-MOOD results. Right: ALE ADER-
WENO results. Comparison between density distribution as a
function of cell radius for all cells and the exact solution (red
line).
node solver NSb. Figure 6.24 shows the initial and the final mesh configuration
and a comparison between the exact solution and three high order accurate
numerical results obtained with the ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes
based on genuinely multidimensional HLL Riemann solvers. A Courant number
of CFL = 0.9 has been used for all the numerical simulations and one can notice
that the quality of the solution becomes the better as the order of accuracy of
the scheme increases.
We also use the fifth order version of our ALE ADER-MOOD schemes to run
the Noh test problem. The percentage of cells updated with Plim1 (red) or P0
(blue) polynomial reconstruction is plotted in Figure 6.25 as a function of the
iteration number. The panel on the left presents the first 50 iterations when
the explosion occurs. We clearly see that about 50%−60% of the total number
of cells are recomputed with a low order scheme for the first 15 timesteps. This
is a large amount of extra work which, nonetheless, is mandatory to stabilize
the scheme. However, the overall efficiency is not too drastically affected, see
the CPU time and memory consumptions provided in Table 6.16 of Section
6.1.13. Then, when the numerical scheme has generated enough numerical
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Figure 6.24: Top: mesh configuration for the Noh problem at the initial time
t = 0 and at the final time tf = 0.6. Bottom: fourth order
accurate density distribution at the final time and comparison
between the exact solution (solid line) and three different high
order accurate numerical results, i.e. 2nd, 3rd and 4th order
ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes using the multidi-
mensional HLL Riemann solver with CFL = 0.9.
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dissipation to deal with the initial shock wave, the number of detected and
decremented cells drops to few percents. From iteration ≈ 100 (see right panel
of Figure 6.25) the number of problematic cells is back to a small amount,
about 0.5%− 1.5%. This figure illustrates that the Noh problem is difficult to
handle at the very beginning, but, as soon as the shock wave has emerged, no
more dramatic action has to be taken by the MOOD process. Moreover, we
have plotted a cubic fit of these sample points in the right panel taken into
account only the sample points after iteration 50.
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Figure 6.25: Noh problem in 2D with fifth order accurate ALE ADER-MOOD
schemes. Percentage of cells updated with Plim1 (red) or P0 (blue)
reconstruction as a function of iteration number. Left: first part
of the simulation before iteration 50 corresponding to the gen-
eration of the shock wave. Right: second part of the simulation.
Cubic fits are presented on the second panel only.
3D numerical results.
We use the ALE ADER-MOOD schemes to perform a three-dimensional fifth
order accurate simulation of the Noh problem with the node solver NSm.
The computational mesh is constructed with N3 = 403 hexahedra which are
further split into 5 tetrahedra leading to a total number of elements NE =
32 × 104. For this difficult problem we observe that the solution is slightly
perturbed by parasitical phenomenon mostly arising from the no-slip boundary
conditions. Nevertheless the spherical shock wave is well located. The number
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of problematic cells seems low and they are mostly located close to the shock
front.
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Figure 6.26: Noh problem in 3D at tf = 0.6 with ALE ADER-MOOD
schemes using P4 polynomial reconstruction. On the top row
we plot the final mesh configuration (left) and the final cell or-
der (right). A comparison between density as a function of cell
radius for all cells and the exact solution is depicted in the bot-
tom row.
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6.1.8 The Gresho vortex problem
The square shaped computational domain is discretized with two different
meshes m1 and m2 with a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/30 and h = 1/60, re-
spectively. We use the second up to fourth order version of our two-dimensional
ALE ADER-WENO schemes with the Rusanov-type numerical flux (2.69) and
the node solver NSm to obtain the numerical results depicted in Figure 6.27,
where the numerical solution is compared against the analytical solution. The
higher is the order of accuracy the more accurate is the numerical distribu-
tion for both density and pressure. The order of accuracy of the scheme is
furthermore validated thorough the convergence studies listed in Table 6.12.
The mesh configurations at the initial time as well as at the final time of the
simulation for each order of accuracy are presented in Figure 6.28: the compu-
tational grid is highly distorted especially for high order schemes because the
flow trajectories are approximated and followed much better, hence resulting
in a more complicated deformation path.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison between analytical solution and second, third and
fourth order accurate numerical results for density (left) and
pressure (right) distribution of the Gresho vortex problem. The
original ALE ADER-WENO algorithm (in 2D) has been used to-
gether with the node solver NSm and the very robust Rusanov-
type numerical flux (2.69).
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Figure 6.28: Mesh configuration at the initial time t = 0.0 (top left) and
at the final time t = 1.0 for the two-dimensional Gresho vor-
tex problem using second (top right), third (bottom left) and
fourth (bottom right) order accurate direct ALE ADER-WENO
schemes.
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Table 6.12: L2 error norms and convergence rates for the two-dimensional
Gresho vortex test case. The norms refer to density and have been
computed for the second up to fourth order numerical results at
the final time tf = 1.0. h(Ω(tf )) denotes the final mesh size.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2)
O2
3.59E-02 3.347E-03 -
2.84E-02 2.213E-03 1.8
O3
3.71E-02 2.474E-03 -
2.58E-02 9.531E-04 2.6
O4
3.70E-02 7.999E-04 -
2.70E-02 2.251E-04 4.0
6.1.9 The Taylor-Green vortex problem
For the three-dimensional Taylor-Green vortex problem the computational do-
main is represented by a box which is discretized with a characteristic mesh
size of h = 0.05, see Figure 6.29.
We run the Taylor-Green vortex test with the second up to fourth order accu-
rate version of our ALE ADER-WENO schemes using the Rusanov-type flux
(2.69) as Riemann solver together with the positivity preserving technique de-
scribed in Appendix B. Pressure distribution as well as the velocity field at the
final time are depicted in Figure 6.30 for the fourth order accurate numerical
results. A strong mesh deformation occurs, as clearly shown in Figure 6.29,
with the corner elements that are highly stretched by the vortex flow. We
also perform the same test case on a coarser grid with a characteristic mesh
size of h = 0.10 in order to check that the order of accuracy is still preserved
properly. The convergence rates as well as the L2 error norms for density are
listed in Table 6.13 and the results show that the designed order of the scheme
has been reached in this test case. This also means that the flattener variable
of the positivity preserving technique (see Appendix B) has not been triggered
within the computation of such a smooth flow problem, despite the severe mesh
distortion that occurs here.
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Figure 6.29: Initial (top) and final (bottom) configuration of the computa-
tional grid used for the three-dimensional Taylor-Green vortex
test problem. The mesh size is h = 0.05 and the total number
of elements is NE = 15846.
6.1.10 Mono-material triple point problem
We use the ALE ADER-MOOD schemes to run the mono-material triple point
problem both in 2D and 3D, using a fifth order accurate scheme together with
the Rusanov-type (2.69) numerical flux and the node solver NSm. In 2D
the mesh is made by NE = 19098 triangles in such a way that it perfectly
matches the discontinuities among the three subdomains, while in 3D we use
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Figure 6.30: Fourth order accurate numerical results for the three-
dimensional Taylor-Green vortex at the final time tf = 0.7
obtained using the ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes
with the node solver NSm and the Rusanov-type (2.69) numer-
ical flux. Left: pressure contours and final mesh configuration.
Right: vectors of the velocity field.
NE = 304246 tetrahedra to discretize the cylindrical computational domain by
exactly matching the state interfaces.
Figure 6.31 shows the two-dimensional results, where density, specific internal
energy and final mesh configuration are depicted. The vortex shape is clearly
captured and the mesh seems to follow the flow field. This behavior is also
illustrated in Figure 6.32 where we have colored the cells according to the
initial subdomain index (1, 2 or 3). For a mesh moving scheme one expects that
the mesh follows the flow with a quasi-vortex like velocity field. Nevertheless
the numerical diffusion and rezoning procedure (see Section 3.2) of the ALE
scheme can not allow such a vortex motion as mesh tangling will inexorably
occur. This is why we can not observe in Figure 6.32 a perfect vortex shape.
The numerical results for the 3D triple point problem are displayed in Figure
6.33, where we present the specific internal energy, the grid configuration and
the cell order at the final time of the simulation. Two 3D view of the specific
internal energy are displayed: one on the left showing the boundary faces, and
the other one on the right displaying the result configuration for all cells located
below the plane z = x. The mesh and cell order figures adopt the same view.
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Figure 6.31: Fifth order ALE ADER-MOOD numerical results for the triple
point problem in 2D at tf = 5.5. From top to bottom: cell
density, cell specific internal energy and mesh configuration.
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Table 6.13: L2 error norms and convergence rates for the Taylor-Green vortex
test case in 3D. The norms refer to density and have been com-
puted for the second up to fourth order numerical results with
ALE ADER-WENO at the final time tf = 0.7. h(Ω(tf )) denotes
the final mesh size.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2)
O2
7.66E-02 1.518E-02 -
3.99E-02 3.866E-03 2.1
O3
7.35E-02 1.890 -
4.16E-02 3.269 3.1
O4
7.34E-02 7.461E-03 -
4.15E-02 4.627E-04 4.8
The mesh is clearly following the flow field, hence arising to highly deformed
and stretched elements. Nevertheless the final cell orders reach the maximal
value for almost all cells. At last we present the percentage of cells updated
with Plim1 (red) or P0 (blue) reconstructions as a function of iteration number.
Left panel presents the first 100 iterations whereas the right panel displays the
remaining iterations along with cubic fits of the data in straight lines. From
these data we observe that for both simulations, for any timestep, less than
1% of cells are decremented, apart from the first 10 iterations when the shocks
emanate from the discontinuities.
This problem is a difficult one for mesh moving schemes with fixed connectivity
as the vortex motion of the flow implies that sooner or later invalid or highly
stretched elements will appear. At this point, to avoid the failure of the code,
a stronger mesh relaxation is mandatory leading to a more Eulerian-like end
of the simulation.
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Figure 6.32: Fifth order ALE ADER-MOOD numerical results for the triple
point problem in 2D at tf = 5.5. Cells colored corresponding
to their initial subdomains, according to the notation given in
Section 5.1.11.
6.1.11 Multi-material flow
For the solution of the two-material Sod problem described in Section 5.1.12,
the third order version together with the node solver NScs have been used
to obtain the numerical results shown in Figure 6.34, where a general good
agreement with the exact solution is achieved for density as well as for pressure.
The use of the Osher-type numerical flux (2.71) allows the contact wave to be
very well resolved, hence admitting at most three mixing cells along the x-
direction, as clearly shown by the concentration profile in Figure 6.34. Since
we use an additional transport equation for the mass fractions, also the present
way to handle multi-material flows can be interpreted as a diffuse interface
method, like the one used in our previous paper [96], where we have adopted
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Figure 6.33: Fifth order ALE ADER-MOOD numerical results for the triple
point problem in 3D at tf = 5.5. Top: specific internal energy.
Middle: mesh and cell orders. Bottom: percentage of cells up-
dated with Plim1 (red) or P0 (blue) reconstructions as a function
of the iteration number. Left panel presents the first 100 itera-
tions whereas the right panel displays the remaining iterations
along with cubic fits of the data in straight lines.
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the framework of the full seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model of compressible
multi-phase flows.
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Figure 6.34: Numerical results for the two-material Sod shock tube problem
at time t = 0.2 using a third order accurate ALE ADER-WENO
scheme with the node solver (NScs) in 2D. Density (top right),
pressure (bottom left) and mass fraction φ1 (bottom right) are
shown as well as a three-dimensional view of the density distri-
bution (top left).
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6.1.12 The two-dimensional double Mach reflection problem
We solve the double Mach reflection problem (DMR) presented in Section 6.1.12
using the third order version of the classical ALE ADER-WENO schemes to-
gether with the Rusanov type numerical flux (2.69) and the node solver NSm.
The numerical results are shown in Figure 6.35, while Figure 6.36 the final
mesh configuration is depicted. We notice a very strong mesh compression in-
duced by the shock wave. For this test case, the use of the rezoning strategy
introduced in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3 is vital.
This test case has also been run with the quadrature-free approach, described
in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. A comparison in terms of computational efficiency
can be shown later in Table 6.15 of Section 6.1.13.
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Figure 6.35: Density contours for the double Mach reflection problem at the
final time t = 0.2.
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Figure 6.36: Computational domain and mesh at the final time t = 0.2 (top)
and zoom into the final mesh for the double Mach reflection
problem.
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6.1.13 Efficiency comparison
Comparison between LTS and GTS ALE ADER-WENO schemes.
Table 6.14 aims at showing the computational efficiency of the LTS algorithm
w.r.t. the classical ALE ADER-WENO schemes with global time stepping
(GTS) presented in Chapter 2. In order to give a fair comparison between LTS
and GTS schemes, the efficiency is not measured in terms of computational
time, which may depend on the machine hardware or on the algorithm imple-
mentation, but rather we count the total number of element updates needed
to reach the final time of the simulation, as done in [93]. We consider the
Riemann problems and the explosion problems presented in Sections 6.1.2 and
6.1.3, respectively. All the details of each simulation can be found there. Look-
ing at Table 6.14, we notice that the ALE algorithm with global time stepping
requires a total number of element updates that is a factor of 3-4 times larger
than the one of our new ALE scheme with LTS, approaching a factor of 5 for
the explosion problem EP2.
Table 6.14: Comparison of the computational efficiency between GTS (GTS
AAW) and LTS (LTS AAW) ALE ADER-WENO algorithm in
terms of the total number of element updates for RP1,RP2,EP1
and EP2. A third order scheme has been adopted for each test
case as well as the Osher-type (2.71) numerical flux with the node
solver NScs. The efficiency A is measured as the ratio between
the total number of element updates needed for the GTS and for
the LTS approach.
Number of element updates
2D Tests GTS AAW O3 LTS AAW O3 A
RP1 10.120404 · 106 3.257847 · 106 3.11
RP2 23.349964 · 106 5.020780 · 106 4.45
EP1 30.804224 · 106 12.206887 · 106 2.52
EP2 181.412376 · 106 38.274477 · 106 4.74
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Comparison between ALE ADER-WENO and QF ALE ADER-WENO
schemes.
This section is meant to assess the gain in terms of computational efficiency
that arises from the quadrature-free (QF) ADER-WENO algorithm presented
in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. Table 6.15 reports the CPU time needed to run
some of the test cases for the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics
shown in previous sections. Furthermore we report also the computational
time τ which was necessary to update the solution of one element within one
timestep, in order to get rid of any mesh dependency. The results have been
collected running each of the test problem in parallel on four CPU cores of an
Intel i7-2600 processor with 3.4 GHz of clock speed. We could verify that the
QF ALE ADER-WENO formulation allows the computation to be carried out
almost 2 times faster in 2D, while we gain an average factor of 2.7 in 3D. For
a more detailed analysis we refer the reader to [44].
Comparison between ALE ADER-WENO and ALE ADER-MOOD schemes.
In this section we summarize the CPU time and memory consumption for a
wide range of 2D and 3D tests for the Euler equations of compressible gas
dynamics by comparing the ALE ADER-WENO algorithm (see Chapter 2)
with the ALE ADER-MOOD version (see Section 4.4 of Chapter 4). These
schemes are of the same nominal order of accuracy and are implemented within
the same framework. We use fifth order of accuracy and we consider all the
test problem proposed in [45]. All the data listed in Table 6.16 refers to the
two-dimensional version of the schemes and have been collected running each
of the test case using a single CPU core of an Intel i7-2600 processor with
3.4 GHz of clock speed and 16 GB of RAM, in order to assess the pure serial
performance, without accounting for the MPI overhead. Table 6.17 considers
the three-dimensional results, where data have been collected running each of
the test problem in parallel on 1024 processors. Further details can be found
in [45].
From Table 6.16 and 6.16 we observe that the gain is systematically in favor
of a MOOD approach in our ALE framework for these test cases. On average
the acceleration is about 1.9 for d = 2 and 2.6 for d = 3, meaning that MOOD
needs about 2 − 2.5 times less CPU time than WENO for the same mesh
configuration. The saving in terms of memory is about 1.6 − 1.8 in favor of
MOOD. In [165] for a fixed grid Eulerian MOOD and WENO schemes the
ratio was different, namely a bigger memory saving (ratio 3) and a smaller
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Table 6.15: Computational efficiency of the QF (quadrature-free) and the
original GQ (Gauss-quadrature) ALE ADER-WENO algorithm,
addressed with QF AAW and GQ AAW, respectively. We
consider the Saltzman problem, the Noh problem and the double
Mach reflection problem (DMR) in 2D, while in 3D we present the
explosion problem, the Kidder problem and the Sedov problem.
Each test case has been run using a third (in 2D) and a fourth
(in 3D) order accurate scheme with the Rusanov type flux (2.69)
and the node solver NSm. τE = CPUtimeNE ·N gives the time used per
element update, while A = τGFE /τQFE indicates the efficiency of
the new QF ALE schemes w.r.t. the original formulation of the
algorithm described in Chapter 2.
2D Tests QF AAW O3 GQ AAW O3 Efficiency
CPU time τQFE CPU time τ
GQ
E A
Saltzman 4.73 · 103 3.27 · 10−4 8.74 · 103 6.11 · 10−4 1.9
Noh 1.65 · 104 4.89 · 10−3 6.64 · 106 1.20 · 10−2 2.5
DMR 1.73 · 106 3.88 · 10−4 2.57 · 106 5.45 · 10−4 1.4
Average 1.9
3D Tests QF AAW O4 GQ AAW O4 Efficiency
CPU time τQFE CPU time τ
GQ
E A
Explosion 1.67 · 108 6.18 · 10−3 3.99 · 107 3.67 · 10−2 3.7
Kidder 9.56 · 105 7.60 · 10−3 1.22 · 106 3.38 · 10−2 1.4
Sedov 3.21 · 106 2.02 · 10−3 5.49 · 106 4.67 · 10−3 2.9
Average 2.7
acceleration (1.3), both in favor of MOOD. Contrarily to an Eulerian context,
here in our ALE framework we can not pre-compute and store all WENO
reconstruction matrices. Indeed they change at each time step according to
the geometry evolution. Then, in our ALE framework more computation and
less storing is performed by WENO approach. On the other hand the MOOD
approach, which always needs less reconstructions than WENO, needs less on-
the-fly computation to solve the linear reconstruction systems (2.9).
The information provided by Tables 6.16-6.17 only provide a general idea of
the gain brought by the use of an a posteriori MOOD treatment in replace-
ment of a WENO reconstruction and limiting. Both approaches have different
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Table 6.16: Summary of CPU time needed to update one cell within one
timestep (×10−2 in seconds) and memory consumption (in MB)
for the two-dimensional test cases proposed in [45]. ALE ADER-
WENO (AAW) versus ALE ADER-MOOD (AAM) fifth order
accurate schemes. The last two columns show the ratio between
the CPU times (“acceleration” A) and the memory consumption
(“saving” M).
AAW O5 AAM O5 Efficiency
2D Tests CPU time Memory CPU time Memory A M
×10−2s ×104MB ×10−2s ×104MB
Sod 2.3018 62.97 1.1882 40.42 1.94 1.56
Sedov 4.7396 53.76 2.7457 35.67 1.73 1.51
Noh 8.6977 79.97 4.5598 47.96 1.91 1.67
Kidder 8.9423 78.54 4.1643 47.53 2.15 1.65
Saltzman 7.2889 56.23 3.5914 36.04 2.03 1.56
Triple point 39.65 307.20 23.32 192.00 1.70 1.60
Average 1.9 1.6
Table 6.17: Summary of CPU time needed to update one cell within one
timestep (×10−2 in seconds) and memory consumption (in MB)
for the three-dimensional test cases proposed in [45]. ALE ADER-
WENO (AAW) versus ALE ADER-MOOD (AAM) fifth order
accurate schemes. The last two columns show the ratio between
the CPU times (“acceleration” A) and the memory consumption
(“saving” M).
AAW O5 AAM O5 Efficiency
3D Tests CPU time Memory CPU time Memory A M
×10−2s ×104MB ×10−2s ×104MB
Sod 37.89 1.55 15.16 0.85 2.50 1.83
Sedov 7.67 2.59 3.26 1.52 2.35 1.70
Noh 6.83 2.55 3.12 1.54 2.19 1.66
Kidder 7.92 1.84 2.19 0.98 3.64 1.87
Saltzman 10.53 0.05 4.14 0.03 2.54 1.85
Triple point 34.10 3.28 14.09 1.94 2.42 1.69
Average 2.6 1.8
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user/developer parameters that may be ticked to improve the general efficiency.
We would like to emphasize the fact that this comparison refers to our own im-
plementation of both approaches.
6.2 The ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations
6.2.1 Numerical convergence studies
We use the two-dimensional vortex test case described in Section 5.2.1 to per-
form the convergence studies for the MHD equations presented in Section 5.2
of Chapter 5.
Table 6.18 reports the convergence rates from first up to fifth order accurate
ALE ADER-WENO schemes using each of the node solvers illustrated in Sec-
tion 3.1 of Chapter 3. The Osher-type (2.71) numerical flux has been used in
all computations and the designed order of accuracy is well preserved with each
node solver.
We also perform the vortex problem with the MDRS version of our algorithm,
see Section 4.2. We run this test case on four successively refined meshes from
first up to fourth order of accuracy and for each simulation we compute the
error in L2 norm, according to (5.7). The multidimensional HLLC Riemann
solver for the MHD equations has been used, see [88], together with the node
solver NSb.
6.2.2 The MHD rotor problem
2D ALE ADER-WENO results.
We use a computational grid with a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/200 to
run the two-dimensional MHD rotor problem. Numerical results obtained with
a fourth order ALE ADER-WENO scheme with the Rusanov-type flux (2.69)
and the node solver NSb are depicted in Figure 6.37. We can notice a good
agreement with the solution presented in [20], although the mesh used for the
simulation is coarser than the one adopted by Balsara and Spicer.
The MHD rotor problem has also been tested in the framework of genuinely
multidimensional Riemann solvers (MDRS) for moving meshes, hence adopting
the MDRS ALE ADER-WENO algorithm illustrated in Section 4.2 of Chapter
4. There, we could use a CFL number of CFL = 0.95 and we produce third or-
der accurate results, which look in good agreement with the solution presented
in [20]. We refer the reader to [38] for further details.
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Figure 6.37: Numerical results for the two-dimensional ideal MHD rotor prob-
lem: density, pressure, magnetic pressure and a coarse mesh
configuration at time t = 0.25. A 4th order direct ALE ADER-
WENO scheme has been used with the rezoning stage and the
multidimensional node solver NSb (see Section 3.1.3 of Chapter
3).
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Table 6.18: Numerical convergence results for the ideal MHD equations. The
first up to fifth order version of the two-dimensional ALE one-step
ADER-WENO finite volume scheme has been used for each node
solver type. The error norms refer to the variable ρ (density) at
time t = 1.0.
NScs NSm NSb
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2) L2 O(L2) L2 O(L2)
O1
3.26E-01 2.7330E-03 - 2.7059E-03 - 2.7381E-03 -
2.37E-01 2.0111E-03 0.96 2.0173E-03 0.90 2.0173E-03 0.93
1.64E-01 1.3081E-03 1.17 1.3055E-03 1.20 1.3113E-03 1.20
1.28E-01 9.5497E-04 1.26 9.5150E-04 1.30 9.5617E-04 1.28
O2
3.26E-01 4.8091E-03 - 4.7707E-03 - 5.5971E-03 -
2.35E-01 2.8382E-03 1.61 2.8571E-03 1.58 2.7874E-03 2.13
1.64E-01 1.4212E-03 1.91 1.4239E-03 1.88 1.3789E-03 1.94
1.28E-01 6.4686E-04 3.24 6.4610E-04 3.26 7.2141E-04 2.67
O3
3.25E-01 1.1417E-03 - 1.1376E-03 - 1.1265E-03 -
2.36E-01 1.8935E-04 5.57 1.8930E-04 5.56 1.8632E-04 5.56
1.63E-01 7.1734E-05 2.65 7.1740E-05 2.65 7.1912E-05 2.60
1.28E-01 3.1651E-05 3.38 3.1653E-05 3.38 3.1738E-05 3.38
O4
3.26E-01 2.4858E-04 - 2.4864E-04 - 2.4472E-04 -
2.35E-01 7.9871E-05 3.50 7.9875E-05 3.50 7.9884E-05 3.45
1.63E-01 2.1790E-05 3.55 2.1791E-05 3.55 2.1795E-05 3.55
1.28E-01 8.2013E-06 4.03 8.2014E-06 4.03 8.1998E-06 4.03
O5
3.26E-01 1.2010E-04 - 1.2010E-04 - 1.1992E-04 -
2.35E-01 2.7365E-05 4.56 2.7359E-05 4.56 2.7327E-05 4.56
1.63E-01 4.8779E-06 4.71 4.8778E-06 4.71 4.8898E-06 4.70
1.28E-01 1.3947E-06 5.17 1.3947E-06 5.17 1.3935E-06 5.18
3D ALE ADER-WENO results.
The computational domain is discretized with a total number of tetrahedra of
NE = 1089071. The numerical results for the three-dimensional MHD rotor
problem have been obtained using the third order version of the ALE ADER-
WENO schemes presented in Chapter 2 with the Rusanov-type flux (2.69) and
they are depicted in Figure 6.38. Furthermore we use the NSm which has been
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Table 6.19: Numerical convergence results for the ideal MHD equations using
the ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes with genuinely
multidimensional HLL Riemann solvers presented in Section 4.2
of Chapter 4. The error norms refer to the variable ρ (density)
at time t = 1.0 for first up to fourth order version of the scheme.
h(Ω(tf )) L2 O(L2) h(Ω, tf ) L2 O(L2)
O1 O2
3.26E-01 5.4032E-03 - 3.25E-01 1.2393E-02 -
2.36E-01 4.7048E-03 0.4 2.46E-01 9.5840E-03 0.9
1.63E-01 4.0697E-03 0.4 1.63E-01 5.7617E-03 1.2
1.28E-01 3.5298E-03 0.6 1.28E-01 3.5875E-03 2.0
O3 O4
6.75E-01 1.6836E-02 - 6.73E-01 1.9276E-02 -
3.25E-01 3.3009E-03 2.2 3.26E-01 1.0209E-03 4.1
2.47E-01 1.0170E-03 4.3 2.47E-01 2.6494E-04 4.9
1.63E-01 2.9097E-04 3.0 1.63E-01 5.1003E-05 4.0
extended to the MHD equations, following the procedure described in Section
3.1.2 of Chapter 3. Although the mesh adopted for the simulation is coarser
than the one used in [20], we can observe a good qualitative agreement with
the solution presented in [20] (note that the present simulation is carried out
in 3D). The rezoning procedure described in Section 3.2 allows the mesh to
be reasonably well shaped, even with the strong deformations produced by the
velocity field of the rotor. Figure 6.39 shows the initial and the final mesh
configuration and the corresponding density distribution.
6.2.3 The MHD blast wave problem
For the MHD blast wave problem we use the same mesh adopted for the MHD
rotor problem described in the previous section both in two and in three space
dimensions.
2D MDRS ALE ADER-WENO results.
Here we show the numerical results obtained with the MDRS version (see Sec-
tion 4.2) of the original ALE ADER-WENO method. The numerical results
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Figure 6.38: Third order ALE ADER-WENO numerical results for the ideal
MHD rotor problem at time t = 0.25. Top: density and pressure.
Bottom: magnitude of the magnetic field and Mach number.
depicted in Figure 6.40 have been computed using the third order accurate ver-
sion of the ALE ADER-WENO finite volume scheme with the multidimensional
HLL flux for the MHD equations [88] and CFL = 0.95. We plot the logarithm
of density and pressure, as well as the magnitude of both the velocity and the
magnetic field, and the solution looks very similar to the results given in [16].
Due to the very strong shock wave, the velocity of the flow is quite high and the
fluid is pushed towards the left and the right part of the computational domain.
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Figure 6.39: Mesh configuration and density distribution for the three-
dimensional MHD rotor problem at the initial time t = 0.0 (top)
and at the final time t = 0.25 (bottom).
Therefore we used the rezoning algorithm presented in Section 3.2, which allows
the mesh elements to recover a more regular shape in order to carry on the
simulation until the final time tf . Figure 6.41 shows a comparison between
the fully Lagrangian mesh configuration and the rezoned mesh configuration
at time t = 0.004.
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Figure 6.40: Numerical results for the two-dimensional MHD blast wave
problem at time t = 0.01 obtained with a third order accurate
MDRS ALE ADER-WENO scheme. Top: logarithm (base 10)
of the density and logarithm (base 10) of the pressure. Bottom:
magnitude of the velocity and the magnetic field.
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Figure 6.41: Mesh configurations for the MHD blast wave problem in 2D at
time t = 0.004. Left: fully Lagrangian mesh motion. Right:
Lagrangian mesh motion with the rezoning stage (Section 3.2 of
Chapter 3).
3D ALE ADER-WENO results.
The numerical results in 3D have been obtained with the third order version of
the ALE ADER-WENO schemes using the Rusanov-type flux (2.69) and the
node solver NSm. The numerical solution is depicted in Figure 6.42, where the
logarithm of density and pressure, as well as the magnitude of both the velocity
and the magnetic field are reported. The solution is in qualitative agreement
with the results shown previously for d = 2 in Figure 6.40, where the two-
dimensional version of our Lagrangian-like WENO algorithm with MDRS has
been used to run this test case. The tetrahedral mesh at the final time t = 0.01
is depicted in Figure 6.43.
6.3 The relativistic MHD equations (RMHD)
Next we show the numerical results obtained with the ALE ADER-WENO
algorithm for the two-dimensional RMHD equations presented in Section 5.3
of the previous chapter.
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Figure 6.42: Third order ALE ADER-WENO numerical results for the three-
dimensional Blast problem at time t = 0.01. Top: logarithm
(base 10) of the density and logarithm (base 10) of the pressure.
Bottom: magnitude of the velocity field and the magnetic field.
6.3.1 Large Amplitude Alfve´n wave
This test case is used to assess the accuracy of our numerical scheme for the
RMHD equations. Table 6.20 reports the errors L2 and the measured conver-
gence orders OL2 in L2 norm for the flow variable By. The number 1/h denotes
the reciprocal characteristic mesh spacing along each coordinate direction. We
underline that a very high level of accuracy can be achieved on very coarse
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Figure 6.43: View of the unstructured tetrahedral grid at time t = 0.01 for
the 3D MHD blast wave problem.
meshes with the fourth and fifth order scheme compared to the third order
method even if the latter is run on much finer grids.
6.3.2 The RMHD rotor problem
The circular computational domain is discretized with a total number of ele-
ments NE = 71046. Figure 6.44 displays the evolution of the pressure distribu-
tion up to the final time tf = 0.4, while in Figure 6.45 the corresponding mesh
configurations are reported, obtained with a third order ALE ADER-WENO
scheme and the Rusanov-type (2.69) flux. The results obtained with the high
order direct ALE WENO scheme on a moving unstructured mesh agree quali-
tatively well with those obtained previously by an Eulerian WENO method on
a fixed mesh in [95]. As far as we know, these are the first results obtained for
the RMHD equations with a high order Lagrangian-type finite volume scheme.
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Table 6.20: Numerical convergence study of third, fourth and fifth order di-
rect ALE ADER-WENO finite volume schemes for the relativistic
MHD equations (RMHD) in 2D. Errors refer to the variable By.
O3 O4 O5
1/h L2 OL2 1/h L2 OL2 1/h L2 OL2
50 1.4270E-04 25 6.9640E-05 25 1.0749E-05
100 1.7436E-05 3.03 50 3.0158E-06 4.53 50 4.5265E-07 4.57
150 5.1826E-06 2.99 75 5.8315E-07 4.05 75 4.1669E-08 5.88
200 2.1831E-06 3.01 100 1.7717E-07 4.09 100 9.8553E-09 5.52
6.3.3 The RMHD blast wave problem
We use a mesh with a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/200 and a total number
of NE = 71046 triangles to discretize the initial computational domain. We rely
on the third order accurate version of the ALE ADER-WENO finite volume
scheme with the simple Rusanov-type flux (2.69) and the simple node solver
NScs to run this test problem, since more sophisticated Riemann solvers and
node solvers are very difficult to obtain for this very complicated system. For an
HLLC-type Riemann solver of the RMHD equations see the papers by Mignone
and Bodo [177] and of Honkkila and Janhunen [143]. An Osher-Solomon-
type flux for RMHD has been recently proposed by Dumbser and Toro in
the framework of universal Osher-type fluxes for general nonlinear hyperbolic
conservation laws in [106], see eqn. (2.71), however, for this stringent test
problem the more dissipative and more robust Rusanov flux (2.69) was needed.
The numerical results obtained with the rezoning strategy (see Section 3.2)
switched on are depicted in Figure 6.46. The contour colors of the magnetic
field component By are reported, together with a fine grid Eulerian reference
simulation carried out with a third order ADER-WENO scheme on a mesh
with 282860 elements and characteristic mesh spacing h = 1/400.
6.4 The Baer-Nunziato model of compressible two-phase flows
In the following we present some numerical results obtained with the full seven-
equation Baer-Nunziato model with relaxation source terms described in Sec-
tion 5.4 of Chapter 5. Since this physical model involves two phases, namely
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Figure 6.44: Results for the pressure p for the RMHD rotor problem in 2D
at output times t = 0.10, t = 0.20, t = 0.30 and t = 0.40.
the solid phase and the gas phase, we decide to move the mesh with the solid
phase velocity, hence
V = uI = u1, (6.2)
which coincides with the interface velocity, according to our assumptions (see
Section 5.4). Furthermore the node solver NScs presented in Section 3.1.1 of
Chapter 3 is adopted because it can be easily applied to different hyperbolic
systems due to its very general formulation. If not stated otherwise, we use
a third order direct ALE ADER-WENO scheme with the Osher-type method
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Figure 6.45: Evolution of a coarse version of the moving unstructured La-
grangian mesh with rezoning for the RMHD rotor problem at
output times t = 0.10, t = 0.20, t = 0.30 and t = 0.40.
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Figure 6.46: Results for the magnetic field component Bx for the RMHD blast
wave problem in 2D at the final time t = 0.30. 11 color contours
are exponentially distributed between 0.03 and 0.3. Left: Third
order direct ALE ADER-WENO scheme on a grid with h =
1/200. Right: Eulerian reference solution computed with a third
order ADER-WENO scheme on a fine grid (h = 1/400).
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Figure 6.47: Evolution of a coarse version of the moving unstructured La-
grangian mesh with rezoning for the RMHD blast wave problem
at output times t = 0.20 and t = 0.30.
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(2.65). This setting is the same for all the test cases listed below. Finally, in
all figures the abbreviation ALE ADER-WENO has been replaced with ALE
WENO to ease the visualization.
In Section 6.4.5 we show a comparison between the direct ALE ADER-WENO
algorithm presented in Chapter 2 and the corresponding Eulerian version pro-
posed in [99, 102, 103]. Both accuracy and efficiency will be compared and the
analysis demonstrates that Lagrangian-like algorithms are more accurate but
also more expensive in terms of computational efforts, as expected.
6.4.1 Numerical convergence studies
The numerical convergence rates for the compressible Baer-Nunziato model
have been carried out using the Osher-type (2.65) numerical flux and the results
are shown for the solid volume fraction φs at time t = 2.0 in Table 6.21 for a
sequence of successively refined meshes with a number of elements NG along
each direction. Similar results have been obtained for all variables of the state
vector Q. One observes that the schemes reach their designed order of accuracy
quite well. To our knowledge, this is the first time ever that a better than second
order accurate Lagrangian-like WENO finite volume scheme is presented for
non-conservative hyperbolic systems on unstructured triangular meshes with
applications to the Baer-Nunziato model of compressible multi-phase flows.
6.4.2 Riemann problems
The numerical results for the Riemann problems presented in Section 5.4.2 are
shown in Figures 6.48 - 6.51 and are compared with the exact solution. RP1
and RP4 have been run in 2D, while for RP2 and RP5 the three-dimensional
results are displayed. On the top left of each figure a sketch of the mesh is
depicted, while the other subfigures contain a one-dimensional cut through the
reconstructed numerical solution wh along the x-axis, evaluated at the final
time on 200 equidistant sample points. Due to the Lagrangian-like formulation
of the method, the solid contact is resolved in a very sharp manner in all cases,
which was actually the main aim in the design of a high order ALE schemes for
the compressible Baer-Nunziato model. Also for the other waves we can note
in general a very good agreement between our numerical results and the exact
reference solutions given in [11,76,212].
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Figure 6.48: Results for Riemann problem RP1 of the seven-equation Baer-
Nunziato model in 2D at time t = 0.1.
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Figure 6.49: Results for Riemann problem RP2 of the seven-equation Baer-
Nunziato model in 3D at time t = 0.1.
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Table 6.21: Numerical convergence results for the compressible Baer-
Nunziato model in 2D using the third to sixth order version of the
direct Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian one-step ADER-WENO fi-
nite volume schemes presented in this work. The error norms
refer to the variable φs (solid volume fraction) at time t = 2.0.
NG L2 O(L2) NG L2 O(L2)
O3 O4
24 2.6916E-02 - 24 1.5993E-02 -
32 1.0906E-02 3.1 32 3.8281E-03 5.0
64 1.9750E-03 2.5 64 3.0900E-04 3.6
128 2.5442E-04 3.0 128 2.0855E-05 3.9
O5 O6
24 1.4493E-02 - 24 8.3869E-03 -
32 3.8912E-03 4.6 32 1.9504E-03 5.1
64 2.5564E-04 3.9 64 6.1843E-05 5.0
128 8.7457E-06 4.9 96 7.4509E-06 5.2
6.4.3 Explosion problems
In two space dimensions the initial mesh spacing is of characteristic size h =
1/250, leading to a total number of NE = 431224 triangular elements used to
discretize Ω(t), while in 3D we use a characteristic mesh size of h = 1/100
for r ≤ rc and h = 1/50 for r > rc for a total number of tetrahedra of
NE = 2632305. Numerical results for EP1 and EP3 have been collected using
the two-dimensional version of the algorithm, whereas we perform a three-
dimensional computation for EP2 and EP4. The numerical results are com-
pared with the 1D reference solution in Figures 6.52 - 6.55. On the top left of
each figure a 3D visualization of either the solid or the gas density is shown, in
order to verify that either the cylindrical or the spherical symmetry is reason-
ably maintained on the unstructured meshes used here. The other subfigures
show a one-dimensional cut through the reconstructed numerical solution wh on
100 equidistant sample points along the x-axis. We use the path-conservative
Osher-type method (2.65) since it is less dissipative than the Rusanov-type
scheme (2.62), hence a better resolution of the material contact can be achieved.
Since the mesh is moving with the interface velocity uI , i.e. V = uI = u1, the
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Figure 6.50: Results for Riemann problem RP4 of the seven-equation Baer-
Nunziato model in 2D at time t = 0.15.
contact discontinuity of the first phase φ1 is very well resolved in all cases. The
quality of the three-dimensional results is lower towards the external bound-
ary of the computational domain because a coarser grid with h = 1/50 has
been used there. This was necessary to reduce the amount of computational
resources needed to carry on the computation.
6.4.4 Two-Dimensional Riemann Problems
We use the two-dimensional direct ALE ADER-WENO schemes presented in
Chapter 2 to perform the multidimensional Riemann problems illustrated in
Section 5.4.4. The computational domain is discretized using an unstructured
triangular mesh composed ofNE = 90080 elements with an initial characteristic
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Figure 6.51: Results for Riemann problem RP5 of the seven-equation Baer-
Nunziato model in 3D with drag and pressure relaxation (λ =
103, µ = 102) at time t = 0.2 and comparison with the exact
solution.
mesh spacing of h = 1/200. The reference solution is computed with a high
order Eulerian one-step scheme as presented in [107,230], using a very fine mesh
composed of 2,277,668 triangles with characteristic mesh spacing h = 1/1000.
The obtained results together with the Eulerian reference solution are depicted
in Figures 6.57 - 6.58, where we can observe a very good qualitative agreement
of the Lagrangian-like solution with the Eulerian fine-grid reference solution.
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Figure 6.52: Results obtained for the cylindrical explosion problem EP1 of
the seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model in 2D at time t = 0.15
and comparison with the reference solution.
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Figure 6.53: Results obtained for the cylindrical explosion problem EP2 of
the seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model in 3D at time t = 0.15
and comparison with the reference solution.
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Figure 6.54: Results obtained for the cylindrical explosion problem EP3 of
the seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model in 2D at time t = 0.15
and comparison with the reference solution.
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Figure 6.55: Results obtained for the cylindrical explosion problem EP4 of
the seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model in 2D with λ = 105 at
time t = 0.18 and comparison with the reference solution.
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For the first test problem, the initial and the final mesh are depicted in Figure
6.56.
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Figure 6.56: Mesh for configuration C1 at times t = 0 (left) and t = 0.15
(right).
6.4.5 Computational efficiency comparison of Eulerian and ALE
schemes
In the previous sections we have shown numerical results obtained with the
high order path-conservative direct ALE ADER-WENO schemes presented in
Chapter 2, highlighting the excellent resolution of the solid contact wave due
to the use of a Lagrangian framework. Such a sharp resolution of the material
interface cannot be achieved by a classical Eulerian formulation on fixed meshes
without the use of additional techniques, such as the level-set method coupled
with the ghostfluid approach [114, 115, 122, 181, 188]. However, the update of
the mesh and its associated geometric quantities in time makes Lagrangian
algorithms typically much more demanding in terms of computational effort
compared to Eulerian schemes. In order to investigate how much the com-
putational efficiency may decrease in high order Lagrangian-like methods, a
comparison between our ALE ADER-WENO algorithm and the corresponding
Eulerian version (see [99,102,103]) is carried out in the following. The numer-
ical test problem is chosen to be the cylindrical explosion problem EP1 and
we run the same test case with the ALE and the Eulerian code on the same
sequence of successively refined meshes with a total number of elements NE .
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Figure 6.57: Results obtained with the two-dimensional third order direct
ALE ADER-WENO scheme for the 2D Riemann problem C1 at
time t = 0.15 (left column). The reference solution computed
with an Eulerian method on a very fine mesh is also shown (right
column). 30 equidistant contour lines are shown for the solid
density ρs (top row), the gas density ρg (middle row) and the
solid volume fraction φs (bottom row). In this test problem stiff
relaxation source terms are used setting λ = 105 and µ = 102.
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Figure 6.58: Results obtained with the two-dimensional third order direct
ALE ADER-WENO scheme for the 2D Riemann problem C2 at
time t = 0.15 (left column). The reference solution computed
with an Eulerian method on a very fine mesh is also shown (right
column). 30 equidistant contour lines are shown for the solid
density ρs (top row), the gas density ρg (middle row) and the
solid volume fraction φs (bottom row).
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Figure 6.59: Comparison between Lagrangian and Eulerian WENO schemes.
Left: error norm versus mesh size (total number of element NE).
Right: CPU time per timestep versus error norm.
Convergence rates and efficiency curves are depicted in Figure 6.59 for a third
and a fourth order scheme. Furthermore Table 6.22 contains the error norms
L2 and the CPU time of each run. For a fair comparison, the representative
computational time τCPU (time per element and time step) has been evaluated
in microseconds by dividing the total wallclock time tCPU in seconds obtained
on a single CPU core (Intel i7-2600 with 3.4 GHz) by the number of timesteps
Nts and by the total number of elements NE , i.e.
τCPU =
tCPU
Nts ·NE · 10
6 (6.3)
expressed in microseconds (µs). Finally the ratio τ∗ = τCPU,Lag
τCPU,Eul
between the
two methods shows the significantly larger computational cost of the ALE
scheme with respect to the Eulerian scheme. This is mainly due to the fact
that in the Lagrangian framework the reconstruction equations (2.9) can not
be solved once and for all beforehand in a pre-processing step, as in the Eu-
lerian case, but must assembled and solved again for each element in each
time step. As a consequence, the ratio τ∗ increases with increasing order of
accuracy. Since the high order WENO reconstruction step is by far the most
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expensive part of the algorithm, the use of a high order one-step time integrator
like the local space-time Galerkin predictor presented in Section 2.3 is highly
recommended. The use of the MOOD paradigm (see Section 4.4) allows the
overall algorithm efficiency to be improved, since the cost of the reconstruction
drastically decreases because in the MOOD approach we only need one central
reconstruction stencil. These results are confirmed by the data reported in
Tables 6.16-6.17.
Table 6.22: Comparison between two-dimensional ALE and Eulerian WENO
algorithm. The compressible Baer-Nunziato model (5.45) has
been used to run the cylindrical explosion problem EP1 given
in Table 5.3 with third and fourth order of accuracy.
O3
Eulerian WENO ALE WENO
NE tCPU Nts τCPU L2 tCPU Nts τCPU L2 τ
∗
4460 33.48 27 278 6.5666E-02 167.67 31 1213 6.0566E-02 4.4
7862 80.50 36 284 5.8334E-02 395.42 41 1227 5.2193E-02 4.3
17366 331.33 63 303 5.0181E-02 1403.76 67 1206 4.4176E-02 4.0
68362 2366.30 122 284 3.3837E-02 9878.44 129 1120 3.0387E-02 3.9
O4
Eulerian WENO ALE WENO
NE tCPU Nts τCPU L2 tCPU Nts τCPU L2 τ
∗
4460 62.29 27 517 6.5737E-02 478.27 31 3459 5.9497E-02 6.7
7862 143.26 36 506 5.3914E-02 1098.50 42 3327 5.0234E-02 6.6
17366 535.08 63 489 4.5909E-02 3589.55 66 3132 4.1764E-02 6.4
68362 3942.47 122 473 3.1165E-02 24790.93 127 2855 2.8592E-02 6.0
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7 Conclusions and Outlook
In this thesis we have developed a new family of high order Arbitrary-Lagrangian-
Eulerian one-step ADER-WENO finite volume schemes on unstructured trian-
gular and tetrahedral meshes [39, 40, 96]. The algorithm is formulated in a
very general manner so that it can be applied to both conservative and non-
conservative hyperbolic systems of balance laws, with and without stiff source
terms. A WENO reconstruction technique is used to achieve high order of
accuracy in space, while an element-local space-time Galerkin finite element
predictor on moving curved meshes is used to obtain a high order accurate
one-step time discretization. To the knowledge of the author, this is the first
better than second order accurate Lagrangian-type finite volume scheme ever
presented on unstructured tetrahedral meshes. The final ALE finite volume
scheme belongs to the category of direct ALE methods, because an additional
remapping stage, which is typically used in the context of indirect ALE and
pure Lagrangian schemes, is unnecessary in our case. This is possible because
the new class of ALE algorithms proposed within this thesis is based directly
on a space-time conservation formulation of the governing PDE system, which
furthermore allows the geometric conservation law (GCL) to be satisfied by the
scheme by construction (see Appendix C for details).
The mesh motion procedure has been described in details, considering all the
steps needed to move the mesh, namely the Lagrangian step, the rezoning step
and the relaxation step. In the Lagrangian step three different node solvers
have been considered for the computation of the node velocity in order to
move the grid in time [41]. The first solver NScs is simply defined as the mass
weighted average of the states in the cells surrounding the node, while the
solver NSm has been introduced in our scheme for hydrodynamics and for the
classical MHD equations. Finally, we have used the recent multidimensional
HLL Riemann solver [88] as a new node solver type for the first time in the
ALE context.
In order to improve the overall algorithm efficiency several variants of the orig-
inal scheme have been presented.
First, we have developed a novel cell-centered ALE ADER-WENO method that
allows for time-accurate local time stepping (LTS) algorithm [43]. It applies to
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unstructured triangular meshes uses the following basic ingredients: a high or-
der WENO reconstruction in space on unstructured meshes, an element-local
high-order accurate space-time Galerkin predictor that performs the time evo-
lution of the reconstructed polynomials within each element, the computation
of numerical ALE fluxes at the moving element interfaces through approxi-
mate Riemann solvers, and a one-step finite volume scheme for the time update
which is directly based on the integral form of the conservation equations in
space-time. The inclusion of the LTS algorithm requires a number of crucial
extensions, such as a proper scheduling criterion for the time update of each
element and for each node; a virtual projection of the elements contained in
the reconstruction stencils of the element that has to perform the WENO re-
construction; and the proper computation of the fluxes through the space-time
boundary surfaces that will inevitably contain hanging nodes in time due to
the LTS algorithm.
Then, the first two-dimensional high-order unstructured ALE ADER-WENO
finite volume schemes based on genuinely multidimensional HLL Riemann
solvers [38] have been considered because the multidimensionality in the Rie-
mann solver allows the numerical method to run with a less severe CFL con-
dition on the timestep, namely taking CFL = 0.95 in two space dimensions,
instead of setting it to the usual limit of CFL ≤ 0.5 typical for unsplit Godunov
schemes in two space dimensions using conventional one-dimensional Riemann
solvers.
We also focused on the numerical flux integration, proposing a new and efficient
quadrature-free way to compute the space-time integrals of the numerical fluxes
within the framework of high order direct ALE ADER-WENO finite volume
schemes on unstructured triangular and tetrahedral meshes [44]. The bound-
aries of the Lagrangian space-time control volumes are divided into smaller
simplex sub-elements, which allow an analytical integration to be carried out
only once and for all in a pre processing step. This yields a big reduction of
the computational time needed to carry out numerical simulations.
Finally, we have applied the novel a posteriori Multi-dimensional Optimal
Order Detection (MOOD) approach [69, 79, 81, 165] to the context of direct
Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) ADER schemes solving the multidimen-
sional hydrodynamics equations. Starting from the unlimited ALE ADER-
WENO scheme previously designed in Chapter 2, we have replaced the a pri-
ori WENO polynomial limiting technique by the MOOD paradigm [45]. These
ALE ADER-MOOD schemes have been implemented to solve the Euler equa-
tions for compressible gas dynamics on unstructured grids, but the scheme may
in principle apply also to non-conservative hyperbolic systems.
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For each version of the algorithm high order numerical convergence studies
in space and time have been carried out, hence showing the accuracy of the
new family of high order ALE ADER finite volume schemes. In Chapter 5
we have considered different hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, namely
the multidimensional Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics, the ideal
classical and relativistic magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) equations and the
non-conservative seven-equation Baer-Nunziato model of compressible multi-
phase flows with stiff relaxation source terms. Several classical test problems
have been run for each system of PDEs in order to assess the robustness of the
new schemes. The obtained numerical results have been carefully compared
with exact or other numerical reference solutions and some of them have been
presented in Chapter 6.
Further work will regard the extension of the presented direct ALE ADER-
WENO finite volume schemes to the more general framework of the new PNPM
method proposed in [95], which can deal with either pure finite volume or pure
discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods, or with a hybridization of both.
This will allow the mesh motion to be described by curvilinear trajectories,
instead of limiting us to use straight lines as done within this work. Therefore
material interfaces and contact waves will be located even more precisely by
using curvilinear unstructured meshes and the quality of the numerical results
will improve even more.
We also plan to investigate pure Lagrangian algorithms, i.e. numerical methods
with zero mass flux across element interfaces, in the context of ADER schemes.
The use of curvilinear meshes will allow the first better than second order pure
Lagrangian finite volume schemes to be developed on unstructured meshes,
using the already existing framework presented in this thesis work.
Last but not least, another important topic will be the application of the present
scheme to more realistic real world simulations in engineering and physics.
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A Basis Functions
In this appendix we provide the information needed to compute the basis func-
tions used in the direct ALE ADER-WENO algorithm. For the reconstruction
technique, illustrated in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, the basis functions ψl de-
pend only on space and constitute a modal basis, while in the local predictor
step, described in Section 2.3 we use the space-time basis functions θl that lead
to a nodal approach. The details for the computation of both ψl and θl are
presented in the following Sections A.1 and A.2, respectively.
A.1 Space basis functions
The basis functions ψl constitute an orthogonal hierarchical tensor-type basis
and they are evaluated by extending the original idea of Dubiner [90], as fully
explained in [150]. The basis is a combination of structured and unstructured
domains consisting in polymorphic subdomains and it can be applied to both
2D and 3D subdomains, i.e. simplicial elements like triangles and tetrahedra
as used within our ALE algorithm. For each subdomain, defined in the refer-
ence system ξ, the polynomial expansion is based upon a new local coordinate
system η.
The basis functions are given in terms of the Jacobi polynomials Pα,βn (z) on
the interval [−1; 1] by
Pα,βn (z) =
(−1)n
2nn!
(1− z)−α (1 + z)−β d
n
dzn
[
(1− z)α+n (1 + z)β+n
]
, (A.1)
which is the solution of the Jacobi differential equation(
1− z2) y′′ + [β − α− (α+ β + 2) z] y′ + n (n+ α+ β + 1) y = 0. (A.2)
According to [150] we set α = β = 0, so that the Jacobi polynomials P 0,0n (z)
reduce to the Legendre polynomials. Then, we define three principle functions
Θai (z), Θ
b
ij(z) and Θ
c
ijk(z) as
Θai (z) = P
0,0
i (z), Θ
b
ij(z) =
(
1− z
2
)i
P 2i+1,0j (z),
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Θcijk(z) =
(
1− z
2
)i+j
P 2i+2j+2,0k (z), (A.3)
and we use them to construct the polynomial expansions, which are given as
a product of the principle functions. The expansions have the property to be
orthogonal in the Legendre inner product.
A.1.1 Triangles
The reference triangle TE is defined in the two-dimensional reference system
ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) as
TE =
{
(ξ1, ξ2) ∈ R2 | 0 ≤ ξ1 ≤ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ ξ2 ≤ 1− ξ1
}
. (A.4)
The triangular expansion reads
ψl (ξ1, ξ2) = Θ
a
p (η1) ·Θbpq (2η2 − 1) (A.5)
with the local coordinates
η1 =
2ξ1
1− ξ2 − 1 and η2 = ξ2. (A.6)
For a complete polynomial basis of order N we have
0 ≤ p ≤ N ∧ 0 ≤ q ≤ N ∧ (p+ q) ≤ N. (A.7)
The mono-index l in (A.5) is function of the indexes (p, q) and is bounded in
the interval [0, L − 1], where L represents the numbers of degrees of freedom.
For the two-dimensional case it can be evaluated as
L =
(N + 1) (N + 2)
2
, (A.8)
hence yielding
0 ≤ l ≤ (N + 1) (N + 2)
2
− 1. (A.9)
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A.1.2 Tetrahedra
The reference tetrahedron TE is defined in the three-dimensional reference sys-
tem ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, , ξ3) as
TE =
{
(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) ∈ R3 | 0 ≤ ξ1 ≤ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ ξ2 ≤ 1− ξ1 ∧ 0 ≤ ξ3 ≤ 1− ξ1 − ξ2
}
.
(A.10)
The polynomial expansion for the tetrahedron element is given by
ψl (ξ1, ξ2) = Θ
a
p (η1) ·Θbpq (η2) ·Θcpqr (η3) (A.11)
with the local coordinates
η1 =
2 (1 + ξ1)
−ξ2 − ξ3 , η2 =
2 (1 + ξ2)
1− ξ3 − 1 and η3 = ξ3. (A.12)
For a complete polynomial basis of order N for the tetrahedron expansion
(A.11) we have
0 ≤ p ≤ N ∧ 0 ≤ q ≤ N ∧ 0 ≤ r ≤ N ∧ (p+ q + r) ≤ N. (A.13)
As for triangles, the mono-index l in (A.11) is function of the indexes (p, q, r)
and it ranges from 0 to L−1 as maximum value, with L denoting the numbers
of degrees of freedom. In three space dimensions it is given by
L =
(N + 1) (N + 2) (N + 3)
6
, (A.14)
according to expression (2.6) introduced in Section 2.2.
A.2 Space-time basis functions
The basis functions θl are given by the Lagrange interpolation polynomials that
are passing through a set of space-time nodes ξ˜m, leading to the use of a nodal
basis. Therefore the explicit formula for the basis θl simply reads
θl
(
ξ˜
)
=
∏
l6=k
ξ˜ − ξ˜k∏
l 6=k
ξ˜l − ξ˜k
, ∀l, k ∈ [1, L] , (A.15)
where L denotes the number of degrees of freedom which depend on the order
N . In the following we will detail how the space-time nodes ξ˜m are chosen and
computed. We underline that the Lagrange interpolation polynomials satisfy
by construction the interpolation property given by (2.14), as required by the
nodal formulation of the basis.
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Local Continuous Galerkin (CG) predictor. The space-time nodes are defined
according to [94], where special care has been taken in order to use only the
minimal number of space-time nodes necessary to reach the formal order of
accuracy. According to [94], the optimal number of degrees of freedom L for a
polynomial of degree N is
L(d,N) =
1
(d+ 1)!
d+1∏
j=1
N + j, (A.16)
with d representing the number of space dimensions. The degrees of freedom
are then located for the reference triangle and the reference tetrahedron at the
space-time points defined by
ξ˜ = (ξqrs, ηqrs, τqrs) =
(
q
N − s ,
r
N − s ,
s
N
)
in R2,
ξ˜ = (ξpqrs, ηpqrs, ζpqrs, τpqrs) =
(
p
N − s ,
q
N − s ,
r
N − s ,
s
N
)
in R3,
(A.17)
with
0 ≤ s ≤ N, 0 ≤ r ≤ (N−s), 0 ≤ q ≤ (N−s−r), 0 ≤ p ≤ (N−s−r−q).
(A.18)
The last degree of freedom, which corresponds to the singular case s = N , is
located at the spatial barycenter of the reference element TE at the new time
level τ = 1, hence
(ξ0..0N , τ0..0N ) =
(
1
d+ 1
, ...,
1
d+ 1
, 1
)
. (A.19)
Local Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) predictor. In this case the space-time
nodes are given by the tensor product of the spatial nodes of classical con-
forming high order finite elements and the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points
in time. More precisely, with the multi-index m = (m1,m2,m3,m4) and
1 ≤ mi ≤ N + 1, the space-time nodes for the three-dimensional case are
given by
ξ˜m =
(
(m1 − 1)
N
,
(m2 − 1)
N
,
(m3 − 1)
N
, τm4
)
,
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where τm4 is the m4-th root of the Legendre polynomial of degree N + 1,
rescaled to the unit interval [0; 1]. If d = 2 we can derive the associated space-
time coordinates simply setting ξ(m3) = 0.
The Gauss-Legendre quadrature points are defined by the roots of the associ-
ated Legendre polynomials of order N + 1, which are defined in the interval
[−1, 1], and using Rodrigues formula they read
Pn(z) =
1
2nn!
dn
dxn
[(
z2 − 1)n] . (A.20)
The above expression is the solution of the Legendre differential equation in
the special case when index n is an integer number:
d
dz
[(
1− z2) d
dx
Pn(z)
]
+ n(n+ 1)Pn(z) = 0. (A.21)
Since the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points are used along the reference time
coordinate τ ∈ [0, 1], we use the shifted Legendre polynomials P˜n(z) which can
be obtained considering the shifting function z → 2z + 1:
P˜n(z) = Pn(2z + 1). (A.22)
Thus, the corresponding Rodrigues formula reads
P˜n(z) =
1
n!
dn
dxn
[(
z2 − z)n] . (A.23)
Recall that with a total number of NG Gauss-Legendre quadrature points, an
order of accuracy of O = 2NG + 1 is retrieved, see [218] for details.
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B Positivity preserving technique
Several phenomena in physics and engineering as well as many classical bench-
mark test cases in the Lagrangian framework are involving strong shock waves,
which may lead to a loss of positivity for density and pressure in the numerical
scheme. Such a problem typically occurs after carrying out the high-order re-
construction algorithm presented in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, which is designed
to be essentially but not absolutely non-oscillatory. For this reason we rely on
the positivity preserving technique of Balsara [24], where a flattener variable is
computed in order to smear out the oscillations and to bring back density and
pressure values to their physically admissible range if the positivity constraint
has been violated. In [24] the equations for both hydrodynamics and magneto-
hydrodynamics have been considered on two- and three-dimensional Cartesian
grids and in this paper we extend the method to moving unstructured tetrahe-
dral meshes.
First we have to detect those regions of the computational domain Ω(t) which
are characterized by strong shocks. Let us consider a tetrahedron Tni and its
Neumann neighborhood Ni, i.e. all the elements Tnj that are attached to a
face of Tni . Let furthermore Q
n
i and Q
n
j be the vectors of conserved variables
of element Tni and its direct neighbor T
n
j , respectively, and let ρ
n denote the
density and pn the pressure. A shock can be identified by comparing the
divergence of the velocity field ∇ · vn with the minimum of the sound speed
cni,min obtained by considering the element T
n
i itself as well as its neighborhood
Ni. Hence,
∇ · vn = 1|Tni |
∑
Tnj ∈Ni
Snj
(
vnj − vni
) · nnij , cni,min = min
Tnj ∈Ni
(
cni , c
n
j
)
, (B.1)
where |Tni | represents as usual the volume of the tetrahedron Tni , Snj denotes the
surface shared between element Tni and the neighbor T
n
j , n
n
ij is the associated
unit normal vector w.r.t. the surface Snj and c
n
i,j =
√
γpni,j
ρni,j
are the sound
speeds of Tni and the neighbor element T
n
j , respectively, with γ representing
the ratio of specific heats. The divergence of the velocity field is estimated from
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the cell-averaged states Qni,j and not from the reconstructed states wh(x, t
n)
obtained from (2.13).
The flattener variable fni is then computed according to [24] as
fni = min
[
1,max
(
0,−∇ · v
n + k1c
n
i,min
k1cni,min
)]
, (B.2)
with the coefficient k1 that is set to the value of k1 = 0.1 for all our compu-
tations. For rarefaction waves the divergence of the velocity field is positive,
i.e. ∇ · vn ≥ 0, hence obtaining fni = 0 and leaving the reconstruction poly-
nomial wh(x, t
n) as it is. Even when shocks of modest strength occur, i.e.
−k1cni,min ≤ ∇ · vn ≤ 0, the reconstruction remains untouched.
In the work of Balsara [24] the flattener variable is propagated even to those
elements that are about to be crossed by a shock, but have still to enter the
wave, i.e. the neighbors of an element which has already experienced the shock.
Due to the more complex computational domain on unstructured meshes, we
propose to define a node based flattener f˜nk : the Voronoi neighborhood Vk
of each vertex k of element Tni is also considered in order to propagate the
flattener, hence taking into account all those elements that share vertex k of
tetrahedron Tni . The node based flattener results in the maximum value among
the flattener values fnj of the attached tetrahedra that has been previously
computed according to (B.2):
f˜nk = max
j∈Vk
fnj . (B.3)
Each element Tni is then assigned again with the maximum value of the node
based flattener among the set Ki of the four vertices that define the tetrahedron
Tni , i.e.
fni = max
k∈Ki
f˜nk . (B.4)
Once the flattener variable has been computed for each element of the com-
putational domain Ω(t), the WENO reconstruction polynomials are corrected
with the following expression:
wh(x, t
n) := (1− fni )ψl(ξ)wˆnl,i + fni ·Qni . (B.5)
If positivity is still violated even after using (B.5), then fni := 1 is set, thus
recovering a (positivity preserving) first order finite volume scheme. This strat-
egy resembles to some extent the recently developed MOOD algorithm of Diot
et al. [70,80,165], however, it is still used as an a priori limiter here, while the
MOOD approach uses an innovative a posteriori limiting philosophy.
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Indeed, with the MOOD version of the direct ALE ADER-WENO algorithm,
presented in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4, the preserving technique described in this
appendix is no longer needed. The positivity preservation falls in fact in the
Physical Admissible Criteria (PAD) of the MOOD loop, hence it will be always
check a posteriori for each control volume. The presented flattener technique
is by default switched off and has been used only for those test problems where
it was absolutely necessary in order to run the simulation to the final time.
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C Geometric Conservation Law (GCL)
In the literature about classical pure Lagrangian schemes the geometric con-
servation law (GCL) is usually written in its semi discrete form as follows, see
for example [172]:
d
dt
∫
Ti(t)
dV −
∫
∂Ti(t)
V · n dS = 0, (C.1)
where V = (U, V,W ) denotes the mesh velocity and n is the outward-pointing
spatial unit normal vector n = (nx, ny, nz)
T . The corresponding fully discrete
form can be obtained by integrating (C.1) in time, which yields
|Tn+1i | − |Tni | −
tn+1∫
tn
∫
∂Ti(t)
V · n dSdt = 0, (C.2)
where |Tni | denotes the volume of element Ti at time tn. Each face ∂Tij of
the tetrahedron Ti(t) is now parametrized using a mapping of the type x =
x(χ) with the coordinate vector x = (x, y, z)T and the vector of parameters
χ = (χ1, χ2)
T with 0 ≤ χ1 ≤ 1 − χ2 and 0 ≤ χ2 ≤ 1. The normal vector n
multiplied with the area differential dS is denoted by dn = ndS and reads with
ex = (1, 0, 0)
T , ey = (0, 1, 0)
T and ez = (0, 0, 1)
T for each face ∂Tij as
dn =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ex xχ1 xχ2
ey yχ1 yχ2
ez zχ1 zχ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ dχ1dχ2 =
 yχ1zχ2 − zχ1yχ2− (xχ1zχ2 − zχ1xχ2)
xχ1yχ2 − xχ1yχ2
 dχ1dχ2. (C.3)
We furthermore parametrize the physical time as t = tn+ τ∆t, hence, the fully
discrete form of the GCL (C.2) becomes
|Tn+1i | − |Tni | −
∑
∂Tij
1∫
0
1∫
0
1−χ2∫
0
∆tV · dn dτ = 0. (C.4)
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Note also that
V · dn = U (yχ1zχ2 − zχ1yχ2) dχ1dχ2
− V (xχ1zχ2 − zχ1xχ2) dχ1dχ2
+ W (xχ1yχ2 − xχ1yχ2) dχ1dχ2. (C.5)
We now prove that Eqn. (C.3) is equivalent to the fourth component (i.e. the
time component) of the vector equation (2.56), which reads
∫
∂Cni
n˜dS =
∫
∂Cni
dn˜ = 0, (C.6)
with the outward-pointing space-time normal vector dn˜ = (dnx, dny, dnz, dnt)
T .
The bounding surface ∂Cni of the space-time control volume is delimited by
the two space-time faces Tni (tetrahedron at the initial time t
n) and Tn+1i
(element at the final time tn+1 of a time step) and by the four lateral space-
time sub-surfaces ∂Cnij , see Eqn. (2.50). The associated space-time normal
vectors for the first two space-time sub-surfaces are n˜ = (0, 0, 0,−1)T and
n˜ = (0, 0, 0,+1)T , respectively. The space-time unit vectors along the physical
coordinate axis are e˜x = (1, 0, 0, 0)
T , e˜y = (0, 1, 0, 0)
T , e˜z = (0, 0, 1, 0)
T and
e˜t = (0, 0, 0, 1)
T , therefore Eqn. (C.6), which is the same as Eqn. (2.56), can
also be written as∫
Tn+1i
e˜tdV −
∫
Tni
e˜tdV +
∑
j
∫
∂Cnij
dn˜ = 0. (C.7)
The parametrization of each lateral space-time sub-face ∂Cnij is of the type
x˜ = x˜(χ˜) with the Cartesian space-time coordinate vector x˜ = (x, y, z, t)T and
the vector of parameters χ˜ = (χ1, χ2, τ)
T with 0 ≤ χ1 ≤ 1−χ2 and 0 ≤ χ2 ≤ 1
and 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1. We still use t = tn + τ∆t, hence tχ1 = tχ2 = 0. Furthermore,
the mesh velocity vector is given by
V =
1
∆t
 xτyτ
zτ
 . (C.8)
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The vector dn˜ = n˜dS for the lateral space-time sub-surfaces reads
dn˜ =

dn˜x
dn˜y
dn˜z
dn˜t
 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
e˜x xχ1 xχ2 xτ
e˜y yχ1 yχ2 yτ
e˜z zχ1 zχ2 zτ
e˜t tχ1 tχ2 tτ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ dχ1dχ2dτ
=

(yχ1zχ2 − zχ1yχ2) ∆t
− (xχ1zχ2 − zχ1xχ2) ∆t
(xχ1yχ2 − xχ1yχ2) ∆t
n˜t
 dχ1dχ2dτ, (C.9)
with
n˜t = −xτ (yχ1zχ2 − zχ1yχ2) + yτ (xχ1zχ2 − zχ1xχ2)− zτ (xχ1yχ2 − xχ1yχ2) .
(C.10)
Using (C.10), (C.9), (C.8) and (C.5) one finds that
dn˜t = −∆tV · dn dτ. (C.11)
Therefore, the fourth component of equation (2.56) reads
|Tn+1i | − |Tni | −
∑
∂Tij
1∫
0
1∫
0
1−χ2∫
0
∆tV · dn dτ = 0, (C.12)
which is therefore identical with the fully discrete form of the usual geometric
conservation law, see Eqn. (C.2).
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D Boundary conditions
In the following we briefly describe the type of boundary conditions used within
the high order ALE ADER-WENO framework to carry on the numerical sim-
ulations of the test problems presented in Chapter 5. Unlike in the context of
finite element or discontinuous Galerkin methods, where boundary conditions
can be imposed in a very rigorous and simple way just by choosing a suitable
numerical flux at the domain boundary, for finite volume schemes the setting
of boundary conditions is not trivial and in some case it might become cumber-
some. This is mainly due to the fact that for high order finite volume methods
reconstruction is necessary, hence yielding the need to introduce ghost cells for
the boundary treatment that allows the numerical flux at the domain boundary
to be computed consistently with the order of accuracy of the reconstruction,
thus of the entire scheme.
From the practical viewpoint of implementation, the boundary conditions set-
ting means that we have to assign a suitable boundary state Qg for the ghost
neighbor Tg of element Ti, which lies on boundary and is given the state Qi.
The entire range of boundary condition types that may be imposed for all test
cases considered in this work (see Chapters 5 - 6) are the following:
• transmissive boundary conditions are adopted to let the fluid flow across
the domain boundary. The flow is governed by the internal state, hence
yielding the simple setting Qg = Qi;
• wall (or reflective) boundary conditions are used for the treatment of wall
boundaries. In this case the orthogonal flux across the domain boundary
is zero, therefore we first set Qg = Qi and then the velocity vector vg for
the boundary state is computed as
vg = vi − 2 (vi · n) n, (D.1)
where n denotes as usual the outward pointing unit normal vector on the
boundary edge of element Ti and vi represents the velocity vector given
by the internal state Qi, according to Figure D.1. This treatment is also
called no-slip wall boundary condition and for inviscid flows the fluid is
still allowed to flow along the boundary, i.e. tangential to the boundary
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Figure D.1: Sketch of the time-dependent computational domain Ω(t) for the
treatment of boundary conditions. Q
i
represents the state of
the internal element T
i
, Q
g
is the state of the ghost neighbor T
g
,
while Q
j
denotes the boundary neighbor when periodic boundary
conditions are imposed in the y−direction. In this case particu-
lar attention must be taken to build a logically connected mesh,
where boundary vertexes along the periodic direction match ex-
actly (red and blue vertexes).
edge. On the contrary, for viscous flows the velocity is set to zero on
the boundary edge, thus leading to v
g
= −v
i
. The factor 2 in the above
expression (D.1) has to be taken into account because of the factor
1
2
in the numerical flux formulation, either the Rusanov type (2.69) or the
Osher-type (2.71) flux;
• space-time dependent boundary conditions are used whenever the bound-
ary is moving during the simulation, according to a prescribed bound-
ary motion. Since the law which governs the boundary motion must be
known, i.e. x
b
(t), we simply set Q
g
= Q
b
(x
b
(t)), where Q
b
(x
b
(t)) denotes
the state that has been computed according to the explicit expression for
the boundary motion x
b
(t);
• we rely on periodic boundary conditions to simulate an infinite computa-
tional domain. Although the domain is de facto finite, it is logically con-
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nected in one or more directions, hence yielding a logical infinite space in
which the fluid flows. In this case we have Qg = Qj , with Tj representing
the logical Neumann neighbor of element Ti, as depicted in Figure D.1.
Particular care should be taken in order to build a logically connected
mesh, ensuring that each vertex which lies on a periodic boundary has its
own corresponding vertex on the other side of the domain, as highlighted
by the red and blue lines in Figure D.1.
We underline that for finite volume schemes no “canonical” procedure is avail-
able to set boundary conditions. Thus, different ways are possible and they all
are, in principle, correct.
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